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Abstract 

While it is common for speaker recognition systems to perform well in ideal conditions, perform

ance degrades when these systems are exposed to adverse conditions. This degradation in per

formance becomes more evident when speaker recognition systems are trained and tested in dif

ferent recording conditions. For the technology to prosper, speaker recognition needs to perform 

reliably regardless of the conditions under which training and testing are done. 

This thesis is aimed at mitigating the problem of mismatched training and test conditions by using 

a technique known as Histogram Equalization. Here, it is used to improve the robustness of a 

speaker verification system evaluated on the NIST 2000 database. This database contains speech 

degraded by various artefacts caused by telephone transmission. Histogram Equalization is ap

plied directly to the features extracted from a particular speaker's training and test speech. In so 

doing, it modifies the underlying feature distributions such that they become less environment

dependent and more consistent across different recording conditions. The technique is shown to 

lead to a relative improvement in the equal error rate of a speaker verification system employing 

cepstral mean normalization of more than 11 %. A proposed variation of Histogram Equalization, 

in which the technique is applied to the features extracted from short adjacent segments of speech 

within an utterance, is also shown to improve performance above that of the original version of 

the technique. 

Key words: Histogram Equalization, robust speaker verification 
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1. Introduction 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Recent advances in speech technology have enabled researchers to design speaker recognition 

systems that are capable of excellent performance in ideal conditions. However, real-world condi

tions are far from ideal which leads to a deterioration in the performance of these systems. Fur

thermore, it is highly desirable for these architectures to perform reliably across telephone net

works as this would be convenient for most users. Unfortunately, the quality of a speech signal is 

adversely affected by transmitting it over a telephone network. This degrades the performance of 

speaker recognition systems operating in telephone environments. This degradation in perform

ance becomes more evident when speaker recognition systems are trained and tested in different 

recording conditions (e.g., when different telephone handsets are used to collect the training and 

test speech). This thesis is aimed at improving the robustness of a speaker verification system 

evaluated on speech degraded by telephone transmission. 

1.1 A brief overview of speaker recognition technology 

Every day we use numerous keys, cards, badges, pin numbers and passwords to confirm our iden

tities. Even though these mechanisms ensure secure access to various resources and facilities, 

their major disadvantage is that they can be lost, stolen, forgotten or even counterfeited. Physio

logical characteristics (e.g., facial features, fingerprints and retinal patterns) and behavioural char

acteristics (e.g., handwriting and speech) on the other hand are to a large extent specific to each 

individual and can also be used as a means of authentication. These characteristics are collectively 

referred to as biometrics and have the additional advantage that they are based on who one is and 

not on what one remembers or possesses [1]. For this reason they do not suffer from the same 

problems encountered when using the possession- or knowledge-based authentication mecha

nisms mentioned previously. Biometric person recognition however, does not completely solve 
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1. Introduction 

the problem of person authentication - bad illumination in face recognition, cuts and bruises in 

fingerprint recognition and background noise in speaker recognition are all pitfalls of the technol

ogy [1]. As such, the design, implementation and deployment of such systems are a non-trivial 

task. 

The primary focus of this study is on the use of speech as a means of automatically determining 

an individual's identity. This is referred to as speaker recognition [2-4]. Simply put, speaker rec

ognition "is the general tenn used to include all of the many tasks of discriminating people based 

on the sound of their voices" [4]. Reynolds [3] more precisely states that "the goal of automatic 

speaker recognition systems is to extract, characterize and recognize information in the speech 

signal conveying speaker identity". This is in contrast to speech recognition in which the goal is to 

automatically extract the word sequence in the speech signal so as to produce a textual output [5]. 

One of the advantages of using speech to determine an individual's identity is that speech is our 

most natural means of interacting with each other. Thus, speaker recognition, in contrast to other 

biometric identification techniques, is generally regarded as being less intrusive to perform - there 

is no need to place one's head in a specific position so that some system can scan one's iris for 

example. In addition, there is already a well established infrastructure in place for transmitting 

speech from one point to another: the ubiquitous telephone network. This makes the large scale 

deployment of speaker recognition technology easier and more cost-effective than that of other 

biometric identification systems as no special equipment is needed (only the speaker recognition 

system of course). In the following section a brief overview of the basic components and opera

tion of a speaker recognition system is presented. 

1.1.1 How does it work? 

Speaker recognition research has been conducted for more than four decades. This ranges back to 

the visual spectrogram! comparisons made by Kersta in the early 1960's [61 to the sophisticated 

statistical pattern matching techniques employed in contemporary speaker recognition systems 

[7]. As a result, speaker recognition can be regarded as a subset of the larger area of pattern rec

ognition. Pattern recognition is defined as "the study of how machines can observe the environ

ment, learn to distinguish patterns of interest from their background, and make sound and rea

sonable decisions about the categories of the patterns" [8]. According to the same reference, pat

tern recognition generally involves three aspects: (1) data acquisition and pre-processing; (2) data 

representation; and (3) decision making. In addition, at any time, a pattern recognition system is 

I A spectrogram is a three-dimensional display of a speech signal. It shows how the speech intensity in dif

ferent frequency bands changes over time [36]. 
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i. introduction 

either in one of two modes of operation: the training mode or the test mode. In the training mode, 

the system "learns" the categories to which the input training patterns belong and, in the test 

mode, patterns are classified according to their similarity to these categories. The following is a 

discussion of pattern recognition as it pertains to speaker recognition. 

Figure 1-1 depicts a generic speaker recognition system. Illustrated are the two modes of opera

tion as well as all of the pattern recognition aspects mentioned previously (each of these is repre

sented as an independent component). However, in speaker recognition terminology, data acquisi

tion is referred to as feature extraction or speech parameterisation (which occurs in the front

end), data representation is referred to as speaker modelling and decision-making is often referred 

to as classification (which together with speaker modelling occurs in the back-end). In the training 

mode new speakers are enrolled into the system and in the test mode the recognition of speakers 

takes place. 

Input speech signal 

Identity claim 

Input speech signal 

lRAlNlNG MODE 

Feature 
Extraction 

TEST MODE 

Model 
Database 

.. I 
! 

Figure 1-1: A generic speaker recognition system 

Decision 

The purpose of feature extraction is to extract speaker-dependent information from a raw speech 

signal and, in the process, convert the speech signal into a more compact and efficient representa

tion. The output of this component is a sequence of feature vectors where the individual elements 

of each feature vector are known as features. Desirable attributes of the features used for speaker 

recognition are that they should 19, 10]: 

• differentiate between speakers while being tolerant of intra-speaker variabilities (like the 
speaker's health or mood), 

• occur naturally and frequently in the speech signal, 

• be easily measurable from the speech signal, 

• be minimally affected by ambient noise and transmission over communication channels, 

• be stable over time, and 

• not be predisposed to mimicry by impostors. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

As illustrated by Figure 1-1, feature extraction takes place in both the training mode and the test 

mode. In the training mode the features generated from the input speech signal are fed into the 

speaker modelling component. This component is responsible for creating a model of each 

speaker's speech characteristics. In so doing, the system "learns" the speaker's voice. Ideally 

speaker models should [3]: 

• be based on sound theoretical principles (so that model behaviour can easily be under
stood and so that extensions and improvements can be approached from a mathematical 
point of view), 

• generalise well to unseen data (Le., the model should not overfit the training data leading 
to poor performance during testing), and 

• be economical as far as memory and computational resources are concerned. 

The models generated by the speaker modelling component are subsequently stored in a model 

database for use during testing. During testing, the decision-making component compares the fea

tures generated by the feature extraction component to the speaker models stored in the model 

database and a measure of similarity (usually a numerical value) is computed. Depending on the 

task at hand, the decision-making component uses these values to either assign a speaker identity 

to the input speech signal or to verify that it belongs to a particular speaker. In order to verify that 

the speech signal belongs to a particular speaker an identity claim has to be made. This is the rea

son for the optional identity claim entered in the test mode (see Figure 1-1). Speaker recognition 

systems can be classified according to the constraints placed on the text of the input speech sig

nals [11 J. This is discussed in the following section. 

1.1.2 Spoken text constraints 

When the spoken text is limited to a specific word, phrase or sentence, the system is said to be 

text-dependent. In such systems users are expected to recite a pre-defined password for example. 

When there are no constraints placed on the spoken text, the system is said to be text-independent. 

Most commercial systems in operation today are text-dependent, as the additional knowledge of 

the specific phrase to expect can be used to enhance security. This is done by simultaneously 

making use of speech recognition to verify the text of the input phrase [12]. However, text

independent speaker recognition systems are more flexible than text-dependent ones as recogni

tion can be performed in the background (Le., regardless of the spoken utterance and without ex

plicit user co-operation) while users are engaged in other speech interactions [3, 9]. This flexibil

ity also lends to the weakness of text-independent systems as they require more training data to 

ensure that the fulI range of a particular individual's speech characteristics are captured [5]. 

One of the major limitations of text-dependent systems is that impostors can fool such systems by 

playing a recording of a legitimate speaker saying his (or her) specific pass-phrase. For this reason 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

challenge-response systems [13] (also known as text-prompted systems) were introduced. These 

systems randomly prompt users to say phrases from a small pre-defined vocabulary. This makes it 

harder for impostors to fool such systems as the phrases to be repeated cannot be predicted be

forehand. However, challenge-response systems increase the time taken to enrol a new speaker as 

these speakers have to be recorded saying multiple words or phrases [14]. In addition to being 

either text-dependent or text-independent, several variations of speaker recognition also exist. 

These are discussed in the following section. 

1.1.3 Types of speaker recognition 

Speaker recognition systems either: (1) assign an identity to the voice of an unknown speaker (this 

is known as speaker identification); (2) verify that a speaker is who he (or she) claims to be (this 

is known as speaker verification); (3) separate one speaker's voice from another in a multi

speaker environment (this is known as speaker segmentation); or (4) determine if, when and for 

how long a particular speaker is speaking in a multi-speaker environment (this is known as 

speaker tracking) [7]. Most research papers however, focus on the tasks of speaker identification 

and speaker verification. The same approach is taken here. The interested reader is referred to ref

erences [15] and [16] for more information concerning speaker segmentation and speaker track

ing. 

Given an utterance, speaker identification is the task of deciding who, among a finite set of en

rolled speakers, produced it [4]. The utterance is scored against all possible speaker models, and 

the model that produces the highest score determines the speaker's identity. Thus, the task in

volves having to make a 1: N classification, where N is the number of enrolled speakers (i.e., the 

population size). One of the main limitations of speaker identification is that as N increases, the 

probability of correctly identifying a speaker decreases [17]. In addition to the decrease in accu

racy, the size of N also adversely affects the execution time of such systems - the larger the popu

lation size, the longer the execution time. The speaker identification task, as described here, is 

referred to as closed set, since the actual speaker is one of the finite set of enrolled speakers. 

When the system has the option of declaring that the actual speaker is not part of this set, the task 

is referred to as open set speaker identification [3]. 

While speaker identification allows one to determine the degree to which human voices are 

unique, the large population problem limits its immediate commercial potential. For this reason, 

the task of speaker verification has received considerable research interest in recent years. Given 

an utterance and an identity claim, speaker verification (also known as speaker detection or 

speaker authentication) is the task of determining whether the utterance can be attributed to the 

enrolled speaker associated with the identity claim or not [3,4]. This is done by testing the model 
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1. Introduction 

of the targeted (or hypothesized) speaker with the utterance, comparing the score obtained to a 

threshold, and deciding on the basis of this comparison whether or not to accept the claimant. 

Thus, a speaker verification system needs to make a binary (2-class) decision as the identity claim 

is either accepted or rejected. When accepted, the claimant is referred to as either a true, legiti

mate or target speaker. Upon rejection, the claimant is referred to as an impostor or non-target 

speaker [4]. Speaker verification can also be viewed as a special case of open set speaker identifi

cation with N equal to 1. However, it differs from speaker identification in that its performance is 

not dependent on the number of potential impostors (i.e., the population size). Even so, the com

position of the impostor set will naturally affect performance if impostors with speech characteris

tics similar to the targeted speaker(s) are selected. The following section provides an overview of 

areas in which speaker recognition technology has been employed. 

1.1.4 Applications of speaker recognition technology 

According to Gish and Schmidt [18], "the potential for application of speaker recognition systems 

exists any time speakers are unknown and their identities are important". As a result, speaker rec

ognition technology has been applied in many application areas over the years. These include pre

venting toll fraud in telephone networks [19]; controlling access to restricted sites and resources 

(both on-site and remotely) [9]; securing financial transactions over the telephone [20]; monitor

ing criminals placed under house-arrest or on parole [13]; ensuring that only authorised inmates 

make outbound calls [21]; and monitoring the time and attendance of employees. Another appli

cation of speaker recognition is that of audio mining (also known as speech data management [3] 

and inJomzation structuring [7]). "Audio mining entails indexing and searching of audio and au

dio-visual sources such as movies, TV and radio broadcasts, call centre recordings and video

taped meetings" [13]. In audio mining speaker recognition is used to tag each utterance with the 

identity of the speaker that said it. Speaker recognition has also been explored for use in forensic 

casework [7, 22]. 

The Home Shopping Network2 currently deploys one of the largest applications of speaker recog

nition technology [12, 23]. This service allows users to order products over the telephone by call

ing a toll-free number. The company has approximately five million customers. Every day it han

dles about 160,000 calls and ships more than 100,000 packages. Most orders are handled by hu

man operators. However, there are times when all the lines are occupied. In cases like these, the 

user has the option of using an automated ordering service. After a playing welcome message, the 

user is asked to speak his (or her) telephone number including the area code. Speaker recognition 

1 http://www.hsn.com 
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technology is then used to verify the identity of the user. If the user is successfully verified, he (or 

she) can start ordering products; otherwise the user is redirected to a human operator. In so doing, 

speaker recognition is used to enlarge the capacity of the telephone service. In addition, the risk of 

falsely rejecting a legitimate user is diminished since a human operator double checks all rejec

tions. The technology however is not perfect, and in cases where impostors are falsely accepted, 

the ordered goods are still sent to the owner of the account and not to the address of an unauthor

ised third party this detracts potential impostors. More extensive reviews of speaker recognition 

applications can be found in references [13] and [23]. 

Speaker recognition systems have been shown to perform extremely well in ideal conditions: e.g., 

a quiet recording environment with high-quality microphones and consecutive recordings of train

ing and test speech [17]. This is also true when the acoustic conditions encountered during train

ing and testing are similar (a scenario known as matched conditions). However, when exposed to 

real-world conditions and different environments (e.g., speech degraded by excessive ambient 

noise and telephone transmission), speaker recognition systems exhibit a considerable degradation 

in performance [17]. In the following section several impairments that degrade the performance 

of speaker recognition systems are discussed. 

1.2 Factors affecting speaker recognition performance 

In general, the factors affecting speaker recognition systems can to a large extent be attributed to 

variations in the voices or actions of the speakers themselves, or to the circumstances under which 

input speech signals are acquired [2,4, 7]. 

1.2.1 Speaker variability 

The main reason that the variability of a speaker's voice affects a speaker recognition system is 

because speech is a behavioural characteristic. As such, it is subject to the physical and emotional 

state of the speaker such as when the speaker is tired, ill or under stress. At times, speakers also 

unconsciously change their level of speech effort and speaking rate when exposed to high levels 

of ambient noise. This is known as the Lombard effect [4]. In addition, human voices also change 

over time due to the natural effects of ageing. This is one of the reasons that when training and 

testing is conducted in a single session, good speaker recognition performance is observed [17]. 

Some speakers also speak different languages interchangeably, with the linguistic content of the 

speech dependent on the context of the dialogue, the choice of the words used and the way in 

which the words are pronounced [23]. All these factors are collectively referred to as intra

speaker variation [23]. As mentioned previously, the features extracted from speech signals used 

in speaker recognition systems should ideally be robust to these types of variation. 
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1. Introduction 

Speaker recognition systems are also influenced by the actions of speakers. This includes the co

operativeness of speakers. If speakers do not interact with the system as directed, by speaking 

naturally and for the length of time required, system performance will be compromised. In addi

tion, misread or misspoken prompts can also affect the performance of speaker recognition sys

tems [2]. It should also be taken into consideration that speakers who are not familiar with speaker 

recognition systems will tend to make more mistakes than those who have prior experience of in

teracting with such systems. Of course, speaker recognition systems also have to be robust to im

postor attacks made by malicious individuals who modify their voices so as to impersonate le

gitimate speakers. 

1.2.2 Variability in recording conditions 

When speech is acquired in real-world scenarios, it is affected by the environment in which it was 

collected and by the equipment used to collect it (i.e., it is affected by the recording conditions). 

This has a major impact on the quality of the speech signaL A typical example is that of speech 

collected over telephone networks. Here, the speech signal is subject to distortions caused by 

various telephone handset microphones; unpredictable levels of noise in the background or on the 

line; as well as different transmission channels and network types (mobile versus fixed-line net

works for example) [4,14,18,24,25]. The bandwidth of telephone channels, as well as the vari

ous compression techniques in use, also distorts speech signals during telephone transmission. In 

addition, users also have various ways of holding telephone handsets and often change the orien

tation of these handsets while talking [4]. The growth in the use of mobile devices also means that 

speaker recognition can be expected to be performed in several uncontrolled environments (e.g., 

in crowded shopping malls, in cars, or in rooms with inconsistent or poor acoustics). 

The subtle physiological changes in a speaker's voice and variability in the recording equipment 

and environment which occur between recording sessions is referred to as intersession variability 

[26). Intersession variability results in speech data being acquired in what is known as mis

matched conditions. Mismatched conditions generally lead to an acoustic mismatch between the 

speech data acquired during training and testing. This mismatch can severely degrade the per

formance of a speaker recognition system. As a result, many researchers cite mismatched condi

tions as one of the biggest challenges facing contemporary speaker recognition systems [3, 4, 18, 

27]. 
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1. Introduction 

1.3 Problem statement 

For the technology to prosper, speaker recognition needs to perfonn reliably regardless of the 

conditions under which training and testing is done. The speaker recognition applications men

tioned in Section 1.1.4 suggest that the ability to reliably recognise individuals over the telephone 

has great commercial potential. However, from the discussion presented in Section 1.2.2, speech 

transmitted over telephone networks is susceptible to numerous distortions. Furthermore, many of 

these distortions vary between recording sessions. As such, training and test speech is often ob

tained in mismatched conditions which can degrade the perfonnance of speaker recognition sys

tems operating in telephone environments. 

There have been many studies aimed at mitigating mismatched conditions so as to improve the 

robustness of speaker recognition systems. See for example references [28] and [29]. Mismatched 

conditions can be viewed as introducing a disparity between the underlying distribution of feature 

vectors extracted from a particular speaker's speech during training and testing. This thesis pro

poses and evaluates a technique that is aimed at explicitly minimising this disparity. The tech

nique is known as Histogram Equalization and is applied here to improve the robustness of a 

speaker verification system evaluated on speech degraded by telephone transmission. Histogram 

Equalization is applied directly to the features extracted from a particular speaker's training and 

test speech. In so doing, it modifies the underlying feature distributions such that they become less 

environment-dependent and more consistent across different recording conditions. 

1.4 Research objectives 

This thesis has three main objectives. The first objective is to provide a comprehensive review of 

contemporary speaker verification literature with particular emphasis on techniques that are gen

erally regarded standard as practice in the field and techniques that have been used to improve the 

robustness of speaker verification systems. Sufficient references to other concepts and method

ologies used in speaker verification will also be provided for the interested reader. 

The second objective of this thesis is to design and implement a baseline text-independent speaker 

verification system using concepts and methodologies detailed in contemporary literature. This 

will provide an experimental framework for evaluating the Histogram Equalization technique. 

Following successful implementation, the system's perfonnance will be compared to that of other 

systems in literature that are based on similar techniques and that have been evaluated under simi

lar conditions. This will be done so as to verify the implementation of the system. The perform

ance of this system will then be used as a benchmark against which all subsequent improvements 

will be compared. It is also the author's intention to implement software that is well-commented 
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I. Introdu.ction 

and modularised so that the software can easily be integrated into future projects in the Speech 

and Technology Research Group3 at the University of Cape Town. 

After verifying the implementation of the baseline system, the final objective of this thesis will be 

to implement Histogram Equalization so as to minimise the mismatch between two distributions. 

The main motivation for the use of this technique, when applied in speaker verification, is that it 

could be used to reduce the mismatch between speech obtained in different training and test con

ditions and hence, lead to improved system performance. The technique is to be evaluated on 

speech that has been degraded by telephone transmission, different telephone handset micro

phones, background noises and various periods that elapse between recording sessions. The per

formance of the technique will be compared to that of other commonly used techniques aimed at 

mitigating the problem of mismatched conditions in speaker verification. The main design criteria 

for the technique are that it should be simple, computationally feasible and result in improved per

formance. 

Given the difficulties associated with developing a speaker verification system that performs per

fectly in adverse environments, the author is aware that no single research effort conducted over 

such a short period of time will completely solve the robustness issue in speaker verification. The 

technique developed here is only a small contribution to the vast body of speaker recognition lit

erature. As such, the author's main aim is to approach the robustness issue from a new angle using 

well-established statistical concepts that have had limited application in the field of speaker rec

ognition. This is done to gain further insight into how to mitigate the problem of mismatched 

training and test conditions in speaker verification. 

1.5 Contribution to knowledge 

As mentioned previously, one of the main objectives of this study is to minimise the problem of 

mismatched training and test conditions in speaker verification. This is done by using a technique 

known as Histogram Equalization (HEQ). HEQ is commonly employed in digital image process

ing to enhance the brightness and contrast of digital images. When digital images are too dull and 

lack contrast, their histogram of pixel values occupies only a small region of the full grey-level 

scale. In cases like these, HEQ can be used to map the compressed histogram to a more uniform 

histogram occupying a larger portion of the grey-level scale. In so doing, the quality of the image 

can be improved. In this work, Histogram Equalization's ability to map one histogram to another 

is used to map feature distributions obtained during training and testing to a common reference 

distribution. Thereby, it is shown that mismatches caused by the use of different telephone hand-

3 http://www.star.za.net 
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1. Introduction 

set microphones, telephone channels and recording conditions encountered during training and 

testing, are minimised. 

In Section 4.4 several previous applications of HEQ in speech-related research is reviewed. This 

review will show that while HEQ has been used to improve the robustness of numerous speech 

recognition systems evaluated on several tasks involving speech corrupted by adverse recording 

conditions, it has had limited application in the area of speaker recognition and on speech cor

rupted by telephone transmission. The motivation for using HEQ, as well as its theoretical devel

opment, implementation and evaluation are covered in Chapters 4 and 6. A few variations of the 

technique are also proposed and analysed. While the use of HEQ to improve the robustness of a 

speaker verification system in telephone environments is the author's main contribution to knowl

edge, in 2004, the author also published two peer-reviewed conference papers on the subject (see 

references [30] and [31]). These papers showed HEQ to be a very promising approach to mitigat

ing the problem of mismatched recording conditions in speaker recognition research. 

1.6 Scope and limitations 

While a general overview of speaker recognition was presented in Section 1.1, the remainder of 

this study is limited to speaker verification (i.e., the task of verifying that an individual is who he 

(or she) claims to be). In particular, the problem of robust speaker verification in mismatched 

training and test conditions is addressed. However, a number of the techniques explored in the rest 

of this document are expected to generalise well to other types of speaker recognition. 

As mentioned previously, a technique known as Histogram Equalization is proposed to minimise 

the disparity between training and test feature distributions obtained in different recording condi

tions. While there are many ways of making speaker verification systems robust to mismatched 

training and test conditions, this study focuses on a technique that is applied at the feature level 

(i.e., on the actual features extracted from each speech utterance). For this reason, the technique is 

only compared to other commonly used techniques that also operate at the feature level. This is 

done so as to determine whether HEQ is superior to these techniques or not. Other methods of 

improving speaker verification performance in adverse environments are mentioned, but are not 

explored in any detail. 

The evaluation of HEQ is limited to speech degraded by telephone transmission. In particular, the 

speech data contained in the NIST 2000 database was used. This database is discussed in detail in 

Section 5.1.2. The challenges presented by the data in this database include limited bandwidth, 

channel noise from various sources, the use of different microphones, recordings from different 
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1. Introduction 

locations and recordings collected over a period of time. The robustness of HEQ to degradations 

caused by sources of mismatch other than these was not evaluated. 

Many of the design decisions made when implementing the baseline speaker verification system 

were centred on the trade-off between system performance and computational complexity. In a 

number of cases, the system parameters which led to the best overall system performance at the 

lowest computational cost were selected. This was primarily the case when factors other than the 

extraction of robust features were considered, as the main purpose of developing a baseline sys

tem was to provide an experimental framework in which to evaluate HEQ and to provide a 

benchmark against which to compare potential improvements. The baseline system was con

structed using standard techniques employed in contemporary speaker verification systems. Thus, 

no novel feature extraction, speaker modelling or decision-making techniques were explored. 

1.7 Thesis outline 

The remainder of this document is organised as follows: 

• The key area that this study addresses is that of speaker verification. Chapter 2 will pro

vide an in-depth review of the fundamental techniques and modules required to build a 

contemporary speaker verification system. Various aspects of feature extraction, decision

making and speaker modelling will be discussed. Emphasis will be placed on those tech

niques that are commonly employed in contemporary speaker verification systems since 

they will later be used to create an experimental framework for evaluating HEQ. Finally, 

several metrics commonly used to gauge the performance of speaker verification systems 

will also be presented. 

• This study is aimed at making speaker verification systems more robust to training and 

test data collected in different recording conditions. Chapter 3 will provide a review of 

several compensation techniques that have been proposed to improve the performance 

and robustness of speaker recognition systems operating in mismatched training and test 

conditions. As this thesis proposes a technique that operates at the feature level, particular 

emphasis will be placed on feature-based compensation techniques. This chapter will also 

provide an analysis of the effects of additive noise and linear time-invariant filters on a 

speech signal. This is important as it will provide some insight into the degradations at 

which the compensation provided by HEQ is aimed. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

• As mentioned previously, this study proposes a feature-based compensation technique, 

known as Histogram Equalization. Chapter 4 introduces Histogram Equalization as a 

technique aimed at making feature distributions more consistent across different re

cording environments. In particular, its mathematical formulation as well as its image and 

speech processing background will be covered. A simple algorithm for implementing the 

technique will also be provided. 

• In order to evaluate HEQ, an experimental framework is required. Chapter 5 will describe 

the design and implementation of such a framework. The framework will take the form of 

a baseline text-independent speaker verification system built using techniques discussed 

in contemporary literature. The performance of this system will be used as a benchmark 

against which all subsequent improvements will be compared. The characteristics of the 

speech database on which HEQ will be evaluated, as well as the procedure for using this 

database, will also be covered. 

• In Chapter 6, the HEQ technique proposed in this study will be evaluated. In particular, 

HEQ will be compared to other feature-based compensation techniques and several varia

tions of the technique will be explored. An analysis of the results obtained will also be 

provided. 

• Finally, Chapter 7 will summarise the achievements of the work done in this study and 

highlight key conclusions based on the research and experimental work conducted. Direc

tions for future work involving many of the concepts and methodologies explored in this 

study will also be provided. 

1.8 Summary 

The main aim of this chapter was to provide a very general introduction to the area of speaker 

recognition so as to allow the reader to become familiar with the various terms and concepts used 

throughout the remainder of this document. The mismatch between the recording conditions ob

served during the training and testing of a speaker verification system was highlighted as the par

ticular problem that this thesis addresses. Histogram Equalization was proposed as a potential 

technique for attempting to solve this problem. Other important aspects such as the objectives of 

this thesis, the author's contribution to knowledge and the scope and limitations of this work were 

also provided. The following chapter presents an in-depth discussion of many of the fundamental 

techniques used to construct contemporary speaker verification systems. 
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Fundamentals 

Chapter 2 

Speaker Verification Fundamentals 

The purpose of this chapter is to review a number of the techniques used to implement the various 

components depicted in Figure 1-1. Emphasis is placed on those techniques that are commonly 

employed in contemporary speaker verification systems since they will be used to create an ex

perimental framework for evaluating Histogram Equalization. Section 2.1 provides an overview 

of the pre-processing techniques commonly employed before feature extraction takes place as 

well as several feature extraction techniques. Section 2.2 covers decision-making based on likeli

hood ratio testing. This strategy is frequently employed in contemporary speaker verification sys

tems to determine whether an individual is who he (or she) claims to be. Various techniques for 

modelling speakers are covered in Section 2.3. Finally, Section 2.4 discusses several metrics 

commonly used to gauge the performance of speaker verification systems. 

2.1 Feature extraction 

Feature extraction is the first component encountered in both the training and test modes of a 

typical speaker recognition system (see Figure 1-1). As mentioned previously, the purpose of fea

ture extraction is to extract speaker-dependent information from a raw speech signal and, in the 

process, convert the speech signal into a more compact and efficient representation. As the per

formance of the other components in a speaker recognition system (i.e., speaker modelling and 

decision-making) are highly dependent on the quality of the extracted features, it is imperative 

that these features [9, 1OJ: 

• differentiate between speakers while being tolerant of intra-speaker variabilities (like the 
speaker's health or mood), 

• occur naturally and frequently in the speech signal, 

• are easily measurable from the speech signal, 
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Chapter 2. Speaker Verification Fundamentals 

• are minimally affected by ambient noise and transmission over communication channels, 

• are stable over time, and 

• are not predisposed to mimicry by impostors. 

To date, no single feature extraction technique has been discovered that is able to generate fea

tures that possess all of the above-mentioned characteristics (32]. However, over the years, many 

feature extraction techniques have been proposed and successfully applied in speaker recognition 

research. These include, amongst others, Perceptual linear predictive analysis of speech [33, 34]; 

the Ensemble interval histogram (EIH) [35-37]; Parameterized feature sets [38, 39J; Reflection 

coefficients [2, 5] and; Spectral subband centroids [40, 41J. These feature extraction techniques 

generally employ some form of processing based on the human auditory system or attempt to ex

tract features related to the speech production system. For example, the EIH feature set is based 

on a model that mimics the human auditory system. The model consists of a bank of cochlear fil

ters and an array of level crossing detectors coupled with interval histograms. The cochlear filters 

model the frequency selectivity along various points of the basilar membrane and the level cross

ing detectors simulate the conversion of filterbank outputs to neural firings patterns along the 

auditory nerve. The cochlear filters are based on actual neural tuning curves observed for cats [35-

37J. The reflection coefficients, on the other hand, model the human vocal tract as a series of cy

lindrical tubes with different cross-sectional areas. This results in an impedance mismatch be

tween adjacent tubes. Thus, at each boundary a portion of the air wave is transmitted while the 

rest is reflected (assuming a lossless tube). The reflection coefficients are the percentage ofreflec

tion at these discontinuities [2, 5]. 

Many feature sets have also attempted to extract information related to the fundamental frequency 

(i.e., the pitch) of a particular speaker's voice [42]. This information is speaker-dependent as it 

depends on the length, tension and mass of a particular speaker's vocal cords (or glottis) [2]. 

However, such information "can be difficult to extract reliably, especially from noise corrupted 

speech, and is more susceptible to non-physiological factors such as the speaker's emotional state 

and level of speech effort" [11]. 

Although the techniques mentioned in this section have been shown to extract speaker-dependent 

information from speech signals; from the literature reviewed, cepstral analysis of short-time win

dowed segments of speech is one of the more prevalent forms of feature extraction used in con

temporary speaker recognition systems [4, 5, 7, 18, 27, 29, 34,40,43]. This type of processing is 

primarily based on linear predictive coding or on filterbank analysis of speech. Cepstral analysis 

is discussed in detail in Section 2.1.2. The following section discusses many of the signal process

ing techniques commonly employed before features are extracted from a raw speech signal. 
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Chapter 2. Speaker Verification Fundamentals 

2.1.1 Speech acquisition and pre-processing 

A speech signal leaves a speaker's lips and propagates across an air interface as an acoustic pres

sure wave [2]. This pressure wave can be captured by a microphone which converts the continu

ous air pressure changes into continuous voltage changes [44]. However, speaker recognition sys

tems are generally implemented on computers or on digital signal processors. As such, the ana

logue speech signal needs to be converted into a digital representation before it can be processed. 

This process is termed analogue-to-digital conversion and involves band-limiting the speech sig

nal with an anti-aliasing filter, sampling it at a fixed rate and finally representing it with finite 

precision by using a fixed number of bits [2, 23]. The number of bits used controls the precision 

with which the signal is quanti sed and usually varies between 8 and 16 bits. The sampling rate 

controls the quality with which the signal is captured and ranges from 8 kHz for telephone quality 

speech to 48 kHz for high quality digital audio. Subsequently, the maximum spectral frequency 

that can be represented is half that of the sampling rate this is known as the Nyquist frequency 

[45]. For example, speech transmitted over a telephone network is sampled at 8 kHz with the re

sult that the bandwidth of the signal is only 4 kHz. 

Acquiring large quantities of speech from numerous speakers, for research purposes, is a daunting 

task. Fortunately, numerous speech databases have been created over the years. These databases 

allow researchers to compare and evaluate their speaker recognition architectures and algorithms 

under various conditions. Moreover, they allow for the standardisation of procedures and proto

cols for evaluating and comparing the performances of different systems. Many of these databases 

can be obtained from the Linguistic Data Consortium4
, the European Language Resources Asso

ciationS and the Oregon Graduate Institute6 and are reviewed in [46-48]. These databases differ 

mainly in [47]: 

• the number and diversity of the speakers used 

• the type of speech used (e.g., digits, words, sentences and spontaneous or conversational 
speech) 

• the language( s) used 

• the channel, microphone and recording environment variability 

• the number of sessions recorded per speaker, as well as 

• the period between session recordings. 

4 http://www.ldc.upenn.edu 

5 http://www.elra.info/ 

6 http://cslu.cse.ogi.edu 
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The database employed in this work was used as part of the NIST 2000 speaker recognition 

evaluation and is discussed in detail in Section 5.1. 

Once speech signals are in a digital form, they are usually passed through a series of pre

processing modules prior to feature extraction. This is aimed at making speech signals more suit

able for subsequent spectral analysis. These modules are depicted in Figure 2-1 and generally 

consist of pre-emphasis filtering, frame-blocking, windowing and speech activity detection. 

Input speech signal 

+f~~~II. ~.·.""I" 

N M w(n) 

SIGNAL PRE-PROCESSING 

Speech Activity 
Detection 

Voiced lrames of speech 

Figure 2-1: Common pre-processing techniques employed before feature extraction 

The first step in signal pre-processing is that of pre-emphasizing the input speech signal. The pur

pose of pre-emphasis filtering is to compensate for the spectral tilt that occurs as a result of 

voiced7 sounds having a steep roll-off in the high frequency region of the speech spectrum. In so 

doing, the distribution of energy across the frequency range of the speech signal becomes more 

balanced and the harmonics present in the speech signal also become more distinct [7, 36,44.49]. 

This is clearly illustrated in Figure 2-2 which shows a windowed speech signal with and without 

pre-emphasis filtering. The most commonly used pre-emphasis filter is given by a transfer func

tion of the form [36. 44]: 

(2.1) 

where (1, the pre-emphasis coefficient, controls the slope of the filter and is usually a value in the 

interval [0.95,0.98] [7]. In the time domain. the output of the pre-emphasis filter, yen), is related 

to the input speech signal, x(n), as follows: 

yen) x(n)-a.x(n 1). (2.2) 

7 Voiced speech is produced when the vocal cords vibrate periodically as air is expelled from the lungs. The 

resulting speech waveform is quasi-stationary [36]. 
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Figure 2-2: A windowed speech signal with and without pre-emphasis filtering [44) 

The human speech production organs cannot move from one position to another in less than 5 

milliseconds [36]. Thus, one can analyse speech signals over longer time intervals called frames, 

in which speech signals are assumed to be stationary. The process of partitioning the speech sig

nal into frames is known as frame-blocking [36] and follows pre-emphasis filtering. Frame

blocking is illustrated in Figure 2-3. In this figure the speech signal is segmented into frames of N 

samples with adjacent frames being separated from each other by M samples. M is usually chosen 

to be less than N with the result that adjacent frames overlap. This process continues until the en

tire speech signal is accounted for in one or more frames . N is usually chosen to be 10-30 milli

seconds in length while M is usually chosen to be 30-75% of the value of N [44]. 

frame 1 frame 3 

frame 2 frame 4 

.. 
M N 

Figure 2-3: Frame-blocking - the process of segmenting a speech signal into frames 
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Chapter 2. Speaker Verification Fundamentals 

Once the speech signal has been segmented into frames, the next step in pre-processing is to win

dow each individual frame. This process is known as windowing and minimises signal disconti

nuities at the start and at the end of each frame. These discontinuities cause spectral distortion in 

the frequency domain. This is primarily due to the implicit rectangular window used in frame

blocking. In the frequency domain, a rectangular window has a curved pass-band and a large 

amount of ripple in the stop-band [45]. For this reason, many researchers apply a Hamming win

dow to each frame after frame-blocking [7, 36,44]. This window minimises signal discontinuities 

by tapering the start and end of each frame to almost zero. The Hamming window has a wider 

pass-band and significantly less stop-band ripple than a rectangular window, and is defined as fol

lows [44] : 

(
2TCn) wen) =O.S4-0.46cos N ' O~n~N-l 

(2.3) 

=0, otherwise. 

The following diagram illustrates both the time and frequency domain representations of the rec

tangular and Hamming windows. 

(a) Time domain representation 
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(b) Frequency domain representation 
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Figure 2-4: The Rectangular and Hamming windows in the time and frequency domains [44] 
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After windowing it is common to employ some form of speech (or voice) activity detection. The 

purpose of this component is to discard frames primarily containing silence, noise or unvoiced8 

speech. This is done so as to "avoid modelling and detecting the environment rather than the 

speaker" [11]. Ideally the outputs of this component are frames that contain speech only. This 

concludes the section on speech acquisition and pre-processing. The following section is dedi

cated to cepstral analysis which parameterises the voiced speech frames produced by the pre

processing module. 

2.1.2 Cepstral analysis 

The use of features extracted from the short-time speech spectrum has been shown to be very ef

fective in many speaker recognition tasks [34, 38, 40]. This is because the peaks in the spectrum 

(which are also known as formants) occur as a result of the resonances of an individual's vocal 

tract [11, 29]. Due to the fact that the characteristics of the vocal tract (e.g., its length, width and 

height, its tissue density, the dimensions of the oral and nasal cavities and the size and shape of 

the lips teeth and tongue) differ among individuals, it is one of the main physiological factors re

sponsible for speaker-dependent information in the speech signal [9. 11,27,50]. 

The magnitude spectrum of a speech signal can be very detailed and can contain many fluctua

tions. Since we are primarily interested in the locations and dimensions of the peaks in the spec

trum, a smooth spectral envelope representation is more appropriate. Two techniques that are 

commonly used to extract such a representation are linear prediction analysis and filterbank 

analysis. However, these techniques result in features (linear prediction coefficients and filterbank 

energies respectively) that are highly correlated [23]. For this reason. these features are trans

formed into the cepstral domain in which the correlation between the features of the respective 

representations is reduced. The features are subsequently known as cepstral coefficients and rep

resent the cepstrlllll of the speech signal. Properties of the cepstrum include the following: 

• In the cepstral domain, attributes of the vocal tract are separated from other less informa
tive parts of the speech signal (such as the pitch of the signal) by retaining the lower or
dered cepstral coefficients [18, 511. 

• Linear time-invariant filtering effects (due to telephone channels for example) appear as 
a constant additive bias and hence can be subtracted from the composite cepstrum, result
ing in the cepstrum of the original speech signal only [2. 18,23]. 

• Cepstral coefficients are well modelled by multivariate Gaussian distributions [18,29]. 

8 When speech is unvoiced, the vocal cords do not vibrate with the result that the speech signal is non

periodic and random in nature [36]. 
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• Cepstral analysis allows for the application of simple measures to compute the distance 
between cepstral vectors since the cepstral coefficients from an orthogonal set [5,51]. 

In the following two sections the extraction of cepstral coefficients based on linear predictive cod

ing and filterbank analysis is discussed in more detail. 

2.1.2.1 Linear Predictive Coding based cepstral coefficients [2,5, 7, 36, 50-52]9 

Linear predictive coding (LPC) is based on the assumption that a given speech sample at time n, 

sen), can be approximated as a linear combination of the previous speech samples, such that: 

(2.4) 

where the coefficients at. a2, ... , ap are called the LPC coefficients, and are assumed to be constant 

over the speech frame under consideration. Equation (2.4) can be converted into an equality by 

the addition of an excitation term, Gu(n), giving: 

(2.5) 

where u(n) is a normalized excitation and G is the gain of the excitation. The excitation can be 

viewed as representing the actual source of the speech signal. If the z-transform of Equation (2.5) 

is taken, the relation S(z) = I:=lakz-kS(Z)+GU(z) is obtained which leads to the transfer 

function: 

H(z) 
S(z) 

U(z) 

G 
(2.6) 

This equation represents the linear prediction model of speech production and its interpretation is 

given in Figure 2-5. 

u(n) s(n) 

G 

Figure 2·5: The linear prediction model of speech production [36] 

In Figure 2-5 the normalized excitation source, u(n), is scaled by a gain factor, G, and is fed into 

an all-pole system, H(z), to produce the speech signal sen). Gu(n) can be viewed as the glottal 

9 Much of the information in this section was taken from these references. 
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source (which is a pulsed air stream for voiced sounds and a random noise generator for unvoiced 

sounds) and H(z) can be viewed as the composite transfer function representing the vocal tract, 

nasal tract and the lips [7, 50]. The magnitude spectrum of this transfer function represents the 

spectral envelope of the speech signal. In reality, u(n) is generally unknown and is thus ignored 

[2], with the result that Equation (2.5) reduces to: 

.1i(11) = ,",P ak s(l1-k). 
~k~l 

(2.7) 

In Equation (2.7) only speech samples n-1 to n-p are used to predict the nth speech sample sn. pis 

known as the prediction order. The prediction error, e(n), between the actual and predicted value 

of the nth speech sample is given by: 

(2.8) 

In LPC analysis, the minimisation of the mean-squared prediction error, over a short segment of 

speech, produces the LPC coefficients. The minimisation process results in a set of equations that 

can be solved using either the autocorrelation method or the covariance method. These are dis

cussed in more detail in references [2, 36] and [50]. 

Many different types of features can be derived from LPC analysis. These include the LPC coeffi

cients themselves, cepstral coefficients, reflection coefficients, log area ratios and line spectral 

pairs [2, 5]. According to Furui [27], "a spectral envelope reconstructed from a truncated set of 

cepstral coefficients is much smoother than one reconstructed from LPC coefficients, and hence 

provides a stabler representation from one repetition to another of a particular speaker's utter

ances". Given the p LPC coefficients, the cepstral coefficients, cm, can efficiently be derived using 

the following recursive formulas [7,36]: 

(2.9) 

p < m 

where 0'2 is the gain term in the LPC model, am are the LPC coefficients, and p is the number of 

LPC coefficients computed. The cepstral coefficients produced by LPC analysis are known as 

linear prediction cepstral coefficients (LPCCs). In the following section, the generation of filter

bank -based cepstral coefficients is discussed. 
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2.1.2.2 Filterbank-based cepstral coefficients (7,52,53]10 

In filterbank analysis, the cepstral coefficients are directly computed using the signal processing 

techniques depicted in Figure 2-6. 

Input speech frame 

~ Filterbank .~ DCT Cepstral 
coefficients 

Figure 2-6: Signal processing techniques required to generate filterbank-based cepstral coefficients 

In the figure above, a pre-processed frame of speech is first Fourier transformed into the fre

quency domain where the magnitude-squared representation of its complex Fourier spectrum is 

obtained. However, this representation of the frame of speech is still very detailed and contains 

many fluctuations. As mentioned previously, the aim of cepstral analysis is to extract the smooth 

spectral envelope of the spectrum such that the peaks in the spectrum become more evident. To 

obtain such a representation, the spectrum is filtered by a bank of band-pass filters so as to obtain 

the average value of the energy in a particular frequency band. 

The filters are usually chosen to be triangular in shape with the start and end frequencies of each 

filter coinciding with the centre frequencies of the adjacent filters. In addition, the filters are often 

spaced on scales that relate to the human auditory system which is not equally sensitive across a 

linear scale [18, 36]. One such scale is the mel scale [36, 51, 52]. This scale is approximately lin

ear below 1000 Hz and logarithmic above 1000 Hz, with the result that high frequencies are de

emphasised [2]. A typical mel-scaled triangular filterbank is depicted in Figure 2-7. 

c 
'in 
<:> 

Frequency [Hz] 

Figure 2-7: A mel-scaled triangular filterbank 

10 Much of the information in this section was taken from these references. 
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On the mel scale, the location of the centre frequencies of each of the filters in the filterbank is 

given by [54]: 

2595.log(1 + fH~ ). 
700 

(2.10) 

After the application of the filterbank to the spectrum, the logarithm of the filterbank energies is 

taken, resulting in the log-filterbank energies, 10g(Ek). Finally the discrete cosine transform (DCT) 

is applied to these values to yield the cepstral coefficients Cm [7, 36]: 

cm = I::IIOg(Ek)Cos[m(k 1/2); 1 m =1,2, ... ,L (2.11) 

where K is the number of log-filterbank energies produced by the filterbank and L is number of 

cepstral coefficients to be computed (usually L:::; K). The cepstral coefficients produced by mel

scaled filterbank analysis are known as mel-frequency cepstrai coefficients (MFCCs). Due to the 

DCT, the MFCC feature vectors form an orthogonal set. Furthermore, for both the filterbank - and 

LPC-based cepstral coefficients, the zero-th cepstral coefficient, co, which represents the energy in 

the signal is usually discarded as a form of energy normalization [34]. The following section dis

cusses features derived from cepstral coefficients. 

2.1.2.3 Cepstral derivatives 

Often researchers append the first and second time derivatives of cepstral coefficients to the over

all cepstral feature vector so as to capture the dynamic properties of a speech signal [4, 23. 55]. 

These features are often referred to as delta (L1cm) and delta-delta features (L1L1cm) respectively. 

While the cepstral coefficients are meant to represent the stationary properties of a speech signal 

(and are thus often referred to as instantaneous or static features), cepstral derivatives are meant 

to show how these properties vary over time (and are thus often referred to as transitional or dy

namic features). The delta features are robust to linear channel distortions as they effectively re

move the additive channel bias from the cepstrum of the speech signal [26, 56]. However, these 

features do not perform well by themselves and are usually appended to their stationary counter

parts. This combination has been shown to lead to improved performance as these two feature sets 

contain complementary information [56]. Delta and delta-delta features can be obtained from the 

following formulas (7, 57]: 

"I k 2 C 
LlLlC = L k=-I . m+k 

m "I e 
Lk=-I 

(2.12) 
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This concludes the section on feature extraction. In the experimental work done in this study, fil

terbank-based cepstral coefficients (i.e., MFCCs) are used as they have been shown to perform 

reasonably well on numerous speaker recognition tasks [4, 11, 29] and are commonly employed 

in contemporary speaker verification systems. In addition, they were shown to be relatively more 

robust than LPC-based cepstral coefficients in the empirical studies done in [34] and [58]. As a 

point of interest, many of the feature extraction techniques discussed in this chapter have success

fully been applied in speech recognition as well [58] which suggests that the feature extraction 

process generally retains both linguistic and speaker-dependent information. Although cepstral 

coefficients have been shown to perform extremely well on clean speech, they are not robust to 

background noise [58] and the effects of telephone channels [17]. The work done in this study is 

to some extent aimed at making these features more robust to such degradations. The following 

section deals with decision-making in speaker verification. 

2.2 Decision-making 

Decision-making in speaker verification refers to the task of deciding whether a particular speaker 

is who he (or she) claims to be. Thus, given a segment of speech, Y, and a targeted speaker (Le., 

the speaker associated with the input identity claim), a speaker verification system must determine 

whether Y was indeed spoken by the targeted speaker. In order to make such a decision, the 

speaker verification task is often restated as a basic hypothesis test [7, 11,59,60]11 where the sys

tem needs to decide between two hypotheses: 

Ho: Y is from the targeted speaker or 

HI: Y is not from the targeted speaker (i.e., Y is from an impostor). 

According to references [23] and [60], the optimal test to decide between these two hypotheses is 

a likelihood ratio test given by: 

p(Y I Ho)} 2: () accept Ho 
p(Y I HI) < 0 reject Ho 

where p(Y I Hi), i = 0,1, is referred to as the likelihood of the hypothesis Hi given the speech seg

ment Y and, 0 is referred to as the decision threshold which determines whether Ho is accepted or 

not. If the value of the likelihood ratio is greater than or equal to 0, Ho is accepted, otherwise Ho is 

rejected. This decision-making process is commonly employed in contemporary speaker verifica

tion systems. 

11 Much of the information in this section was taken from these references. 
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From Section 2.1, we know that the speech segment Y can be represented in the feature space by a 

sequence of feature vectors X = {X\,X2, ... ,Xy}. Furthermore, Section 2.3 will show that, from a 

mathematical point of view, Ho can be represented by a speaker model, Ahyp ' that characterises the 

targeted speaker in the feature space. The alternative hypothesis, HI. can likewise be represented 

by a background (or anti-) speaker model, A
hyP

' that characterises speakers other than the targeted 

speaker in the feature space. The likelihood ratio test is then given by p(X I AhYP)1 p(X I ~'hYP) 

which, after taking logarithms, becomes: 

(2.13) 

A(X) is termed the log-likelihood ratio. From the analysis presented here, the decision-making 

process based on a likelihood ratio test can be depicted as follows: 

Identity claim 

Input speech signal 

Model 
Database 

2: (} al.:~~pt lJ" 

< fl r~j~d H" 

Figure 2-8: Decision-making process based on a likelihood ratio test 

"The absolute likelihood score of an utterance from a speaker model is influenced by many utter

ance-dependent factors including the speaker's vocal characteristics, the linguistic content and 

the speech quality" [59]. These factors will affect both the score obtained for the targeted speaker 

model as well as the score obtained for the background speaker model. However, the difference 

between these two scores produces a relative score that is more a function of the speaker of the 

utterance and less susceptible to non-speaker related variations [591. This allows for the applica

tion of more stable decision thresholds. For this reason, the log-likelihood ratio given by Equation 

(2.13) can be viewed as a form of score normalization since it helps to minimise non-speaker

related variations in the scores obtained during testing. 

An important step in the implementation of the likelihood ratio speaker verification system is the 

selection of which likelihood function, p(X I A), to use. For text-independent speaker recognition 
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"the most successful likelihood function has been Gaussian mixture models" [60]. For this reason 

speaker modelling, with particular emphasis on Gaussian mixture models, is discussed next. 

2.3 Speaker modelling 

Section 2.1 described several ways in which a speech signal can be converted into a sequence of 

feature vectors. Once this is done, a model of the speech characteristics of each speaker must be 

created. Effectively modelling the speech characteristics of an individual is a crucial step in ob

taining good speaker recognition performance. As mentioned previously, it is desirable that 

speaker models [3]: 

• be based on sound theoretical principles (so that model behaviour can easily be under
stood and so that extensions and improvements can be approached from a mathematical 
point of view), 

• generalise well to unseen data (i.e., the model should not overfit the training data leading 
to poor performance during testing), and 

• be economical as far as memory and computational resources are concerned. 

Over the years many modelling techniques that exhibit some or all of these properties have been 

developed and applied in speaker recognition research. These techniques include, amongst others, 

Template matching by dynamic time lvarping [3, 9, 50]; Hidden Markov models (HMM) [5, 9, 

50]; Artificial Neural networks [3,5, 29]; Vector Quantization [2, 5, 50] and; Support Vector ma

chines (SVM) [7, 61, 62]. These techniques differ mainly in their storage and computational re

quirements; the type of modelling strategy employed: discriminative or generative l2
; the architec

ture of the speaker models: parametric or non-parametric 1
\ the manner in which the speaker mod

els are trained: supervised or unsupervised l4
; and in the ability of the technique to handle the tem

poral nature of speech signals. 

12 Generative modelling attempts to capture all the underlying fluctuations and variations of the data for a 

particular class whereas. discriminative modelling tries to model the decision boundary between classes and 

ignores the fluctuations within each class [62]. 

13 Parametric models assume a structure that is characterised by a collection of parameters. On the other 

hand, non-parametric models make minimal assumptions regarding the distribution of the data [18]. 

14 Supervised training requires all the training data to be labelled with their true class identity. Alternatively, 

unsupervised training refers to situations in which decision boundaries are based on (or models are trained 

using) unlabeled data [8, 50]. 
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For example, Hidden Markov models [5, 9, 50] allow one to build probabilistic models that de

scribe both the stationary and time-varying properties of the training speech for each speaker. 

Thus, it can be considered to be a generative modelling strategy. Each HMM consists of an under

lying stochastic process that is not directly observable (hence the term hidden). It can however be 

observed through another stochastic process that produces a sequence of observations (or output 

symbols). The basic structure of a HMM is a set of states with transitions between states. At dis

crete time intervals, the system passes from one state to another with each state producing an out

put. The transitions between states as well as the outputs associated with each state are probabilis

tic. In so doing, the model accommodates the temporal variations present in a particular speaker's 

training speech. 

A support vector machine [7, 61, 62], on the other hand, is a discriminative binary classifier that is 

aimed at separating complex regions between two classes of data. It does this by projecting the 

data into a higher dimensional feature space (by means of a kernel function) where a separating 

hyperplane is found by maximizing the margin between the two classes. When the data is pro

jected back to the original feature space, the hyperplane forms a non-linear decision boundary. 

According to reference [7], the main problems encountered when using SVMs are the search for 

the appropriate kernel function for a particular application and their "inappropriateness to handle 

the temporal structure oJ speech signals". 

All the speaker modelling techniques mentioned previously have successfully been applied in 

speaker recognition research. However, from the literature surveyed, modelling speakers using 

Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [26, 29] is one of the more frequently used techniques in 

speaker recognition research [4, 7, 28, 35, 38,40,55,59,60,63]. This is primarily due to the fact 

that it exhibits the desirable attributes mentioned at the start of this section, and has "modest com

putational requirements and consistently high performance" [4]. This speaker modelling tech

nique is used in the experimental work done in this thesis and is discussed in more detail in the 

following sections. 

2.3.1 Speaker modelling using GMMs [11, 26, 29, 59]15 

"The advantages oJ using a GMM as the likelihood Junction are that it is computationally inex

pensive, is based on a well-understood statistical model, and, Jor text-independent tasks, is insen

sitive to the temporal aspects oJthe speech, modelling only the underlying distribution oJ acoustic 

observations Jrom a speaker" [60]. When using GMMs, the distribution of feature vectors ex-

15 Much of the information in this section was taken from these references. 
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tracted from the training speech for a particular speaker is modelled as a Gaussian mixture den

sity. A Gaussian mixture density is weighted sum of M component unimodal Gaussian densities 

(also known as mixtures) and is given by: 

(2.14) 

where x is a D-dimensional feature vector, pj(x), i = 1, ... , M are the component densities and Wi, 

i = 1, ... , M are the mixture weights. Each component density is a D-dimensional Gaussian func

tion of the form: 

(2.15) 

with mean vector ~i and covariance matrix Li. (o)T is the transpose operator. The mixture weights 

satisfy the constraint I:l Wi = 1, which ensures that the mixture is a true probability density func-

tion. A complete GMM is parameterised by the mean vectors, covariance matrices and mixture 

weights from all its component densities and is collectively represented by the notation: 

These parameters are estimated from a speaker's training data with maximum likelihood estimates 

of the model parameters being obtained using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [26, 

64]. The general form of the GMM supports full covariance matrices. However, according to 

Bimbot et al. [7], GMMs with diagonal covariance matrices are usually used as the density model

ling of an M-th order full covariance GMM can equally well be achieved using a larger order di

agonal covariance GMM; and GMMs with diagonal covariance matrices are more computation

ally efficient than GMMs with full covariance matrices as the need to repeatedly invert DxD ma

trices is eliminated and the number of parameters to compute is reduced. 

In speaker recognition, each speaker is represented by a GMM and is referred to by his (or her) 

model A. The average log-likelihood of a sequence of feature vectors, X = {Xl' X2 ' •.• , XT }, given a 

speaker model, As, is given by [59,60]: 

(2.16) 

where p(Xt I As) is computed using Equation (2.14) and the sequence of feature vectors are as

sumed to be independent. According to Reynolds [29], one of the principle motivations for using 

a mixture of Gaussian densities to model a speaker is that such a model has the ability to form 

smooth approximations to arbitrarily shaped densities. Gaussian mixture modelling can thus be 

viewed as a generative speaker modelling technique. 
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Due to the discussion presented in Section 2.2, speaker verification systems do not only require a 

model describing the targeted speaker but, a model describing all other speakers (i.e., the back

ground speakers) as well. Various ways of obtaining such a model are discussed in the following 

section. 

2.3.2 Background speaker modelling 

With reference to Section 2.2, the model for the hypothesis Ho, Ahyp ' is well-defined and can be 

estimated from the training data of the targeted speaker. However, the model for the alternative 

hypothesis HI, , is not as well-defined as it must potentially represent the complete set of 

speakers other than the targeted speaker. Evaluating this set of speakers is infeasible due the large 

amount of computational and storage resources that would be required. For this reason, two main 

approaches have been taken to approximate the model for the alternative hypothesis [7, 23, 60]: 

• In the first approach, a set of individual speaker models are trained and are then collec

tively used to represent A
hYP

' This set of speakers is often referred to in various contexts as 

cohorts [65] and background speaker sets [Il]' More formally, given a set of N speaker 

models {Ic]. ... , AN}, the likelihood of the alternative hypothesis is given by 

p(X I Ail) = f[p(X I A,), ... ,p(X I AN)]' 
yp 

(2.17) 

where ft:.) is some function, such as the maximum or average [63], of the likelihood val

ues for the set of speaker models. This set of speakers should ideally be selected to repre

sent the population of expected impostors for a particular verification task and should be 

as large as possible to better model the impostor population. However, practical consid

erations of computation time and storage requirements dictate a small set of background 

speakers [59]. According to references [7] and [60], it has been found that when using this 

approach, best performance is obtained when using speaker-dependent background 

speaker sets. However, this can become impractical in applications where there are nu

merous enrolled speakers since each speaker will require his (or her) own background 

speaker set. 

• In the second approach, a collection of speech from several speakers is used to train a sin

gle model to represent the alternative hypothesis. The main advantage of this approach, 

over the first approach, is that here a single speaker-independent model need only be 

trained once for a particular verification task and can then be used for all targeted speak

ers in that task. This single model has been referred to as a world model [23] and a uni

versal background model (UBM) [63]. The aim is to represent the speaker independent 
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distribution of features in the feature space. As such, a collection of speech that is "reflec

tive of the expected alternative speech to be encountered during recognition" [60] should 

be used. This applies to both the type and quality of the speech, as well as the composi

tion of the speakers. For example. in [66] and [67] gender- and handset-dependent models 

were employed. 

In this work, the second approach is used to model speakers other than the targeted speakers since 

the amount of memory required to store the parameters of the single model is much less than that 

required to store the models of multiple background speakers. Moreover, recognition is more 

computationally efficient, since only one background speaker log-likelihood need be computed 

for each targeted speaker. The single model is hereafter referred to as a universal background 

model (UBM). 

In [63], Reynolds compared two approaches of background speaker modelling for a text

independent speaker verification task using Gaussian mixture models. In particular, he compared 

the use of a speaker-dependent background speaker set to that of a speaker-independent universal 

background model. For the UBM, it was described how Bayesian adaptation could be used to de

rive models for the targeted speakers, thereby providing a structure which led to significant com

putational savings. Experiments conducted on the NIST 1996 speaker recognition evaluation da

tabase showed that a system using a UBM and Bayesian adaptation of speaker models produced 

superior performance compared to one employing speaker-dependent background sets and an

other employing a UBM with independent models for targeted speakers. Moreover, in [4], Dod

dington and his colleagues provided and an overview of the annual NIST speaker recognition 

evaluations and remarked that "Gaussian mixture models, especially adapted GMMs, were the 

models most often llsed primarily due to their modest computational requirements and consis

tently high peiformance". For these reasons, the same approach is adopted in this study and is ex

plained in the following section. 

2.3.3 Speaker modelling using Adapted GMMs 

Instead of directly using the Gaussian mixture modelling strategy discussed in Section 2.3.1, the 

model of a targeted speaker can also be obtained by adapting the parameters of a UBM by using 

the speaker's training data and a form of Bayesian adaptation [7, 60, 63]16. as opposed to 

using the standard approach of obtaining a speaker model by maximum likelihood training inde

pendent of whether a UBM exists or not, the adaptation approach seeks to derive a speaker model 

16 Much of the information in this section was taken from these references. 
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by "updating" the well-trained parameters of a UBM via adaptation. This leads to a tighter cou

pling between the speaker model and the UBM which (1) produces better performance than de

coupled models [63] and (2) leads to a fast procedure for calculating the log-likelihood ratio given 

by Equation (2.13). 

Adaptation is a two step process [7, 60, 63]: 

• In the first step, estimates of the sufficient statistics 17 of a particular speaker's training 

data are computed for each mixture in the UBMI8. This is done as follows. Given a UBM 

with M mixtures and T training feature vectors, X = {Xl' X2 , ... , XT }, from a targeted 

speaker, the probabilistic alignment of the training feature vectors into the UBM mixture 

components is obtained. That is, for the /h mixture in the UBM we compute: 

(2.18) 

where Wi is the mixture weight for the ith mixture and PiCxl) is the multi-dimensional prob

ability density function representing the /h mixture of the UBM (see Equation (2.15)). 

Pr(i I Xl) and Xl are then used to compute the sufficient statistics for the weight, mean and 
. 19 vanance parameters : 

n = "T Pr(i I XI)' 
I L...t=1 

(2.19) 

17 These are the basic statistics that are required to compute the adapted GMM parameters. For each mix

ture, these are the count and first and second moments required to compute the mixture weight, mean and 

variance [60]. 

18 For the work done in this thesis, a UBM can be viewed as a Gaussian mixture model with a large number 

of mixtures that has been trained (on a development set that is not part of either training or test sets) to rep

resent the speaker independent distribution of feature vectors in the feature space. 

19 x2 is shorthand for the diagonal of the matrix given by diag(x.xT
) 
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• In the second step, the estimates of the sufficient statistics are combined with the old suf

ficient statistics from the UBM parameters. The combination is controlled by a data

dependent mixing coefficient ai. This parameter is designed so that mixtures with high 

probabilistic counts of data for the targeted speaker rely on more of the new sufficient sta

tistics for final estimation of the adapted GMM parameters. Alternatively, mixtures with 

low counts of data from the speaker rely more on the old sufficient statistics for final pa

rameter estimation. Given the new sufficient statistics estimated from the training data of 

a targeted speaker, the old UBM sufficient statistics for the lh mixture are updated as fol

lows: 

Wi [ainJT + (I-a)-Wi h, 

Pi = aiE/x) + (1- a i )Pi' (2.20) 

The parameters Wi' Pi and &~ are the parameters of the lh mixture of the adapted GMM 

for the targeted speaker. The scale factor, y, is computed over all adapted mixture weights 

to ensure that they sum to unity and the data-dependent mixing coefficient ai in the above 

equations is given by: 

n 
a =--'

I 

11i +r 
(2.21) 

where is r a fixed relevance factor that is usually chosen to be in the range 8 to 20. Note 

that if a certain mixture has a low probabilistic count, ni , for a targeted speaker's training 

data, then ai ---'> 0 causing the "de-emphasis of the new (potentially under-trained) pa

rameters and the emphasis of the old (better trained) parameters" [60]. The opposite oc

curs for mixtures with high probabilistic counts. For this reason references [7], [60] and 

[63] state that this approach should also be robust to limited amounts of training data. 

As mentioned previously, the use of speaker models adapted from a UBM leads to a fast proce

dure for computing the log-likelihood ratio given by Equation (2.13). This equation requires one 

to compute both the log-likelihood for the targeted speaker model as well as the log-likelihood for 

the background speaker model in order to obtain the log-likelihood ratio for a particular verifica

tion trial. However, due to two observations made by the references [7], [60] and [63], one can 

take advantage of the fact that a targeted speaker model was obtained by adapting the parameters 

of a UBM. The first observation is that when a large GMM (i.e., one with many mixtures) is 

evaluated for a feature vector, only a few of the mixtures contribute significantly to the overall 

likelihood value. This is due to the fact the mixtures of a GMM represent a distribution over a 
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large space. Thus, a single feature vector will only be close to a few of the mixture components. 

For this reason, the overall likelihood value can be well-approximated using only the C highest 

scoring mixtures. Secondly, the components of an adapted GMM retain a correspondence with the 

mixtures of the UBM such that, if a feature vector is close to a particular mixture in the UBM, it is 

also likely to be close to the corresponding mixture in the adapted speaker model. Using these two 

observations, a fast scoring procedure can be implemented as follows [7, 60, 63]: 

1. For each feature vector, find the C highest scoring mixtures in the {JBM (with M mixtures 

and C« M) and estimate the UBM log-likelihood using only the scores obtained for these 

mixtures. 

2. Next, score the same feature vector against only the corresponding C mixtures in the 

adapted speaker model to obtain an estimate of the log-likelihood for the adapted speaker 

model. 

Thus, each feature vector is only evaluated against C of the M mixtures of a targeted speaker 

model. When large model orders are used and multiple targeted speaker models need to be evalu

ated for each test segment, the computational savings become significant. Typically a value of 

C = 5 is used. In the following section several metrics commonly used to gauge the performance 

of speaker verification systems will be presented. 

2.4 Performance measures 

"Peiformance measures serve a number of purposes. These include, most importantly, a means 

for evaluating research ideas and making consistent long-term technical progress. Other reasons 

include comparing different systems, evaluating the effectiveness of technology for specific appli

cations, marketing research to sponsors and selling products to customers" [4]. Thus, this section 

provides an overview of the most prevalent performance measures used in speaker verification 

research. 

2.4.1 The FAR, FRR, EER, ROC, DET and DCF 

Recall that a speaker verification system needs to make a binary decision: i.e., it needs to either 

accept or reject the current identity claim. As such, it can make two types of errors: i.e., it can ei

ther falsely accept impostors or falsely reject legitimate speakers [23]"°. "Both of these types of 

error depend on the decision threshold used in the decision making process" [7]. If the threshold 

20 Much of the information in this section was taken from this reference. 
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is too low, the system will accept the majority of the identity claims, thus making few false rejec

tions but many false acceptances. Alternatively, if the threshold too high, the system will reject 

the majority of the identity claims, thus making few false acceptances but many false rejections. 

The probability of accepting a speaker given that he (or she) is an impostor is termed the false 

accept rate (FAR, or the false alarm probability) and is given by: 

(2.22) 

where N[ is the number of impostor trials (or access attempts) and NFA is the number of those 

where the impostor was falsely accepted. Similarly, the probability of rejecting a speaker given 

that he (or she) is indeed a legitimate speaker is termed the false reject rate (FRR, or the miss 

probability) and is given by: 

FRR [%] = 100. N FR , 

NL 
(2.23) 

where NL is the number of legitimate speaker trials and NFR is the number of those where a le

gitimate speaker was falsely rejected. Figure 2-9 shows a typical plot of the false accept rate and 

the false reject rate as the decision threshold is varied. This diagram clearly illustrates that the 

FAR can only be decreased at the expense of an increase in the FRR and vice versa. Depending 

on the application, more emphasis may be placed on one error over the other. For example, in a 

high security environment, it may be desired to have the FAR as low as possible, even at the ex

pense of a high FRR. On the other hand, in forensic applications it may be acceptable to have a 

high FAR to prevent excluding probable suspects; that is, to achieve a low FRR. In addition, the 

point at which the two curves in Figure 2-9 intersect (i.e., where FAR = FRR) is known as the 

equal error rate (EER) and is often used as a single performance indicator for these two types of 

error. The FAR and the corresponding FRR are collectively referred to as the operating point of a 

speaker verification system [7]. 

'"~ f:-~ 

05: ~I 
, EER 0.0 '" .... mm ... m ••••• __ m ___ ... ___ ~ __ ____________ 

0.0 1.0 
Threshold 

Figure 2-9: FAR and FRR as the decision threshold is varied 
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Chapter 2. Speaker Verification Fundamentals 

To compare the performance of two or more speaker verification systems, Receiver Operating 

Characteristic (ROC) or Detection Error Trade-off(DET) curves [4, 7, 68] are often used. Both 

of these curves plot the FAR versus the FRR but, on different scales - the ROC curve uses a lin

ear scale, whereas the DET curve uses a normal deviate scale. The better the system, the closer 

these two curves will be to the origin. DET curves, however, are more commonly used than ROC 

curves since marginal differences in the performance of competing systems are visibly more evi

dent (see Figure 2-10). Furthermore, the DET curve exhibits linear behaviour when the impostor 

and target score distributions are Gaussian. Figure 2-10 shows an example of two DET curves 

from competing systems with the corresponding ROC curves adjacent to it. The EER points are 

depicted by squares on both these plots. 
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Figure 2-10: A DET plot and the corresponding ROC plot 

According to reference [23], the EER performance measure is unsuitable for field trials and realis

tic applications of speaker verification as these systems do not necessarily operate at the EER 

point. Furthermore, the "equal error rate is not an operational criterion, because it does not in

volve a priori threshold setting; the equal error rate threshold can only be determined after all 

access attempts have been processed" [4, 23]. An operational criterion that can however be used 

to gauge the performance of a speaker verification system, is the total cost of the errors made by 

the system. 
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Chapter 2. Speaker Verification Fundamentals 

One such criterion is the detection cost function (DCF) [4] which is a linear combination of the 

false reject and false accept rates and is given by: 

DCF = CFR ·FRR,PL +CFA ·FAR·~, (2.24) 

where CPR is the cost of a false reject, CPA is the cost of a false accept and, PL is the prior prob

ability that a legitimate speaker will use the system while PI is the prior probability that an impos

tor will use the system. Doddington et aL [69] states that "this measure has the advantage that it 

models the application and produces a number, which is directly meaningful to the application". 

Thus, the setting of the parameters in Equation (2.24) depends on the application. For example, 

when controlling access to a financial application that allows money to be transferred to third 

party accounts, the cost of a false accept will be high and PI will be much less than 1. For the de

tection cost function, the minimum value over all operating points is usually computed and re

ported on. In Figure 2-10, the minimum DCF points are denoted by circles in the upper left por

tion of the DET plot. In this study, both the equal error rate and minimum value of the detection 

cost function are used as performance measures. It should be noted, that when measuring per

formance, computational time and memory requirements should also be taken into consideration. 

2.4.2 Statistical significance 

When enhancing a speaker verification system, it is important to know whether any apparent im

provement in the performance of the system is statistically discernible. When using the equal error 

rate discussed in the previous section to gauge system performance, it is not sufficient to say that 

system A is "better" than system B if EERA < EERB, especially when the difference between the 

two measures is extremely small. For this reason, McNemar's test [70-73] was used to determine 

whether the apparent difference in the performance of two algorithms is indeed statistically sig

nificant. McNemar's test follows from the fact that the joint performance of two algorithms, AI 

and A2, can be summarised by a 2x2 contingency table as follows: 

Correct 
Al 

Incorrect 

Correct 

Noo 

NlO 

A:J 
Incorrect 

NOI 

Nll 

where: Noo is the number of speakers that both Al and A2 classify correctly, 

NOI is the number of speakers correctly classified by Al but, incorrectly classified by A2, 

NIl is the number of speakers that both Al and A2 classify incorrectly and, 

NIO is the number of speakers incorrectly classified by AI but, correctly classified by A2. 
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The total number of speakers, N, in the test set is equal to Noo + NOl + N 10+ Nil' The null hypothe

sis is that the two algorithms AJ and A2 have the same error rate, i.e.: 

(2.25) 

"McNemar's test is based on a X2 -test Jor goodness-oj-fit that compares the distribution oj counts 

expected under the null hypothesis to the observed counts" [71]. Under the null hypothesis, the 

expected counts are: 

Noo (NOl + NlO )/2 ! 
(NOl + NlO )/2 Nu I 

McNemar's value, M, is then calculated as follows: 

(2.26) 

and is distributed as l with 1 degree of freedom. Equation (2.26) incorporates a continuity cor

rection term (of -1 in the numerator) to account for the fact that the statistic is discrete while the 

l distribution is continuous [71 J. The l critical value with a 5 % level of significance, is written 

as l(l.095) and is equal to 3.841459. In general, if M is greater than 3.841459, the null hypothesis 

is rejected and the difference in the performance of the two algorithms can be considered to be 

statistically significant. In other words, the observed difference would arise by chance on less than 

5% of occasions. McNemar's test was previously applied in speaker recognition research in [74] 

and [75]. 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter provided an in-depth review of the fundamental techniques and modules required to 

build a contemporary speaker verification system. Feature extraction with particular emphasis on 

cepstral analysis and speaker modelling with particular emphasis on Gaussian mixture models 

was covered. Furthermore, decision-making based on a likelihood ratio test was presented. This 

test requires a model of the targeted speaker as well as a model of all speakers other than the tar

geted speaker to make a decision. The methodology for obtaining speaker models from a univer

sal background model by means of Bayesian adaptation was also provided. Many of the tech

niques and concepts discussed in this chapter are used in Chapter 5 to develop an experimental 

framework for evaluating HEQ and thus, will become more pertinent as this document progresses. 

The following chapter is aimed at providing some insight into the reasons for speaker verification 
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Chapter 2. Speaker Verification Fundamentals 

systems perfonning poorly in adverse environments, as well as a review of several techniques that 

have been used to improve the robustness of such systems. 
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Chapter 3. Techniques for Robust Speaker Verification 

Chapter 3 

Techniques for Robust Speaker Verification 

In the vast body of speaker recognition literature, numerous compensation techniques have been 

proposed to improve the performance and robustness of speaker recognition systems in adverse 

environments. These techniques can broadly be categorised as either being signal-based, feature

based, model-based, score-based or fusion-based. This thesis proposes a feature-based compensa

tion technique that is aimed at normalizing feature distributions so as to minimise the mismatch 

between training and test conditions. This technique is also compared to other feature-based com

pensation techniques in Chapter 6. Feature-based compensation techniques are discussed in more 

detail in Section 3.2. Score normalization is used in the experimental work done in this study. For 

this reason, score-based compensation techniques are also discussed in more detail in Section 3.3. 

These techniques are primarily aimed at normalizing score distributions so as to allow for the set

ting of stable speaker-independent decision thresholds and to make speaker verification systems 

more robust to mismatched conditions. For completeness, signal-based, model-based and fusion

based compensation techniques are briefly discussed next. 

Signal-based compensation techniquei' are aimed at suppressing the effects of additive noise 

sources (e.g., computer hum, car engine noise, door slams, keyboard clicks, traffic noise, music 

and background babble) on a raw speech signal [76]. In so doing, these techniques enhance the 

speech content and improve the quality of the speech signal at various signal-to-noise ratios. Both 

single-channel (e.g., Spectral Subtraction [77]) and multi-channel speech enhancement techniques 

(e.g., microphone arrays [78]) exist, and are usually applied as a pre-processing stage before fea

ture extraction. 

21 These techniques are also commonly referred to as speech enhancement techniques. 
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Chapter 3. Techniques for Robust Speaker Verification 

Model-based compensation techniques generally transform or adapt model parameters so as to 

make speaker models more robust to mismatched conditions. For example, in [28], Murthy et al. 

proposed a model-based channel compensation technique that was aimed at rendering Gaussian 

mixture speaker models more robust to channel mismatches. This was done by artificially increas

ing the variances of the component densities while leaving their means unchanged. In so doing, 

each speaker model occupied a larger portion of the feature space. The model transformation ap

proach was meant to account for the unknown modification in the means and variances of GMMs 

which occurred as a result of extracting features from speech obtained from different telephone 

lines. It was shown to improve performance on a speaker identification task involving speech ob

tained from different telephone lines and handsets. In [26], Reynolds proposed a model-based 

noise compensation technique for representing speakers in adverse environments. Here, robust

ness was achieved by integrating into the model of each speaker a model describing the noise con

taminating the speech signal. The composite model was applied to a speaker identification task 

using noise corrupted speech and was shown to be more robust to mismatched noisy environ

ments than independent speaker models. 

Fusion-based compensation techniques are aimed at combining the scores obtained from evaluat

ing different speaker models trained for the same speaker. These models usually incorporate some 

form of diversity as they are either trained with different utterances from the same speaker, differ

ent features extracted from the same speech signal or different modelling strategies. Ultimately, it 

is desired that the models exhibit uncorrelated behaviour (i.e., they miscIassify different speak

ers). In so doing, performance can be improved as the errors made for one model can be rectified 

by correct decisions made for the other models and vice versa. Various techniques for combining 

the scores produced by different models are discussed in [50]. However, when working with fu

sion-based systems, one must accept a trade-off in memory and computational resources as addi

tional models need to be created, stored and evaluated. An example of where a fusion-based sys

tem has been used for speaker recognition can be found in [79]. Here. separate speaker models 

were trained on features related to the physical characteristics of an individual's vocal tract and 

features related to an individual's learned manner of speaking (i.e., his (or her) word usage and 

idiolect). A fusion of the scores obtained for these models led to large improvements in the per

formance and robustness of the speaker verification system investigated. 

While MFCCs are frequently employed in contemporary speaker recognition systems, their per

formance deteriorates drastically in telephone environments [17]. In [24], Moreno and Stem ana

lysed various impairments in telephone networks that degrade the quality of speech signals. Im

pairments caused by additive noise and linear filtering were found to be amongst the most prob

lematic. As such, emphasis should be placed on understanding these impairments and compensat-
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Chapter 3. Techniques for Robust Speaker Verification 

ing for their adverse effects. The following section provides some insight into how additive noise 

and linear time-invariant filters affect a speech signal (and hence MFCCs). This is done so as to 

provide an explanation for why the feature-based compensation technique proposed in this study 

(and those discussed in Section 3.2) can be expected to improve speaker verification performance 

in telephone environments. 

3.1 Additive noise and linear filtering effects 

The speech signal received by the human ear (or a speaker recognition system) is not the same as 

the signal that was transmitted from the speaker's lips and nostrils. Instead, the speech signal has 

undergone several transformations that degrade its quality. A model that is often used to describe 

the effect of additive noise from the environment and linear filtering effects from communication 

channels (e.g., a telephone channel) on a recorded speech signal, ret), is depicted in Figure 3-1 

[23]. Here, additive noise, net), is added to the original speech signal, set), and the composite sig

nal is passed through a linear time-invariant filter with characteristic h(t). 

s(t) T ~ b(t) I .. r(t) 

11(t) 

Figure 3-1: A model describing the effects of additive noise and a linear time-invariant filter on a recorded 

speech signal 

Reynolds [26) refers to the model depicted in Figure 3-1 as the degradation model and adds that 

intersession variability can also be modelled as a linear time-invariant filter and thus can be 

grouped with h(t). Therefore, this model provides a general framework for representing a broad 

class of distortions. The following sections provide an analysis of the impact of additive noise and 

linear filtering on MFCCs (which are the features used in this study). 

3.1.1 Mathematical analysis 

With reference to Figure 3-1, the recorded signal can mathematically be written as: 

ret) [s(t)+n(t)]0h(t), (3.1) 

with 0 denoting the convolution operator. 
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Furthermore, the magnitude-squared Fourier transform of r(t) is given by: 

I R(w) (3.2) 

where R(w), Sew), N(w) and H(w) are the Fourier transforms of ret), set), net) and h(t) respectively. 

Using this formulation, for a frame of speech, the log-energy computed for the kth filter in a mel

scaled filterbank, log(Ek), may be specified by the composition of additive noise, N(i), and linear 

filtering effects, H(i), at each frequency index i as follows [80f2: 

log(Ek ) = log(L~:ak I[ S(i) + N(i)]· H (01
2
), (3.3) 

where, for simplicity, each filter is assumed to have a rectangular frequency response with dis

crete frequency indices ak and bk indicating the start and end frequency indices of each filter. The 

effect of the linear filter in Equation (3.3) may be isolated if it is assumed to be constant over the 

frequency range of the filter (i.e., if the filter is time-invariant: Hk = H(Sk) ';::::; H(Sk+ 1) ;::0 ••• ;::0 ll(jk»' 

If it is further assumed that the real and imaginary components of the speech and noise are uncor

related, the log-energy may be approximated as: 

(3.4) 

If we let the filterbank energies for the speech and noise be represented by Sk and Nk respectively, 

then for filter k we get: 

(3.5) 

From Equation (3.5) it can be observed that a linear time-invariant filter will introduce a global 

shift of the parameters representing the clean speech signal, while additive noise distorts these 

parameters non-linearly. Due to the discrete cosine transform, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients 

are in effect a weighted combination of the filterbank log-energies. As such, the effects of linear 

filtering and additive noise in the log-energy domain are also present in the cepstral domain. In 

order to illustrate these effects on the clean log-energy values output by filter k, and on their over

all distribution, a Monte Carlo simulation was performed23
• 

22 Much of the information in this section was taken from this reference. 

23 A similar simulation was performed by de la Torre et al. in [l05]. 
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Chapter 3. Techniques/or Robust Speaker Verification 

3.1.2 Simulation using artificial data 

Equation (3.5) can be rewritten as: 

log(Ek) "" 2hk + log {eXp(Sk) + exp(l1k)} , (3 .6) 

where hk = 10g(Hk), Sk = 10g(Sk) and nk = 10g(Nk). To represent the clean log-energies, Sk, a set of 

values were randomly generated according to a Gaussian probability distribution with zero mean 

and unity standard deviation. For the additive noise log-energies, nk , values were randomly gen

erated according to a Gaussian distribution with a mean of -1.25 and a standard deviation of 0.15. 

Figure 3-2 shows scatter plots of the clean log-energy values versus their contaminated counter

parts obtained by the simulation (i.e., 10g(Ek) vs. Sk). In addition, lines representing the average 

value of the noise and the characteristic of the plot that would be obtained in the absence of addi

tive noise and linear filtering effects (i.e., when 10g(Ek) = Sk) are also depicted. In Figure 3-2(a), 

the log-energy of the component due to the linear filter, hk, was set equal to 0 to obtain the con

taminated log-energy values caused by the addition of noise only. To obtain the contaminated log

energy values caused by both additive noise and linear filtering effects, hk was set equal to 1.5 in 

Figure 3-2(b). 

(a) Scatter plot of the clean log-energy values contaminated with additve noise only 
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(b) Scatter plot of the clean log-energy values contaminated vvth additve noise and linear filtering effects 
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Figure 3-2: The effect of additive noise and a linear time-invariant filter on clean log-energy values 
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Chapter 3. Techniques/or Robust Speaker Verification 

Figure 3-2(a) illustrates the situation in which the speech signal is only affected by additive noise 

(as hk = 0). Here, it is clear that the clean log-energies have been non-linearly transformed as a 

result of the additive noise. This is because for values of the clean log-energies much greater than 

those of the noise log-energies, log(Ek) asymptotically tends to Sk, whereas for values of the clean 

log-energies in the same range as that of the noise log-energies, log(Ek) asymptotically tends to nk. 

In Figure 3-2(b), the situation in which the speech signal is affected by both additive noise and 

linear filtering effects is depicted (as hk = 1.5). When Figure 3-2(b) is compared to Figure 3-2(a) it 

is clear that the linear filter introduced an additive component in the log-energy values output by 

filter k, which resulted in a global linear shift of the points obtained by plotting log(Ek) versus Sk. 
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Figure 3-3: The effect of additive noise and a linear time-invariant filter on clean log-energy histograms 

From the distortions depicted in Figure 3-2, it can be expected that additive noise and linear filter

ing effects also modify the distribution of the clean log-energy values. This is confirmed by Fig

ure 3-3 . Figure 3-3(a) illustrates the normalized histograms of the clean log-energy values and the 

additive noise log-energy values obtained by the simulation. Below it, Figure 3-3(b) shows the 

normalized histogram of the noise-contaminated clean log-energy values. This diagram shows 

that the non-linear transformation caused by the noise compresses the low energy part of the clean 
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Chapter 3. Techniques/or Robust Speaker Verification 

log-energy histogram, which not only distorts its shape, but causes a reduction in the variance and 

a shift in the mean of the histogram. Figure 3-3(c) shows the histogram obtained when the clean 

log-energy values are distorted by components due to both additive noise and a linear time

invariant filter. As illustrated, linear filtering causes a shift in the mean of the histogram in addi

tion to the distortions caused by the additive noise. 

3.1.3 Simulation using real data 

In order to confmn that these theoretically motivated degradations indeed exist in the real world, 

and that additive noise and linear filtering effects are indeed present in the cepstral domain, 

MFCCs were extracted from replicas of the test utterance "she had your dark suit in greasy wash 

water all year", taken from the TIMIT and NTIMIT databases24
. These databases contain the same 

utterances but, recorded under different conditions. For the TIMIT database, all utterances are 

obtained in noise-free recording conditions, whereas for the NTIMIT database, all utterances are 

transmitted through a carbon-button telephone handset and recorded over local and long-distance 

telephone loops [47]. Figure 3-4 shows the histogram of the fust component of the MFCC feature 

vectors (hereafter referred to as MFCC1) extracted from the test utterance for both the TIMIT and 

NTIMIT databases25
. 
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Figure 3-4: MFCC1 histograms extracted from the same utterance in the TIMIT and NTIMIT databases 

24 The utterance was spoken by the same speaker. 

25 Similar plots were obtained for the other components of the extracted MFCC feature vectors. 
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As illustrated by Figure 3-4, the linear filtering property of telephone channels does indeed have 

an additive effect on the MFCC1 values extracted from the NTIMIT version of the test utterance. 

This causes a shift in the mean of its histogram relative to the mean of the histogram of the 

MFCC1 values extracted from the TIMIT version of the test utterance26
• From the analysis pre

sented earlier. the shift in the mean can also partially be attributed to additive noise effects. There 

is also a clear reduction in the variance of the histogram of the MFCC1 values extracted from the 

NTIMIT version of the test utterance. This can be attributed to additive noises encountered in the 

telephone network. These noises include low frequency tone-like signals or white noise caused by 

thermal and other physical phenomena. as well as clicks and other transient artefacts caused by 

intennittent connections [81]. The non-linearity of carbon-button microphones (see reference 

[25]) can also account for some of the effects illustrated in Figure 3-4. 

This section showed how additive noise and linear filtering effects distort a speech signal and 

consequently MFCCs as well. In the following section, a review of commonly used feature-based 

compensation techniques, as well as the distortions at which they are targeted, is provided. 

3.2 Feature-based compensation techniques 

Feature-based compensation techniques are aimed at making the features generated by the feature 

extraction component more robust to mismatched conditions. This is done by either normalizing 

feature distributions or by transforming the features in such a way that the degradations imposed 

by adverse environments are compensated for. In this section, several commonly used feature

based compensation techniques are reviewed. 

3.2.1 Cepstral Mean Normalization 

From the analysis presented in Section 3.1, it is clear that when a speech signal is passed through 

a linear filter, the resulting MFCCs contain an additive component, Cit> attributed to the linear fil

ter. Thus, the cepstrum of the filtered signal, Cm, is equal to the cepstrum of the speech signal, C,' 

plus the cepstrum of the filter: 

(3.7) 

26 The means of the two distributions are indicated by the vertical lines splitting each histogram. 
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The average value of em for the duration of an utterance, {em (n) }:~l ' can be defined as follows: 

1 N 
II =-" e (n) rem N £"'n=1 m 

1 IN 1 IN =- e n +- en. N n=I,() N n=1 h ( ) 

(3.8) 

If it is assumed that in addition to the filter being linear, it is also time-invariant, then the second 

term in Equation (3.8), representing the cepstrum of the filter, becomes a constant: 

(3.9) 

If it is further assumed that the duration of the speech signal is long enough such that energy in 

the signal is uniformly distributed across the entire range of the spectrum, then the first term in 

Equation (3.9) tends toward zero [53]. Thus, the average of em represents an estimate of the cep

strum of the filter: 

(3.10) 

The cepstrum of the original speech signal can then be recovered by subtracting this value from 

the cepstrum of the filtered signal [23]: 

(3.11) 

This technique is generally referred to as eepstral mean normalization (CMN) or cepstral mean 

subtraction and was first proposed by Atal in [82]. Over the years it has successfully been applied 

in numerous speaker recognition tasks [26, 28, 55] so as to compensate for the linear filtering ef

fects induced by transmitting speech over telephone channels (and, to some extent, the effects of 

additive noise encountered in the telephone network). From Equation (3.11) it is clear that CMN 

also has the dual effect of causing the mean of the distribution of the compensated variable em (n) 

to be equal to zero. In so doing, it normalizes the first moment of the distribution. 

The effectiveness of CMN is however limited. as it only provides a linear transformation of the 

feature space, which means that it is unable to adequately compensate for the non-linear effects of 

additive noise and telephone transmission. Furthermore, CMN requires the duration of the speech 

signal to be long enough to assume a flat long-term average spectrum, which is seldom the case in 

practical applications. For this reason, CMN will also tend to remove some speaker specific in

formation in addition to linear filtering effects [23]. CMN has also been shown to degrade per

formance when applied to clean training and test speech recorded with the same microphone [28]. 
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Chapter 3. Techniques for Robust Speaker Verification 

However. when applied to speech exposed to mismatched telephone environments, the technique 

has consistently improved the robustness and performance of speaker recognition systems em

ploying MFCCs [28, 29]. In [26], CMN was also shown to be able to compensate for some of the 

effects of intersession variability when applied to clean speech data recorded at different times. 

According to the same reference, this is due to the fact that these effects are also well modelled by 

a linear filter. 

3.2.2 Mean and Variance Normalization 

Mean and variance normalization (MVN) can be viewed as an extension of CMN, as it not only 

provides a transformation that normalizes the mean of the distribution of each MFCC feature vec

tor component but, one that normalizes its variance as well. It does this by transforming each 

MFCC according to the following equation [83]: 

(3.12) 

where f1.
cm 

is the average value of a particular MFCC over the duration of an utterance (see Equa-

tion (3.8)) and arm is its standard deviation given by: 

(3.13) 

The transformation given by Equation (3.12) causes the mean of the resulting distribution to be 

equal to zero and its variance to be equal to one regardless of the conditions under which the 

speech data was collected. The analysis presented in Section 3.1 showed that additive noise non

linearly distorts the variance of the distribution of a particular MFCC feature vector component. 

Thus, MVN can be used to compensate for the effects of linear filtering as well as sources of addi

tive noise [83]. However, the compensation provided by the technique is limited as it can only 

account for linear transformations of the mean and variance of MFCC distributions. The tech

nique has however been shown to improve the robustness of MFCCs in various speech and 

speaker recognition tasks and was shown to be more robust than CMN [55, 80, 83]. 

3.2.3 RAST A Processing 

Another feature-based approach that is often used to compensate for the effects of adverse envi

ronments is that of RelAtive SpecTrAL (RASTA) processing [84]. This technique takes advantage 

of the fact that the rate of change of the non-linguistic components in speech (due to additive 

noise or time-varying transmission channels for example) tends to lie outside the typical rate of 
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change of speech. It does this by suppressing these components. In essence, the time trajectories 

of the logarithmic spectral energies derived from short-time analysis (also known as the modula

tion spectrum [74, 85]) are filtered with a band-pass filter of the form [52]: 

(3.14) 

This filtering operation is aimed at suppressing spectral components that vary more slowly or rap

idly than the typical rate of speech. The process of obtaining cepstral derivatives (see Section 

2.1.2.3) and CMN (see Section 3.2.1) can also be viewed as techniques that filter the trajectories 

of feature vector sequences [74, 85J. CMN can be interpreted as a high-pass filter as it effectively 

removes the DC component of the sequence of feature vectors to which it is applied. In [74, 85] 

and (86] RAST A processing was shown to improve the robustness of speaker recognition systems 

in mismatched environments. However, CMN was shown to outperform RASTA processing as it 

has a lower low cut-off frequency (e.g., 0.025, 0.075 and 0.25 Hz for window lengths of 30, 10 

and 3 seconds respectively) when compared to the conventional RASTA filter which has a low 

cut-off frequency of approximately 1 Hz [74]. An analysis of the relative importance of the com

ponents of the modulation spectrum was presented in [74] and [85]. It was shown that spectral 

components between 0.1 Hz and 10 Hz contain the most useful speaker information. For this rea

son, van Vuuren and Hermansky (85] stated that RASTA processing could be more useful for 

speaker verification applications if components below 1 Hz are retained. 

3.2.4 Feature Warping 

In [80], Pelecanos and Sridharan proposed a novel feature-based compensation technique, termed 

feature warping. The technique employed a form of cumulative distribution mapping which non

linearly transformed the statistics of feature distributions to that of a reference distribution over a 

specified time interval. This was done so as to construct a more robust representation of each 

MFCC feature vector component across different recording environments. The technique proc

esses the distribution of each feature vector component separately. Feature warping is performed 

over a sliding window of size N and only the central feature, cm(n), in each window is trans

formed. Thus, the number of windows of features processed is equal to the number of features 

extracted from a speech signal. Feature warping is implemented as follows. The features are first 

sorted into ascending order and the rank, r, of the central feature (which has a value between 1 

and N) is found. Its corresponding cumulative distribution function (CDF) value is then approxi

mated as: 

<I> = (r-1I2). 
N 

(3.15) 
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In order to transform the statistics of clll(n) to that of a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 

unity variance, its transformed value, em (n) , should satisfy the equation: 

('",(n) 

¢ J P(x)dx, (3.16) 

where P(x) is the probability density function (PDF) of the standard normal distribution, i.e.: 

P(x) 1 [Xl J 
~2J! exp 2 . (3.17) 

em (n) can therefore quickly be found using a simple lookup in a standard normal CDF table. 

Pelecanos and Sridharan evaluated the technique on the database used in NIST 1999 speaker rec

ognition evaluation and showed that it outperformed CMN, MVN and modulation spectrum filter

ing under various sources mismatch encountered in telephone environments. This is mainly be

cause it "compensates in part for the linear channel in that the short-term mean is removed, and 

attempts to cOliform the distributive shape and spread to limit additive noise effects" [80]. In [87], 

feature warping was incorporated into short-time guassianization which uses a global linear trans

formation to decorrelate features before applying feature warping. The combined approach was 

shown to improve the performance of a speaker verification system evaluated on the NIST 2001 

cellular phone corpus. 

The technique proposed in this study (namely, Histogram Equalization) is in many ways similar to 

feature warping in that it also non-linearly transforms the statistics of feature distributions to that 

of a reference distribution. However, it differs in the manner in which the technique is imple

mented and applied to an utterance. Furthermore, in Chapter 6 a variation of HEQ is shown to 

outperform feature warping. HEQ is also less computationally expensive as, for the sliding win

dow approach employed by feature warping, computational complexity and memory requirements 

are directly proportional to the length of the window used - larger window lengths will increase 

the time taken to perform feature warping as a larger number of features will need to be processed 

in order to obtain the normalized version of the central feature in each window. Moreover, in [80], 

the authors chose to use a sliding window with a 3 second duration without providing any com

parative analysis of the effects of different window lengths. It is also unclear why the authors 

compared feature warping to other compensation techniques by using adapted GMM speaker 

models where the weights, means and variances were adapted when it is well known (and in fact 

mentioned in the paper in question) that adaptation of the means alone results in the best perform

ance [60, 63]. 
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From Figure 3-4 it is also clear that MFCC distributions are multi modal in nature. Hence, map

ping feature distributions to a multimodal distribution, instead of a unimodal one, may be more 

appropriate. This conjecture, as well as other variations of the technique proposed in this study, is 

evaluated in Chapter 6 on the NIST 2000 telephony corpus. This database contains twice the 

amount of verification trials contained in the database used in the NIST 1999 speaker recognition 

evaluation. However, since the underlying motivation for using HEQ and feature warping is the 

same, namely, that matching the statistics of feature distributions obtained in different training 

and test conditions could improve the robustness of speaker verification systems, the feature 

warping approach does confirm the feasibility of the proposed technique. The following section 

provides a review of several score-based compensation techniques. 

3.3 Score-based compensation techniques 

The final step in speaker verification is that of decision-making, where a score (like a log

likelihood ratio for example) obtained for a targeted speaker model and test utterance pair, is 

compared to a decision threshold. If the score is above the threshold, the identity claim is accepted 

else, it is rejected. The setting of stable speaker-independent decision thresholds is however a 

non-trivial task. This is primarily due to the variability in the scores obtained for different speak

ers in mismatched training and test conditions. For this reason many score-based compensation 

techniques27 have been proposed over the years (see for example references [7, 23, 55, 60, 63] and 

[88]). 

Score normalization techniques are aimed at explicitly addressing the problem of score variability 

in speaker verification so as to allow for the setting of speaker-independent decision thresholds. 

This is done by normalizing speaker score distributions so as to minimise the effect of environ

ment-dependent biases and scales. Note that for each speaker, performance is the same with and 

without score normalization but, when numerous scores are pooled and compared to a single 

threshold (as is the case in this study), score normalization results in enhanced performance by 

making the decision process more robust. In this section various score normalization techniques 

are reviewed. 

27 These techniques are also commonly referred to as score normalization techniques. 
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3.3.1 Zero Normalization 

Zero nonnalization (Z-nonn) [7, 23, 55, 88] is a score nonnalization technique that rescales the 

impostor log-likelihood distribution to a standard nonnal distribution by applying the following 

transfonnation: 

(3.18) 

where A(X) is the log-likelihood ratio score for speaker 5 given a test segment X (see Equation 

(2.13)), fJi' and cr: are the mean and standard deviation of the scores obtained for speaker 5 when 

evaluated against a set of impostor test segments and, A(Xh_nonn is the distribution normalized 

score. The procedure for obtaining the normalization parameters, fJ;' and crJ, is as follows. Given 

a development set28
, test the speaker model, 5, against a set of impostor utterances from the de

velopment set and compute the mean and standard deviation of the scores obtained. Subsequently, 

nonnalize the log-likelihood ratio score for speaker 5 using Equation (3.18). In addition to pro

ducing scores that are normalized, Z-norm also allows for the estimation of nonnalization pa

rameters to be perfonned off-line during training. 

3.3.2 Handset Normalization 

Handset normalization (H-nonn) can be viewed as a variant of Z-norm that was proposed in [63] 

to alleviate handset-dependent biases and scales in log-likelihood ratio scores produced by hand

set mismatch between training and test data. This approach estimates handset-dependent nonnali

zation parameters by testing each speaker model against a set of handset-dependent impostor ut

terances [7, 60, 63J. During testing, the handset type of the test utterance X determines the set of 

normalization parameters to use for score normalization as follows: 

(3.19) 

where H(X) is the handset label of test segment X, A(X) is the log-likelihood ratio score for 

speaker 5 given X, fJ~(X} and cr~(X) are the handset-dependent nonnalization parameters for 

speaker 5 detennined by H(X) and, A(X )I/-nomr is the distribution normalized score. 

28 The use of a development set is aimed at avoiding the introduction of a bias into the results [71 as this set 

contains data that is not part of either training or test sets. 
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3.3.3 Test Normalization 

Test nonnalization (T -norm) was proposed in [88] and is similar to Z-norm in that it also uses 

mean and standard deviation estimates to normalize log-likelihood ratio scores. However, these 

estimates are obtained by scoring each test segment in the test set on a number of impostor models 

trained using data from a development set [7, 55, 88]. During testing, the log-likelihood of the test 

segment, X, given a targeted speaker in the training set is normalized as follows: 

(3.20) 

where A( X) is the log-likelihood ratio score for the targeted speaker given test segment X, f..it 

and (J~ are the mean and standard deviation estimates obtained by evaluating test segment X on a 

set of impostor models and, A(X)T_1IOm, is the distribution normalized score. 

A disadvantage of T -norm is that the estimates of the normalization parameters have to be ob

tained on-line during testing. However, because the estimation of the normalization parameters is 

computed on the same utterance that is used to test a targeted speaker model, "an acoustic mis

match, between the test utterance and the normalization utterances, possible in Z-norm, is 

avoided" [88]. A handset-dependent variant ofT-norm, namely HT-norm, has been shown to im

prove performance above that exhibited after the application of T -N orm, by compensating for the 

score variability due to handset mismatch as well [88]. Here, handset-dependent normalization 

parameters are estimated by testing each test utterance against a set of handset -dependent impos

tor models. 

It should be noted that the score normalization techniques discussed in this section can be viewed 

as being impostor-centric since impostor score distributions are in effect being normalized [88]. 

This is because in order to have accurate estimates of the normalization parameters, a large 

amount of data is required. Unfortunately, contemporary speaker recognition databases [47] usu

ally only contain sufficient data to allow for the estimation of impostor or pseudo-impostor distri

butions. A more thorough review of the normalization techniques discussed in this section as well 

as other normalization techniques can be found in [7]. According to the discussion presented in 

(7], HT -norm marginally outperforms all the score normalization techniques reviewed in this sec

tion. However. for the experimental work done in this study. T-norm was used to perform score 

normalization due to an imbalance in the handset-dependent training data available to train the 

impostor models. 
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3.4 Summary 

This chapter showed through both an analytical argument and a simulation, that additive noise 

(from the environment for example) and linear time-invariant filtering effects (from communica

tion channels for example) distort MFCCs and their distributions. This important observation is 

one of the main motivations for the feature-based compensation technique proposed in this study. 

As mentioned previously, the technique is aimed at normalizing feature distributions so as to 

minimise the mismatch between training and test conditions. This chapter also presented a review 

of several feature-based compensation techniques to provide some insight into the limitations of 

these techniques and their previous applications. Score-based compensation techniques were also 

reviewed as one of these is used in Chapter 5 when creating an experimental framework for 

evaluating Histogram Equalization. The following chapter introduces Histogram Equalization and 

provides a discussion of how it can be used to improve the robustness of speaker verification sys

tems. 
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Chapter 4 

Histogram Equalization (HEQ) 

This chapter introduces the Histogram Equalization technique. This technique has been proposed 

in this study to improve the robustness of speaker verification systems operating in mismatched 

training and test conditions. Section 4.2 covers the mathematical formulation of HEQ and Section 

4.3 provides a general overview of how the technique has been applied in its field of origin (i.e., 

in digital image processing). Section 4.4 provides a review of how HEQ has been applied in 

speech-related research and finally, Section 4.5 presents a simple algorithm for implementing the 

technique. The following section motivates why HEQ could be successful when applied to im

prove the robustness of a speaker verification system exposed to mismatched training and test 

conditions. 

4.1 Motivation for using HEQ 

Statistical speaker modelling strategies, like GMMs and HMMs for example (see Section 2.3), are 

aimed at modelling the underlying distribution of feature vectors extracted from a particular 

speaker's speech during training. During testing, speakers are classified according to the statistical 

similarity between the features extracted from their speech and the speaker models generated dur

ing training. This approach is based on the implicit assumption that for the same speaker, the fea

tures extracted from his (or her) speech will have similar statistical properties. A mismatch be

tween the statistical properties of the training and test speech however, to some extent violates 

this assumption and leads to a deterioration in classification performance. 
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From the discussion presented in Section 1.2, it is clear that in many practical applications of 

speaker verification, a system will have to operate under non-ideal conditions. That is, the input 

speech could be cOlTupted by ambient noise or by distortions caused from transmitting it over a 

telephone channel. In Section 3.1 it was shown that distortions caused by additive noise and lin

ear filtering effects COlTUpt spectral-based features and, as a result, modifies their distributions. 

Furthermore, different environmental conditions and communication channels affect speech sig

nals differently. Thus, a statistical speaker model trained with speech collected in one environ

ment will generally perform poorly when recognizing the same speaker using speech collected 

under different recording conditions, since the feature distributions will be different. 

In this thesis, a feature-based compensation technique, known as Histogram Equalization (HEQ), 

is proposed to minimise the mismatch between feature distributions collected under different re

cording conditions. It does this by non-linearly transforming the characteristics (i.e., the scale, 

shape and location) of one probability distribution to that of another such that their statistical 

properties (i.e., the mean, variance and skew) match. The technique was originally used in digital 

image processing to alleviate brightness and contrast alterations in digital images. In this work the 

use of this technique is motivated by the fact that feature-based compensation techniques that 

normalize the first and second moments of feature distributions, like CMN and MVN for example 

(see Section 3.2), have been shown to be effective in improving speaker verification performance 

in adverse environments. However, CMN and MVN are linear techniques which limits their abil

ity to compensate for non-linear distortions of the feature space (such as those caused by additive 

noise for example). 

The non-linear compensation provided by HEQ hmvever, can be used to not only normalize the 

first two moments of feature distributions, but all the other moments as well. As such, HEQ can 

be used in speaker verification to map the characteristics of a particular speaker's feature distribu

tions, obtained during training and testing, to that of a reference (or target) distribution regardless 

of the conditions under which the speech was collected. In so doing, the statistical mismatch be

tween the training and test feature distributions will be reduced, which in turn, can be expected to 

improve the accuracy a of statistical speaker recognition system (like the experimental framework 

developed to evaluate HEQ, see Chapter 5). The following section mathematically derives the 

non-linear transformation provided by HEQ. 
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4.2 Mathematical formulation 

As mentioned in the previous section, HEQ provides a transformation that allows one to convert 

one probability distribution to another. It does this by matching the CDFs of the reference distri

bution and that of the variable to be transformed. This is accomplished as follows [89-92]: Let x 

be a random variable with a probability distribution pix), and let y = T(x) be a single-valued and 

monotonically increasing transformation that converts the probability distribution pix) into a ref

erence probability distribution PreJ(Y)' T(x) thereby makes the probability of finding x in the differ

ential range dx equal to the probability of finding y in the differential range dy, i.e.: 

P ref (y )dy p/ x )dx. (4.1) 

Thus, the transformation y T(x) modifies the original probability distribution pxcx) according to 

the expression: 

dx dG(y) 
Prej(y)=Px(x)d =p(G(y» d ' 

y y 
(4.2) 

where G(y) is the inverse of T(x). Using Equation (4.2), the relationship between the cumulative 

distribution functions associated with pix) and Prej(y) is as follows: 

x 

Cx(x) = f Px(x')dx' 

T(x) f p/G(y)') d~(y) dy' 
-= y 
y 

= J Pre! (y ')dy' (4.3) 

== Cr~f (y) 

= Cref (T(x». 

Thus, the transformation T(x), that converts pix) into Preh), is given by: 

T(x) C;;'~ (CJx)), (4.4) 

where C,~; is the inverse of the CDF of the reference probability distribution. 
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For practical implementations only a finite number of observations are usually available. As a re

sult, cumulative histograms instead of cumulative probabilities are used. This is the reason that 

the transformation is called Histogram Equalization and not probability distribution equalization. 

The transformation given by Equation (4.4) cannot however easily be applied to the multi

dimensional feature vectors generated by the feature extraction component of a speaker recogni

tion system. For this reason, it is assumed that all the dimensions of the feature vectors are inde

pendent. Under this simplifying assumption, the transformation can be applied to each feature 

vector component independently. A graphical illustration of the cumulative distribution matching 

performed by HEQ is depicted in Figure 4-1. It shows how the cumulative histogram of the origi

nal variable, x, and the reference cumulative histogram can be used to perform the transformation. 

Here, each value of x is replaced by the value of y that corresponds to the same point in the cumu

lative histogram of the original variable and the reference cumulative histogram. 

1.0 

cumulative histogram of 
original variable x 

'" '\ .. , ............ " .. , ..... .. ...... !.MI------
....... 

. 
• . 

. . 

x 

. . . Cx(x) = Cref (y) 

reference cumulative histogram 

y 
(before transformation) (after transformation) 

Figure 4·1: The cumulative distribution matching performed by HEQ 

In the following section an overview of how HEQ is used in its field of origin is presented. The 

expected limitations of the technique, when applied to speech processing, are also highlighted. 

4.3 Image processing background 

Over the years Histogram Equalization (also commonly referred to as Histogram Matching, His

togram Specification and Histogram Normalization) has extensively been used in digital image 

processing to improve the brightness and contrast of digital images. It does this by optimizing the 

dynamic range of the grey-level scale [93-95] as depicted in Figure 4-2. 
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Histogram equalized image 

D 

100 150 

Pixel value 

Histogram of original image after HEQ 

Figure 4-2: The application of HEQ to enhance a digital image [95] 

As can be observed from Figure 4-2. the original image is very dull and lacks contrast. As a result, 

its histogram29 of pixel values is compressed such that it occupies only a small region of the grey

level scale - the majority of the pixel values fall into the range 105 to 205. Here, Matthews [95] 

used HEQ to convert the original histogram of pixel values into a more unifonnly distributed his

togram which enhanced the brightness and contrast of the image. 

29 A histogram plots the frequency at which each pixel value occurs (from 0 for black to 255 for white) . 
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In general, HEQ only provides an accurate compensation for the effects of non-linear transforma

tions of the feature space provided that [89}: 

1. "There are sufficient observations of the signal being compensated'. This condition is 

adequately met in image processing as an image typically contains a large number of pix

els (usually several thousand to several million) which all contribute to accurate estima

tions of the histograms used in HEQ. 

2. "The transformation is monotonic" and hence, does not lead to a loss of information. In 

image processing, incorrect lighting and non-linearities in the receptors are mainly re

sponsible for images that are too bright or too dark or those that lack contrast. These de

gradations usually correspond to non-linear monotonic transformations of the grey-level 

scale. 

While these two conditions make the application of HEQ in digital image processing very effec

tive, it limits the effectiveness of HEQ in speaker recognition as there is usually much less data 

available to estimate the histograms accurately especially when short training and test utterances 

are available. Also, according to [89], the non-linear transformation caused by additive noise pri

marily has two effects on a speech signal: 

1. It distorts the speech signal such that a mismatch between training and test conditions oc

curs and, 

2. Due to its random nature, can cause a non-monotonic transformation of the feature space 

which will lead to an irreversible loss of information. 

Thus, while HEQ equalization will be able to reduce the mismatch between training and test con

ditions, it will not (like other compensation techniques) be able to recover lost information. Fur

thermore, the assumption that all feature vector components are independent means that Histo

gram Equalization cannot be used to compensate for correlated distortions of the feature space, 

such as rotations for example. HEQ can however be used to deal with a scaling, shift or any other 

non-linear transformation of each feature vector component. In the following section an overview 

of the application of Histogram Equalization in speech-related research will be presented. This 

section will show that even with the limitations of HEQ highlighted in this section, HEQ has still 

been shown to improve the performance of a number of speech recognition systems in adverse 

conditions. 
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4.4 Speech processing background 

Histogram Equalization was first applied to speech-related research in 1998 when BaIchandran 

and Mammone applied the basic technique of matching cumulative distributions to a speaker 

identification task [96]. The technique was found to be "robu.st, computationally efficient and u.ni

versally applicable". It was applied directly to raw speech samples and was shown to successfully 

restore artificially distorted speech, without itself introducing any noticeable distortion. However, 

due to the fact that the research was conducted on artificially corrupted speech, it has received 

much criticism [90, 97]. Also, an additional smoothing factor had to be introduced to avoid over

compensation. 

Two years later, HEQ was applied for the first time to speech recognition (using MFCCs) in the 

form of an unsupervised histogram-based mapping technique. Dharanipragada and Padmanabhan 

used the technique to rapidly adapt a speech recognition system to new acoustic conditions [92]. 

The technique was based on the idea of mapping the cumulative distribution of the test data to the 

cumulative distribution of the training data. Under the simplifying assumption of independence 

between the dimensions of the feature vectors, this resulted in a simple, text-independent, histo

gram mapping procedure that was non-parametric, non-linear and computationally efficient. The 

performance of the technique was shown to be comparable to that of another adaptation technique 

termed maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) and, resulted in a relative reduction in the 

word error rate of the baseline system of over 30%. Additional improvements in performance 

were also reported when the technique was combined with MLLR. These experiments showed 

that HEQ could be used to compensate for the mismatch between speech collected with a tele

phone handset and a speakerphone. 

In a series of papers from 2001 to 2003, Molau et al. studied the application of HEQ to speech 

recognition under adverse acoustic conditions [90,97-99]. The technique was termed "Histogram 

Normalization". In [98], experiments were conducted to determine: (1) at which stage during fea

ture extraction HEQ should be applied; (2) the effect of normalizing both the training and test 

data; and (3) the effect of using a smoothed reference distribution. The application of HEQ at dif

ferent feature extraction stages consistently improved system performance. However, from the 

results presented, the largest reduction in the word error rate, of about 9% relative to the baseline 

system, was observed when HEQ was applied at the filterbank stage of feature extraction (i.e., 

after mel-scale filtering) with a smoothed reference distribution normalizing both the training and 

test data. The reference distribution was estimated from the overall distribution of the training 

data and was smoothed by approximating it with a mixture of two Gaussians according to a 

minimum mean-squared error criterion. 
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· Chapter 4. Histogram Equalization 

In [99], Molau et al. enhanced the HEQ-based system described in [98] by the application of two 

other techniques; namely, silence fraction treatment and feature space rotation. HEQ was said to 

rely on two basic assumptions: (1) "the global statistics of the speech signal are the same inde

pendent of what was said" (i.e., the frequency of the phonemes3o occurring in both the training 

and test speech is similar); and (2) "the feature space dimensions are oriented sllch that the varia

tions are independent ill each dimension". The first assumption is often violated due to the fact 

that different speakers have different periods of silence in their speech. These differences lead to 

variations in the histograms estimated for HEQ. This can degrade speech recognition performance 

as more word insertions will occur for speakers with a higher than average silence fraction, since 

HEQ will enoneously convert a number of feature vectors to speech. On the other hand, for 

speakers with a lower than average silence fraction, some feature vectors containing speech will 

be converted to silence and cause more word deletions. The solution devised in [99] was to esti

mate two independent histograms, one for speech and one for silence. In the normalization step, 

the silence fraction of each speaker is estimated. This value is then used to form an adapted refer

ence histogram for each speaker by linear interpolation between the speech and silence histograms 

estimated from all the training data. 

The second basic assumption, that variations in the feature space dimensions are unconelated, is 

violated when the feature space is rotated by a small amount. To this end, explicit feature space 

rotations were explored. Rotation matrices were designed such that the principle axis with the 

largest data scatter becomes identical for all speakers. In [99], experiments were conducted on the 

VerbMobil II, EuTrans II and CarNavigation databases to determine the effect of silence fraction 

treatment and feature space rotation. The VerbMobil II database contains conversational speech 

recorded with a headset and a room microphone. The EuTrans II database contains conversational 

speech recorded over a telephone channel that varied significantly between recording sessions; 

and the CarNavigation database contains isolated words recorded in a quiet office environment, as 

well as in city and highway traffic. The experimental results showed that HEQ with silence frac

tion treatment led to improved performance on all the previously mentioned databases. However, 

a sequential application of HEQ with silence fraction treatment and feature space rotation only 

improved the results in a few cases and depended on the order in which the two techniques were 

applied. Also, since silence fraction treatment and feature space rotation are speaker-dependent, 

they can be viewed as speaker normalization techniques. While nonnalizing the speaker popula

tion is desirable in speech recognition applications, it will degrade the performance of speaker 

recognition applications as more inter-speaker confusions will occur. In his PhD dissertation [90], 

30 A phoneme is the smallest unit of sound in a spoken language that distinguishes one word from another. 
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Molau consolidated many of the findings presented in [98] and [99J and also discussed HEQ, si

lence fraction treatment and feature space rotation in more detail. The journal paper "Matching 

Training and Test Data Distributions for Robust Speech Recognition" (97] further recapitulates 

the work done by Molau and his colleagues in [90, 98] and [99]. 

In [100] and [10 l]' Hilger et al. used a parametric form of Histogram Equalization, termed "quan

tile equalization", to improve the robustness of a speech recognition system. For this technique, a 

small number of quantiles (or bins) of the cumulative distributions used in the HEQ formulation 

were estimated. Piece-wise linear and power transformation functions were then fitted to these 

quantiles according to a minimum mean-squared error criterion so as to approximate the actual 

transformation functions. In the experiments, quantile equalization was applied after mel-scale 

filtering, and only the test data was normalized. The cumulative distribution of the training data, 

averaged over all filter channels, was used as the reference distribution. Speech recognition ex

periments on a number of databases recorded in car environments (e.g., city and highway traffic) 

showed power function transformations to be more robust than piece-wise linear transformations. 

Furthermore, it was shown that quantile equalization using only four quantiles is sufficient to ob

tain significant reductions in the word error rates of these databases especially under high mis

match conditions. It was also shown that single word utterances were sufficient to reliably esti

mate the transformation functions. 

In 2002, Segura et al. showed that HEQ could be used to improve the performance of a technique 

known as the Vector Taylor Series (VTS) [102]. VTS is a signal-based compensation technique 

that is aimed at producing the clean version of a noise contaminated speech signal given statistical 

models describing the clean speech and the noise. However, the compensated signal is only an 

approximation of its actual clean version, and as such, stilI retains a residual noise. In [l02), HEQ 

was applied during both training and testing to remove the non-linear distortion of MFCC distri

butions caused by this residual noise. The reference distribution for the HEQ technique was a 

Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unity variance (i.e., the standard normal distribution). 

The application of HEQ after VTS was shown to result in a relative improvement of about 6% in 

the word accuracy of a speech recognition system trained with clean speech and tested with 

speech contaminated with several noise types at different signal-to-noise ratios. 

Later in 2002, Segura et al. showed the versatility of HEQ when it was used to compensate for the 

residual noise caused by another signal-based compensation technique, namely Spectral Subtrac

tion (SS) [103]. SS was used to reduce the effects of additive noise in the spectral domain while 

HEQ was applied in the cepstral domain to compensate for the effects of the residual noise caused 

by SS on MFCC distributions. In addition, HEQ was used to reduce the effects of channel mis

match as SS is unable to deal with this type of distortion. Once again, a Gaussian probability dis-
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Chapter 4. Histogram Equalization 

tribution with zero mean and unity variance was used as the reference for HEQ. Speech recogni

tion experiments were conducted on the Aurora II and Aurora III databases. The results of these 

experiments showed that the application of SS led to relative improvements in the word accuracy 

of a baseline system employing MFCCs of 23.57% on the Aurora II database and 30.54% on the 

Aurora III database. The subsequent application of HEQ further increased the relative improve

ments to over 35% and 45% on the Aurora II and Aurora III databases respectively. 

In 2003, Segura et aL examined the use of a segmental version of Histogram Equalization [104]. 

While the original non-segmental version of HEQ is applied on an utterance-by-utterance basis, 

segmental HEQ is applied on overlapping buffers of features extracted from a single utterance. 

Only the central feature in each buffer is normalized, and each successive buffer is formed by re

moving the first element of its predecessor and appending the next time-ordered feature to the end 

of this buffer. In order to improve the computational efficiency of the technique, HEQ was ap

plied by exploiting the relationship between the order statistics of a dataset (i.e., a buffer of fea

tures) and its cumulative histogram. In so doing, an asymptotically unbiased point estimate of the 

CDF of the data set was obtained. For buffers of features extracted from 600 milliseconds of 

speech, segmental HEQ was found to perform slightly worse than its non-segmental counterpart. 

However, for on-line applications, like financial transactions over the telephone, segmental HEQ 

can be applied while an individual is speaking. This not only avoids long or variable delays attrib

uted to the time taken to perform HEQ after an individual is done speaking but, allows the algo

rithm to adapt to changing environmental conditions. The segmental form of HEQ is essentially 

the same as the feature warping technique discussed in Section 3.2.4. 

A year later in [91], Segura et al. explored the segmental version of HEQ in more detail. Two 

computationally efficient algorithms were presented for its implementation so as to avoid comput

ing an entire cumulative histogram for each buffer of features. As in [102-104], Segura et al. se

lected the reference distribution to be Gaussian with zero mean and unity variance, and HEQ was 

applied in the cepstral domain. The size of the buffer of features was varied from 100 to 1400 mil

liseconds with a buffer size of 600 milliseconds producing the best overall results. When perform

ing speech recognition experiments on a system trained with clean speech and tested with noisy 

speech, the segmental version of HEQ was found to marginally outperform non-segmental HEQ. 

However, non-segmental HEQ was not directly implemented. Instead, segmental HEQ with a 

buffer size of 2500 milliseconds was used to approximate the performance of non-segmental 

HEQ. Furthermore, when training and testing the system with speech contaminated with different 

kinds and levels of noise, non-segmental HEQ was found to marginally outperform the segmental 

version of HEQ. Segmental HEQ was however shown to outperform segmental implementations 

of CMN and MVN. 
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In 2002, de la Torre et al. showed both theoretically and by means of a simulation that additive 

noise non-linearly distorts MFCCs [105]. This distortion causes a mismatch between training and 

test conditions which significantly degrades the performance of speech recognisers. HEQ was 

proposed to compensate for the effects of additive noise. It was shown that in addition to non

linearly distorting the feature space, additive noise also causes a shift in the mean and a reduction 

in the variance of the distribution of the parameters representing the speech signal. This is why the 

linear transformation provided by cepstral mean normalization (which normalizes the mean of a 

distribution) and mean and variance normalization (which normalizes the mean and variance of a 

distribution) can be used to only moderately reduce the effects of additive noise. HEQ, CMN and 

MVN were applied to a connected-digit recognition task where the speech was contaminated with 

different noise types at several signal-to-noise ratios so as to simulate various adverse environ

mental conditions. HEQ was shown to outperform CMN and MVN due to its ability to compen

sate for linear as well as non-linear distortions of the feature space. In the experiments performed 

in [105] HEQ was applied on a sentence-by-sentence basis where the required histograms were 

estimated using the feature vectors extracted from each sentence. Mel-frequency cepstral coeffi

cients were used to parameterise the speech signal and a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 

unity variance was once again used as the reference distribution. HEQ does not make any assump

tions of how different noises distort the speech parameterisation (i.e., the extracted speech fea

tures) and does not depend on the parameterisation used. For these reasons, de la Torre et al. con

cluded that it could be used to reduce the effects of a wide range of noise processes and could be 

combined with other noise compensation methods to obtain additional improvements. 

In [89], de la Torre et at. stated that the fact that HEQ is absent of any assumptions concerning the 

contamination process could be considered as one of the limitations of the technique. This is be

cause compensation techniques are generally based on some estimation of the type of noise affect

ing the speech signal together with a statistical or analytical model describing the noise effects. 

For this reason, these techniques could be expected to provide a more accurate compensation of 

specific noise effects. However, it does reinforce the notion that HEQ could be expected to com

pensate for a wide range of noise processes affecting a wide variety of speech parameterisations, 

and lead to additional improvements when combined with other noise compensation methods. 

This notion was experimentally verified when HEQ was combined with the Vector Taylor Series 

noise compensation technique. The combination resulted in a performance superior to that of each 

method applied in isolation. This consolidates the results obtained by Segura et al. in [102] where 

HEQ was also combined with VTS. An experimental set-up similar to that used in [105] was em

ployed. 
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In [106], Obuchi and Stem observed that although the use of time-derivative parameters such as 

delta and delta-delta features (see Section 2.1.2.3) improved speech recognition performance, few 

attempts have been made to normalize these features. To this end various strategies for applying 

HEQ to MFCCs and their first and second derivatives were developed and evaluated. All the 

strategies improved speech recognition performance on speech recorded with the built-in micro

phone of a personal digital assistant. However, due to the extra computations required, the execu

tion time of these strategies was slightly longer than HEQ performed on MFCCs alone. 

In [107], HEQ was combined with the time domain noise reduction technique proposed by Noe et 

al. in [108]. The application of the two techniques in tandem once again showed that since HEQ 

makes no assumptions about the process distorting the speech signal, it can be combined with 

other noise compensation techniques to obtain additional improvements. 

From the literature reviewed in this section, the following summary concerning the speech-related 

use of Histogram Equalization can be made: 

• HEQ has been shown to improve the robustness of numerous speech recognition systems 

evaluated on several tasks involving speech corrupted by adverse recording conditions 

(like in the presence of ambient noise for example). 

• It has also been shown to outperform linear feature-based compensation techniques, like 

CMN and MVN, due to its ability to compensate for both linear and non-linear distortions 

of the feature space. 

• HEQ has had limited application in the area of speaker recognition. 

• Gains in speech recognition performance. when HEQ was applied at various signal analy

sis stages during feature extraction, were reported. 

• There have been more applications of HEQ to speech corrupted by additive noise than 

speech contaminated by telephone transmission. 

• Substantial improvements in speech recognition performance were reported when HEQ 

was applied as either a stand-alone technique or in combination with other noise compen

sation techniques. 

• Various forms of HEQ exist (e.g., quantile equalization and segmental HEQ), with each 

having its own pros and cons as far as its computational requirements and performance 

are concerned. 

• HEQ is very versatile as it does not make any assumptions of how different sources of 

noise distort the speech parameterisation, and does not depend on the parameterisation 

used. 
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Chapter 4. Histogram Equalization 

In the following section, a simple algorithm for implementing the Histogram Equalization tech

nique is presented. 

4.5 Practical implementation 

This section provides a simple algorithm for directly implementing the HEQ technique described 

in Section 4.2. Similar algorithms can be found in [90,92]. As mentioned previously, HEQ is ap

plied separately to the distribution of each feature vector component extracted from the speech 

utterance under consideration. As such, the algorithm below is applied to each feature vector 

component independently and subscripts are dropped for ease of notation. 

The goal of HEQ is to modify the feature distributions obtained during training and testing such 

that their characteristics are similar to that of a reference distribution. Thus, the first step in per

forming HEQ involves selecting a reference distribution. Once a suitable reference distribution, 

Pre/Y), has been selected and its cumulative histogram, Cr~f(y)' has been computed, HEQ can be 

applied to the training and test feature distributions of each speaker as follows: 

1. Determine the maximum and minimum values, Xmax and Xmim across the entire set of ob

servations (i.e., across all the observations of a particular feature vector component). 

2. Divide the range [xmax , xmtn] into M equally-spaced non-overlapping bins (or intervals), 

Bi, where Xmin :: b] < b2 < ..... < bM+J Xmax and B, = [b i , bi+]). 

3. Using these bins, construct a histogram of the observations in the set. This is done by 

scanning the set and counting the number of observations that fall into each bin. 

4. Compute the normalized version of the histogram obtained after step (3) by using the fol

lowing equation: 

(4.5) 

where lIi is the number of observations in bin Bi and N, is the total number of observations 

in the set. Equation (4.5) in effect approximates the probability of x being in bin Bi• 

5. Compute the cumulative histogram of the set using the normalized histogram constructed 

in step (4) such that: 

(4.6) 

Equation (4.6) is a piecewise constant function approximation of the true cumulative dis

tribution function. 
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6. Replace each value of x by the value of y that corresponds to the same point in the refer

ence and computed cumulative histograms such that Cx(x) = Cre/Y)' This is in direct cor

respondence to Equation (4.4). 

To efficiently implement step (6), one could construct two lookup tables {x , Cx} and {y , c,ej} 

from Cix) and c,ejy) respectively, such that they take on values in the range [0,1] in equal incre

ments. This allows one to combine the two tables such that a new table {x, y}, which is a piece

wise constant approximation of the true transformation function, is formed [92]. Then, for every 

value of x, the closest value of y can be found by using a binary search. This value can then be 

used as the normalized value of x. 

4.6 Summary 

This chapter introduced the Histogram Equalization technique and provided a discussion of how it 

has been used in digital image processing. Previous applications of the technique in speech

related research were also reviewed. This review showed that while HEQ has been shown to im

prove the robustness of numerous speech recognition systems evaluated on speech corrupted by 

adverse recording conditions, it has had limited application in the area of speaker recognition and 

on speech corrupted by telephone transmission. The following chapter describes the development 

of an experimental framework (i.e., a baseline speaker verification system) for evaluating HEQ. In 

Chapter 6, HEQ is applied to improve the robustness of this system when evaluated on a database 

contaminated by telephone transmission. 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Framework for Evaluating HEQ 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the design, implementation and evaluation of a baseline 

text-independent speaker verification system. This system will provide an experimental frame

work for evaluating the HEQ technique proposed in this study. Furthermore, the performance of 

this system will be used as a benchmark against which all subsequent improvements will be com

pared. The main design criteria for the baseline system are as follows: 

1. It should be based on techniques detailed in contemporary literature, namely those dis

cussed in Chapters 2 and 3. This is done so as to create a baseline system incorporating 

techniques that are generally regarded as standard practice when constructing speaker 

verification systems. Furthermore, there is not much point in developing a system using 

outdated techniques that have been shown to be inferior to more contemporary tech

niques. 

2. Its performance should be on par with other speaker verification systems evaluated under 

similar conditions. This would not only verify that the implementation is correct, but 

would provide a good foundation for further improvement. Furthermore, if the perform

ance of the baseline system is way below that of other systems, then the credibility of any 

subsequent improvements may be questioned. 

3. The software created should be well-commented and modularised so that it can easily be 

reused and modified. Also, design decisions and parameter selections should be made to 

make the system less computationally intensive as long enrolment and verification times 

could detract potential users. For example, it is well known that when a large amount of 

training data is available, GMMs with larger model orders generally lead to improved 

performance, but at the expense of extra computational time and memory requirements. 
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As such, a design decision concerning the number of mixtures in a GMM needs to be 

made so as to allow for a suitable trade-off between performance and computational com

plexity. 

With these criteria in mind, the layout of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 deals with the 

characteristics of the speech database used to evaluate the baseline system as well as the proce

dure for using this database. In Section 5.2, the design and implementation of the baseline system 

is discussed. Finally in Section 5.3, the baseline system is evaluated. This section not only verifies 

the system implementation but, experimentally confirms many of the observations reported in 

contemporary literature. 

5.1 Experimental database and protocol 

Since 1996, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) have annually co

ordinated text-independent speaker recognition evaluations where participants from around the 

world evaluate their speaker recognition architectures on a number of different speaker recogni

tion tasks [109]. The data used in the evaluations is extracted from the Switchboard speech cor

pora [47, 110] which contain thousands of telephone conversations involving hundreds of speak

ers. The conversations generally involve two adults (who do not know each other) and are typi

cally five to ten minutes in duration. Since the data is collected in what is referred to as telephone 

environments, "the challenges presented by this data include limited bandwidth, channel noise 

from various sources, the use of different microphones, recordings from different locations, and 

recordings collected over a period of time" [111 J . All these factors contribute to mismatched 

training and test conditions. 

5.1.1 The one-speaker detection task 

All the annual NIST evaluations have included the basic one-speaker detection task which con

sists of a series of verification trials (or access attempts). For each trial, the task is to determine 

whether a specified speaker is speaking in a given single-channel segment of Il-Iaw encoded tele

phone speech [110]. Each trial presents a speaker verification system with a targeted speaker 

model (created from speech obtained from the targeted speaker) and a test segment spoken by a 

single unknown speaker. The system must then decide whether or not the unknown speaker is the 

speaker that was targeted. Two types of trials exist [109]: (1) target trials where the unknown 

speaker is the targeted speaker, and (2) non-target trials where the unknown speaker is someone 

else. 
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Evaluation kits from past NIST speaker recognition evaluations are publicly available from the 

Linguistic Data Consortium (see footnote 4 on pg 16), and includes training data to generate 

speaker models, test segment data to test speaker models and index files specifying the individual 

verification trials (i.e., targeted speaker and test segment pairs). A typical evaluation kit includes 

hundreds of speakers and thousands of test segments. 

5.1.2 The NIST 2000 evaluation kit 

For the experimental work done in this study, the database used in the NIST 2000 speaker recog

nition evaluation [112] was used. This was primarily due to it being readily available and due it 

containing mismatched training and test data. The complete one-speaker detection task includes 

data from 1003 (546 female and 457 male) speakers and requires the evaluation of 6096 target 

trials and 60476 non-target trials. The speech in this database was extracted from the 

Switchboard-II corpus, phases 1 and 2. The Switchboard II corpus, phase 1, consists of 3702 re

corded telephone conversations from 661 speakers mainly from the North-eastern United States 

[110, llI]. The conversations are typically 5 minutes in duration and involve two adults discuss

ing a suggested topic - the conversations were however not restricted to the proposed topic. The 

speakers were required to initiate each of their calls from a different telephone and, each speaker 

was only allowed to receive and initiate one call per day. On average, each speaker participated in 

11 calls. The Switchboard II corpus, phase 2, was collected in a similar manner. This corpus how

ever. contains 4575 conversations from 684 speakers mainly from the Mid-western United States, 

each participating in an average of 13 calls [110, Ill]. 

The speech data collected for each speaker has been digitised at a sample rate of 8 kHz and stored 

as 8-bit !J.-law encoded speech signals in separate NIST SPHERE audio files. The header of each 

file contains fields such as the sample count, channel count and sample rate as well as the type of 

microphone employed in the telephone handset used to collect the speech data (either a carbon

button or electret microphone). Since the speech data in the NIST 2000 database is of a conversa

tional nature (i.e., there are no constraints placed on the spoken text) any speaker verification sys

tem that makes use of this database is inherently text-independent. 

The set of targeted speakers in the NIST 2000 database consists of all speakers who initiated at 

least one call in which they spoke for at least two minutes. The training data for each targeted 

speaker was then collected by concatenating two minutes of speech from a single side of the con

versation initiated by the speaker. Since speakers were required to initiate calls from different 

telephones. all other conversation sides involving a particular speaker implied the use of a handset 

different from the one used to collect the speaker's training data. Each side of all remaining con

versations was then subsequently used to generate the test segments - a random interval of speech 
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was extracted from each conversation side and concatenated to form two test segments (one from 

each side of the conversation). The test segment durations varied from a few seconds to almost a 

minute, with the majority ranging between 15 and 45 seconds [Ill]. 

The one-speaker detection task for the NIST 2000 speaker recognition evaluation consisted of a 

set of index files which specified the verification trials to perform by pairing eleven targeted 

speakers with each test segment. The actual speaker was the targeted speaker in one of these 

eleven trials. Thus, there was about a ten-to-one ratio of non-target to target trials. A typical entry 

in an index file is shown in Figure 5-1. Here "gaaa" is the name of the test segment and the other 

eleven entries are the labels of the targeted speakers. 

Igaaa 9173 3775 3753 3334 3129 1791 1593 1474 1418 1346 1269 

Figure 5-1: An example of an index file entry 

The correct speaker to associate with the current test segment is specified by a file containing the 

answer keys31. A typical entry in this file is deciphered in Figure 5-2. 

gaaa hgka 960530_1Z65_1346 b 1346 f et ZZ elec tar diff trnhs 60.48 4Z 2l5542hpm ce pI Z17.9 ZZ5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

F1eld #1: I-speaker detection test segment name 
Field #2: channel side 
Field #3: speaker label lID 
Field #4: gender 
Field #5: training segment handset type (et for ELECTRET, ct for CARBON-BUTTON) 
F1E,ld #6: age 
Field #7: test segment handset type (elec for ELECTRET, carb for CARBON-BUTTON) 
F~eld #8: specifies ~hether the same or different handsets ~here used 

(all different for the MIST ZOOO evaluations) 
Field #9 duration of the I-speaker detection test segment 
Field #10: Swithboard phase 

Figure 5-2: Description of the answer key fields 

From Figure 5-2, the speaker labelled "1346" would be the correct speaker to associate with test 

segment "gaaa". To fully implement the one speaker detection task, one has to read in and parse 

all the index files and the file containing the answer keys. 

In this work, the one-speaker detection task was performed in its entirety (i.e., all the 66572 veri

fication trials specified for the NIST 2000 database were performed), As such, the system had to 

decide for each trial whether the targeted speaker is speaking in the given test segment. The 

evaluation tests both males and females separately (i.e., there are no cross-gender trials). How

ever, all trials must be performed independently of each other. The likelihood ratio scores should 

31 For the NIST 2000 speaker recognition evaluation, this file is available at: 

ftp://jaguar.ncsl.nist.gov/outgoingisid2000.keys.tar.gz 
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all employ a common scale with larger values indicating a greater likelihood that a specified trial 

is in fact a target trial. This allows a speaker-independent decision threshold to be varied. thereby 

generating the full range of operating points for the system under consideration. Of the 66572 

verification trials specified for the NIST 2000 database. more than 45000 involved training and 

test segments obtained from telephone handsets employing electret-type microphones. For this 

reason, the overall performance of any system evaluated on the NIST 2000 database is dominated 

by the performance obtained for these trials. A detailed description of the evaluation settings and 

rules may be found in [112]. 

According to Przybocki and Martin [Ill], the performance range for ten speaker verification sys

tems evaluated on the NIST 2000 database was as follows. Under the conditions that (1) only 

male verification trials where the test segment duration is in the 15 to 45 second range are used; 

and (2) the test segment and targeted speaker training data come from conversation sides that em

ploy electret-type microphones in the telephone handset, the EER varies between 7% and 18% 

and the minimum DCF values32 vary between 250xlO,4 and 600xlO-4. However, no details con

cerning the implementation of the speaker verification systems evaluated were provided. Accord

ing to reference [111], verification trials involving females only resulted in slightly poorer results. 

Unfortunately, no performance figures where provided. 

This section described the experimental database and protocol used to evaluate the baseline 

speaker verification system developed for this study. The remaining sections of this chapter de

scribe the design, implementation and evaluation of this system. 

5.2 System design and implementation 

The baseline system developed in this study is based on the GMM-based speaker verification sys

tem described by Zilca in [113] and [114]. The reason being that Zi1ca not only employed many 

of the standard techniques discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, but also provided detailed information 

concerning his implementation. Furthermore, Zilca's system has been evaluated on the NIST 

2000 database, which is the same database used in this study, and resulted in good overall per

formance (see Table 5-1). 

The feature extraction procedure employed in Zilca' s system is as follows. Each input speech sig

nal was first segmented into 25 millisecond frames produced every 12.5 milliseconds which trans-

32 The minimum DCF values specified in [Ill] were computed using Equation (2.24) with CFR = 10, 

PL 0.01, CFA = 1 and PI = 0.99. To allow for a fair comparison, the same approach is taken in this work. 
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lates to a frame rate of 80 Hz. Each frame was then windowed with a Hamming window and 

passed through a voice activity detector that discarded about 50% of the frames. 18-dimensional 

MFCC feature vectors were then extracted from the remaining frames. As a final step, CMN was 

applied. 

As far as speaker modelling is concerned, Zilca employed adapted GMMs. Four UBMs were 

trained depending on the handset type (i.e., carbon-button or electret) and gender of the speakers 

in the training data. Each UBM consisted of 512 Gaussian mixtures and was trained using about 2 

hours of speech taken from the test portion of the database used in the NIST 1999 speaker recog

nition evaluation. The UBMs were trained using the Distance-based GMM (DB-GMM) procedure 

discussed in [115]. This procedure partitions the feature vectors into clusters using the k-means 

algorithm (see reference [116] for a good description of how this algorithm works). The parame

ters of a GMM are then calculated as follows. The mixture weights are given by the number of 

feature vectors in each cluster divided by the total number of feature vectors, and the means and 

variances are simply the sample mean and variance of the vectors in each cluster. No iterations of 

the EM algorithm were performed. In [115], the DB-GMM procedure was shown to be simpler in 

its implementation than the EM algorithm and produced performance comparable to that of 

GMMs trained with the EM algorithm. Speaker models were obtained by adapting the parameters 

of one of the four UBMs using a Bayesian adaptation procedure (see Section 2.3.3). The choice of 

the UBM to adapt depended on the handset type of the speaker's training data and the speaker's 

gender. Finally log-likelihood scores were obtained by retaining the scores of 5 highest scoring 

mixtures in the UBM and the corresponding speaker model (see Section 2.3.3). The performance 

obtained by Zilca's system when evaluated on the NIST 2000 database is as follows [113, 114]: 

Table 5·1: EER obtained by Zilca's system under different training and test conditions 

Training and test conditions 

The training and test data both come from telephone handsets with electret micro
phones (elec/elec) 

The training and test data both come from telephone handsets with carbon-button 
microphones (carb/carb) 

The training data comes from telephone handsets with electret microphones while 
the test data comes from handsets with carbon-button microphones (elec/carb) 

The training data comes from telephone handsets with carbon-button microphones 
while the test data comes from handsets with electret microphones (carb/elec) 

Combined performance for all trials 

EER 

14.7% 

19.5% 

21.2% 

29.1% 

17.3% 

As tabulated. for the eleclelec condition, Zilca's system produced an equal error rate of 14.7% for 

both male and female verification trials which is well within the 7% to 18% EER range typical of 
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a number of systems evaluated on the NIST 2000 database. Unfortunately, Zilca does not provide 

any minimum DCF scores for his system. Table 5-1 also shows that, as expected, under matched 

handset-type conditions (Le., eleclelec and carb/carb) the system's performance is better than that 

obtained under mismatched handset-type conditions (i.e., elec/carb and carb/elec). Furthermore, 

the performance of the system is best for the elec/elec condition and worst for the carb/elec condi

tion. This is as a result of the low quality and non-linearity of carbon-button microphones which 

degrade the quality of the speaker models trained with speech collected from them. 

At this point it should be noted that even when the training and test data both come from tele

phone handsets employing the same type of microphone, as in the case of the elec/elec and 

carb/carb conditions, the exact same telephone handsets are not used in the collection of both the 

training and test data (see Section 5.1.2). In addition, other types of mismatch, including channel 

noise from various noise sources, recordings from different locations and recordings collected 

over a period of time are also present in the data. 

The baseline system described in this chapter is aimed at emulating the architecture and perform

ance of the system developed by Zilca. As such, many of the parameter choices are kept the same 

(such as the dimension of the MFCC feature vectors for example). Also, if the baseline system 

developed for this thesis obtains a performance comparable to that of Zilca's system, it would ver

ify that the implementation of the baseline system is indeed correct. 

The architecture of the baseline system developed for this thesis is depicted in Figure 5-3. As il

lustrated, the system consists of 3 modules. The first module, the feature extraction module, con

tains all the signal processing steps required to extract features from the input speech signal and is 

in operation in both the training and test modes. The second module, the speaker modelling mod

ule, is responsible for creating speaker models from the input feature vectors during training and 

uses these models to populate a model database. The third module, the decision-making module, 

operates in the test mode and is responsible for determining whether the input speech signal in

deed emanated from the targeted speaker. The implementation of these modules is discussed in 

more detail in the following sections. 
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Figure 5-3: The baseline system architecture 

5.2.1 Implementation of the feature extraction module 

The purpose of this module is to convert the input speech signal into a compact and efficient rep

resentation that is more stable and discriminative than that of the original signal. As illustrated in 

Figure 5-3 this module consists of 3 components namely, pre-processing (see Section 2.1.1), 

MFCC feature extraction (see Section 2.1.2.2) and cepstral mean normalization (see Section 

3.2.1). For the implementation of the pre-processing component, the speech signal was first fil

tered with a pre-emphasis filter of the form B(z) = 1-0.97z· 1 and partitioned into 25 millisecond 

frames at a frame rate of 80 Hz. These frames were then multiplied with a Hamming window to 

minimise signal discontinuities at the start and end of each frame, and passed through a voice ac

tivity detector (V AD). The purpose of the V AD is to eliminate all frames primarily containing 

silence, noise or unvoiced speech. The V AD was implemented as a simple energy-based detector 

that discarded all frames below a specified energy level. About 30% of all frames were discarded. 

The remaining frames were then forwarded to the next component where the extraction of mel

frequency cepstral coefficients took place as follows. Each frame was first Fourier transformed 

into the frequency domain . The squared magnitude spectrum of each frame was then filtered by a 

bank of 26 mel-scaled triangular filters distributed over the frequency band of 240-3480 Hz 
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(which is approximately the bandwidth of the telephone channel). The logarithm of the filterbank 

outputs were then cosine transformed into I8-dimensional MFCC feature vectors. Finally cepstral 

mean normalization was applied to compensate for the linear filtering effects of telephone chan

nels. The value of the parameters selected for the implementation of the feature extraction module 

were either determined empirically (such as the value of the pre-emphasis coefficient for exam

ple) or selected in accordance to those employed by Zilca in his system (such as the order of the 

MFCC feature vectors for example). 

5.2.2 Implementation of the speaker modelling module 

The purpose of the speaker modelling module is to create a model of each speaker's speech char

acteristics from the features generated by the feature extraction module. For this module, the 

training procedure for speaker modelling using adapted GMMs, as described in Section 2.3.3, was 

fully implemented. Four handset- and gender-dependent UBMs (i.e., a male-electret UBM, a 

male-carbon UBM, a female-electret UBM and a female-carbon UBM) were trained with about 8 

hours of speech (2 hours of speech per model) taken from the test portion of the database used in 

the NIST 1999 speaker recognition evaluation33
• Each GMM-based UBM consisted of 512 Gaus

sian mixtures with diagonal covariance matrices (see Section 2.3.1). Similarly to Zilca's system, 

the DB-GMM procedure was used to train the four UBMs. As mentioned before, this procedure 

clusters the feature vectors extracted from the UBM training data using the k-means algorithm and 

then calculates the weights, means and variances of each of these clusters. These values are then 

stored as the final GMM parameters. Twenty-five iterations of the k-means algorithm were per

formed. No iterations of the EM algorithm were performed. Subsequently, speaker models were 

obtained by adapting the parameters (i.e., the weights, means and variances) of a particular UBM 

by using the speaker's training data and the Bayesian adaptation procedure described in Section 

2.3.3. The UBM selected for adaptation depended on the gender of the speaker in the training data 

as well as the type of microphone employed in the telephone handset used to obtain the training 

data. 

5.2.3 Implementation of the decision-making module 

As depicted in Figure 5-3, the decision-making module is based upon the likelihood ratio test dis

cussed in Section 2.2. During testing, this module compares the features generated by the feature 

extraction module to the targeted speaker model (i.e., the speaker model associated with the input 

identity claim) and the corresponding UBM. The difference between the log-likelihood scores 

33 This was done to avoid introducing a bias into the results (see reference [7]) 
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Chapter 5. Experimental Framework/or Evaluating HEQ 

obtained is then compared to a decision threshold, fJ, to determine whether to accept or reject the 

identity claim. This module also includes an extra component termed "score normalization" to 

normalize the log-likelihood scores prior to making the final decision. This is merely to illustrate 

where score normalization fits into the overall system but, is not active at this stage of the imple

mentation. The effect of score normalization is examined in Section 5.3.3. 

The testing procedure for the targeted speaker models (i.e., the adapted speaker models) and UBM 

pairs is as discussed at the end of Section 2.3.3. That is, for each feature vector, the 5 highest scor

ing mixtures in a gender- and handset-dependent UBM were found and an estimate of the UBM 

log-likelihood was computed using only the scores obtained for these mixtures. The same feature 

vectors were then scored against the 5 corresponding mixtures in the targeted speaker model to 

obtain an estimate of the log-likelihood for the targeted speaker model. The difference between 

these two scores was then obtained and formed the log-likelihood ratio score for the speaker 

model and UBM pair. This same testing procedure was employed for each verification trial speci

fied for the NIST 2000 database. At completion, all the log-likelihood ratio scores were pooled 

and compared to a varying decision threshold so as to obtain the full range of operating points 

(including the EER) for the baseline speaker verification system34
• 

Section 5.2 has covered the design and implementation of the baseline speaker verification sys

tem. In the following section the performance of this system is evaluated. However, before pro

ceeding to the next section, it is important to clarify which software components were actually 

implemented by the author. General signal processing utilities such as the FFr, DCT, Hamming 

and triangular windows were provided by Dr. Jialong He in his speaker verification librar/5
• He 

also provides functions that implement various feature sets and classifiers, but these were not used 

due to their lack of modifiability. The code to implement the k-means algorithm was provided by 

the author's supervisor, Dr. Daniel Mashao. All the other software components, such as the code 

to extract MFCCs, the code to implement adapted GMMs and their testing procedure, the code to 

implement cepstral mean normalization, the code to perform likelihood ratio testing, the code to 

perform score normalization and the code to combine all the modules depicted in Figure 5-3, were 

implemented by the author. The majority of the code was implemented in C++. MATLAB was 

used to analyse the results obtained. In the following section the baseline speaker verification sys

tem is evaluated. 

34 The decision threshold was varied over a range that marginally exceeded the minimum and maximum 

values of the pooled log-likelihood ratio scores. 

35 This speaker verification library is available at: http://tigeLla.asu.eduldownloadlsvlib_pc.zip 
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Chapter 5. Experimental Frameworkfor Evaluating HEQ 

5.3 System evaluation 

In this section, the implementation of the baseline speaker verification system, as described in the 

previous section, is evaluated. In particular, experiments were done to verify that the implementa

tion of the baseline system is indeed correct. This was done by determining whether its perform

ance is comparable to that of Zi1ca's system or not. In addition, the effect of adapting different 

UBM parameters, score normalization, different GMM model orders and cepstral mean normali

zation was examined. This was done in order to consolidate the observations reported by other 

researchers in contemporary literature and, to establish a suitable trade-off between computational 

complexity and system performance. For all the results tabulated in this section, each experiment 

was performed at least three times so as to obtain a more accurate estimate of the average per

formance of the baseline system under certain conditions. In each experiment the initial GMM 

means were chosen randomly. 

5.3.1 System verification 

In this section, experiments were done in order to verify the correct implementation of the base

line system. Since the architecture and implementation of the baseline system resembles that of 

Zilca's system, its performance should be comparable to that of Zi1ca's system. As such, the per

formance obtained by Zi1ca's system, as tabulated in Table 5-1, was used as a benchmark for veri

fying the correct implementation of the baseline system. As for Zi1ca' s system, all 66572 verifica

tion trials (6096 target trials and 60476 non-target trials), specified for the NIST 2000 database, 

were performed. The result of this experiment is depicted in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4: DET curves for the baseline system under different training and test conditions 
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Chapter 5. Experimental Framework/or Evaluating HEQ 

As illustrated, the trend in the results is similar to that reported for Zilca's system, as for matched 

handset-type conditions (i.e., elec/elec and carb/carb) the overall system performance is above 

that obtained under mismatched handset-type conditions (i.e., elec/carb and carb/elec). In addi

tion, the performance for the eleclelec condition is significantly better than that obtained under all 

other training and test conditions, with the carb/elec condition producing the worst performance. 

As mentioned before, this degradation in performance can primarily be attributed to the low qual

ity and non-linearity of carbon-button microphones. The experiment that resulted in the perform

ance depicted in Figure 5-4 was repeated three times and the average performance of the baseline 

system was as follows: 

Table 5·2: Baseline system performance under different training and test conditions 

(average ± standard deviation) 

Training and test conditions EER Minimum DCF (xlO·") 

eleclelec 12.59 ± 0.11 % 535 ± 3.61 
c arb/c arb 20.48 ± 0.53% 693 ± 7.57 
eleclcarb 21.42 ± 0.38% 875 ± 1.00 
carb/elec 30.96 ± 0.50% 884 ± 5.00 

Combined performance for all trials 15.36 ± 0.12% 614 ± 2.52 

From Table 5-2 it is clear that the baseline system developed for this thesis outperforms Zilca's 

system (see Table 5-1). The combined EER across all trials of 15.36% is 11.21 % lower than that 

obtained by Zilca's system. Furthermore, the minimum DCF value of 535xlO-4 for the elec/elec 

condition falls well within the 250xlO-4 to 600xlO-4 minimum DCF range obtained by other sys

tems evaluated on the NIST 2000 database under similar training and test conditions. The discrep

ancy between the results obtained for the baseline system and those obtained by Zilca's system 

can be attributed to the fact that Zilca employed a V AD that discarded about 50% of all the 

speech frames whereas for the baseline system developed here, only 30% of all frames were dis

carded. In the following section the effect of adapting different UBM parameters when training 

speaker models is examined. 

5.3.2 The effect of adapting different UBM parameters 

In [60], Reynolds et al. empirically showed that adapting different combinations ofUBM parame

ters, when training adapted speaker models (see Section 2.3.3), leads to variations in speaker veri

fication performance. Adaptation of the means alone produced the best overall results. Unfortu

nately, no theoretical reasons were provided for these observations. In Zilca's system, all the pa

rameters (i.e., the weights, means and variances) of the UBMs were adapted. Initially, this same 

approach was adopted for the baseline system developed in this study. In this section, the results 
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of experiments conducted to determine whether any improvement can be obtained by only adapt

ing the means of the UBMs used in the baseline system when training speaker models are re

ported on. The combined performance of the baseline system when all the parameters are adapted 

and, when only the means are adapted, is illustrated in Figure 5-5. From this figure it is clear that 

adaptation of the means alone results in a significant improvement in the performance of the base

line system. 
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Figure 5-5: The effect of adapting different UBM parameters 

The experiment that resulted in the performance depicted in Figure 5-5 was repeated three times 

and the average performance of the baseline system was as follows: 

Table 5-3: Combined perfonnance for all trials obtained by adapting different UBM parameters 

(average ± standard deviation) 

Parameters adapted 

Weights, means and variances 
Means only 

EER Minimum DCF (xlO",,) 

15.36±0.12% 614±2.52 
14.30 ± 0.11 % 592 ± 2.00 

The results tabulated in Table 5-3 show that for the baseline system, there is a relative reduction 

in the EER of 6.90% and a relative reduction in the minimum DCF value of 3.58% when only the 

means of the UBMs used were adapted. This consolidates the observations of Reynolds et al. in 

[60] that when training adapted speaker models, adaptation of the UBM means alone produces 
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performance superior to that of adaptation of all the UBM parameters. For rest of the experimen

tal results reported on in this document, only the means of the UBMs used when training adapted 

speaker models were adapted. In the following section, the impact of score normalization on the 

baseline system's performance is examined. 

5.3.3 The effect of score normalization 

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the setting of stable speaker-independent decision thresholds is a 

very challenging task due to the score variability caused by mismatched training and test condi

tions. In this section, experiments are conducted to determine whether score normalization, in the 

form of T -norm (see Section 3.3.3), can be used to improve the performance of the baseline sys

tem. In order to implement T-norm, each test segment in the NIST 2000 database was scored 

against a number of gender-dependent impostor models trained with data taken from the NIST 

1999 database. From the scores obtained, two mean and standard deviation estimates were com

puted and used to normalize the log-likelihood ratio scores obtained for each of the 66572 verifi

cation trials specified for the NIST 2000 database. The mean and standard deviation estimates to 

use for score normalization were selected according to the gender of the speaker in a specific veri

fication trial. Figure 5-6 shows the performance obtained for the baseline system as the number of 

impostors used in the T -norm formulation was increased: 
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Figure 5-6: DET ClU'Ves for the baseline system with and without T-norm 
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The experiment that resulted in the performance depicted in Figure 5-6 was repeated three times 

and the average performance of the baseline system was as follows: 

Table 5-4: Combined performance for all trials as the number of impostors used for T-norm is increased 

(average standard deviation) 

Number of Impostors EER Minimum DCF (xlO·4) 

10 13.99 ± 0.20% 555 ± 9.85 
50 13.89 ± 0.58% 543 ± 4.58 

100 13.90 ± 0.09% 533 ± 7.77 

No T-norm 14.30 ± O.ll % 592 ± 2.00 

From Table 5-4 it is clear that the application T-norm with as few as 10 impostors leads to an im

provement in the performance of the baseline system. Figure 5-6 shows that this improvement is 

largest at low false accept rates. However, at low false reject rates, a degradation in the perform

ance of the baseline system is observed. This can primarily be attributed to inaccurate estimates of 

the mean and standard deviation parameters required for T -norm. However, increasing the num

ber of impostors to 50 improved the overall system performance across most operating points as 

this led to more accurate estimates of the mean and standard deviation parameters. Increasing the 

number of impostors to 100 however, did not result in any discernible improvement in the EER of 

the system obtained when 50 impostors were used. However, a minor reduction in the minimum 

DCF value was observed. Thus, for rest of the experimental results reported on in this document, 

T -norm with only 50 impostors is used to normalize all the log-likelihood scores obtained. At this 

point, it should be noted that although T -norm does provide a gain in system performance, it is at 

the expense of increased memory and computational resources. In the following section the varia

tion in the performance of the baseline system, when using GMMs with different model orders, is 

evaluated. 

5.3.4 The effect of different model orders 

According to Reynolds and Rose [29], determining the correct number of mixtures to use in a 

GMM (i.e., the model order) is "an important but difficlIlt problem" for the following two rea

sons: (1) The selection of too few mixtures could produce a speaker model that does not accu

rately capture and model the distinguishing characteristics of the underlying distribution of feature 

vectors extracted from a particular speaker's speech. (2) The selection of too many mixtures 

would require more memory and computational resources, and could reduce performance when 

there are a large number of model parameters relative to the available training data. For these rea

sons, the selection of the correct number of mixtures to use in the baseline system was examined. 

In particular, the trade-off between computation time and system performance is reported on. 
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Figure 5-7: System performance and computation time versus the model order of the UBMs and adapted 

speaker models 

Figures 5-7(a) and 5-7(b) depict the combined performance of the baseline system across all train

ing and test conditions as the model order of the UBMs and adapted speaker models used is in

creased from 32 to 512 mixtures. As illustrated, increasing the model order from 32 to 512 mix

tures leads to a definite increase in the performance of the baseline system as the EER is reduced 

from 17.13% to 13.89% and the minimum DCF value is reduced from 639xlO-4 to 543xlO-4
. 

However, Figures 5-7(c) and 5-7(d) show that this improvement in performance is at the expense 

of increased computation time. Furthermore, there is a larger increase in the performance of the 

baseline system, and a smaller increase in the computation time, from 32 to 128 mixtures than 

from 128 to 512 mixtures. As illustrated by Figures 5-7(c) and 5-7(d), there is a linear increase in 

the time taken to train a UBM and a super-linear increase in the time taken to adapt a speaker 
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Chapter 5. Experimental Frameworkfor Evaluating HEQ 

model when the model order is increased. These results were averaged over three runs and were 

obtained on a computer running the Windows XP operating system on a 2.8 GHz Pentium 4 proc

essor with 500 MB of RAM. The UBM training data consisted of about 2 hours of speech taken 

from the NIST 1999 database and, the speaker training data consisted of about 2 minutes of 

speech taken from the speaker labelled 1018 in the NIST 2000 database. 

The combined perfonnance of the baseline system when using only 128 mixtures (i.e., an EER = 

14.87% and minimum DCF = 569xl0-4) is not only better than the perfonnance obtained by 

Zilca's system but reduces the time required to train the 512 mixture UBMs by 74.21% and the 

time required to adapt speaker models by 90.48%. This computational saving becomes even more 

significant when one considers the number ofUBMs (4) and the speaker models (1003) that need 

to be trained (this excludes the speaker models required for T-nonn). As such, for rest of the 

experimental results reported on in this document, GMMs with 128 mixtures were used. In the 

next section the effect of cepstral mean nonnalization on the perfonnance of the baseline system 

is evaluated. 

5.3.5 The effect of cepstral mean normalization 

The purpose of this section is to detennine the effect that the absence of CMN has on the per

fonnance of the baseline system. Recall from Section 3.2.1 that CMN is generally aimed at com

pensating for the linear filtering effects of telephone channels, and to some extent, the effects of 
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Figure 5-8: DET curves for the baseline system with and without CMN 
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Chapter 5. Experimental Framework for Evaluating HEQ 

additive noise and intersession variability. The combined performance for the baseline system 

with and without CMN is depicted in Figure 5-8. As illustrated, the application of CMN leads to a 

significant improvement in the performance of the baseline system. This confirms the knowledge 

that CMN improves the performance of speaker verification systems operating in telephone envi

ronments. The experiment that resulted in the performance depicted in Figure 5-8 was repeated 

three times and the average performance of the baseline system was as follows: 

Table 5·5: Baseline system performance with and without CMN 

(average ± standard deviation) 

WithCMN WithoutCMN 

Training and test condi· EER Minimum EER Minimum 
tions DCF (xlO·4) DCF (xlO"") 

elec/elec 12.79 ± 0.13% 491±4.73 25.56 ± 0.12% 790 ± 2.52 
c arb/c arb 21.31 ± 2.82% 585 ± 22.7 40.38 ± 1.30% 811 ± 14.0 
elec/carb 20.45 ± 0.34% 792 ± 7.81 30.50 ± 0.35% 926 ± 2.52 
carb/elec 27.43 ± 0.26% 811 ± 6.51 35.44 ± 0.83% 942 ± 7.67 

Combined performance 
14.87 ± 0.11 % 569 ± 5.03 26.84 ± 0.01 % 834 ± 3.61 

for all trials 

As tabulated in Table 5-5, CMN improves the performance of the baseline system across all train

ing and test conditions. For the combined performance of the baseline system across all verifica

tion trials. a relative improvement of 44.60% in the EER and 31.77% in the minimum DCF value 

was observed. 

This concludes Section 5.3 in which various aspects of the baseline system, including its imple

mentation and techniques for improving its performance, were evaluated. The final results for the 

baseline system, as well as how it compares with the original system developed by Zilca, is given 

in Table 5-6. 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter described the design, implementation and evaluation of a baseline text-independent 

speaker verification system. This system will be used in the following chapter as an experimental 

framework for evaluating the HEQ technique. Furthermore, the performance of this system will 

also be used as a benchmark against which all subsequent improvements will be compared. The 

system is based on the speaker verification system developed by Zilca in [113] and [114]. The 

reason being that Zilca not only employed many of the contemporary techniques discussed in 

Chapters 2 and 3 but, also provided detailed information concerning his implementation. Fur

thermore, Zilca's system has been evaluated on the NIST 2000 database, which is the same data-
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Chapter 5. Experimental Framework/or Evaluating HEQ 

base used in this study and, resulted in good overall performance. From the experiments con

ducted in this chapter, the performance of the baseline system was shown to be comparable to that 

of Zilca' s system and other systems evaluated under similar conditions. 

The characteristics of the NIST 2000 database, as well as the procedure for using this database 

were also covered. Furthermore, the experiments conducted in this chapter also consolidate the 

knowledge that: (1) when training adapted GMM speaker models by adapting the parameters of a 

UBM, adaptation of the means alone results in performance superior to that of adaptation of all 

the UBM parameters; (2) score normalization minimises score variability which leads to im

proved performance; and (3) CMN can be used to improve the performance of speaker verifica

tion systems operating in telephone environments. The following chapter is aimed at evaluating 

HEQ using the experimental framework (Le., the baseline text-independent speaker verification 

system) described in this chapter. 

Table 5-6: The final parameters and performance of the baseline system 

Parameter Zilca's system The baseline system 

Feature order 18 18 
";i,,"", Bandwidth Not specified 240-3480 Hz bU 
VlU No. of filters Not specified 26 afw:.. u:E 
;>-. '-' % frames discarded 50% 30% 
u Vl Frame size 25 milliseconds 25 milliseconds c: ..... 
<l.) c: 
;:l <l.) 

Frame rate 80Hz 80Hz a" .-
e~ Pre-emphasis filter Not specified H(z) 1- 0.97z·1 

4- 4-

i 8 :E U Feature compensation CMN CMN 
Score normalization None T-norm 

:E~ Model order 512 512 
:E~ o 0 Weights, means 
-0 E Parameters adapted Means only 

<l.) ..... and variances ..... <l.) 
o..~ 

UBM type Handset and gen-.g ~ 
Handset and gender-dependent -< ~ der-dependent 

Training and test condi- EER EER MinimumDCF 
<l.) '2 tions (xlO·4) U .9 c: 

'" c::l ';; elec/elec 14.7% 12.79 ± 0.13% 491 ±4.73 § '" '0 

~ "E carb/carb 19.5% 21.31 ± 2.82% 585 ± 22.7 
'" u '0 

elec/carb 21.2% 20.45 ± 0.34% 792 ± 7.81 <= 0.. ~ 
E +1 carb/elec 29.1% 27.43 ± 0.26% 811 ±6.51 <l.) '" ..... OJ) 
V} ::: Combined performance >-. 

" 17.3% 14.87 ± 0.11 % 569 ± 5.03 (I) > 
for all trials ~ 
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Chapter 6 

Experimental Results and Analysis 

This chapter is aimed at experimentally evaluating the Histogram Equalization technique de

scribed in Chapter 4. The results of the experiments are analysed and possible explanations for 

any gains (or degradations) observed, are provided. In Section 6.2, experiments which determine 

the optimal parameter values to use for the HEQ technique, when evaluated on the NIST 2000 

database, are conducted. Section 6.3 compares HEQ to other feature-based compensation tech

niques and, in Section 6.4 various ways of applying HEQ to an utterance are evaluated. Section 

6.5 is aimed at determining whether the use of multimodal reference histograms, instead of uni

modal histograms, makes any difference to the performance of HEQ. Finally in Section 6.6, HEQ 

is applied to a combined feature set, namely, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients concatenated 

with a pitch-based feature set known as the Maximum Autocorrelation Values. This is done so as 

to determine whether HEQ indeed has the ability to compensate for distortions regardless of the 

speech parameterisation used. For all the results tabulated in this chapter, each experiment was 

performed at least three times so as to obtain a more accurate estimate of the average performance 

of the baseline system under certain conditions. 

When mapping the feature distributions of different speakers to a common reference distribution, 

one would expect speaker verification performance to degrade due to feature distributions of dif

ferent speakers occupying the same region in the feature space. However, after the application of 

HEQ, the set of features extracted from the speech of different speakers remains dissimilar and 

will still result in different cluster patterns in the feature space. This is the reason that more inter

speaker confusions do not occur when HEQ is used to map the feature distributions of different 

speakers to a common reference distribution. In fact, as this chapter will show, HEQ improves the 

robustness of a speaker verification system operating in telephone environments (i.e., one evalu

ated on speech contaminated by telephone transmission). The following section is aimed at de-
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Chapter 6. Experimental Results and Analysis 

termining whether the algorithm described in Section 4.5 indeed allows one to map one histogram 

to another. 

6.1 Algorithm verification 

In order to verify that the HEQ algorithm provided in Section 4.5 indeed allows for the mapping 

of one histogram to another, HEQ was used to equalize the histograms of the clean and contami

nated log-energies obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation performed in Section 3.1.2. Figure 6-

lea) shows the clean log-energy histogram and its contaminated version caused by the application 

of additive noise and a linear filtering effect. When compared to the clean log-energy histogram, 

the contaminated log-energy histogram exhibits a shift in its mean, a reduction in variance and a 

positive skew. Figure 6-1(b) shows the non-linear transformation that was obtained by matching 

the cumulative histograms of the two log-energy histograms - the histogram of the clean log

energy values was used as the reference for the HEQ technique. When transforming all the con

taminated log-energy values using the transformation depicted in Figure 6-1 (b), the compensated 

log-energy histogram depicted in Figure 6-1(c) was obtained. For comparative purposes, the clean 

log-energy histogram is also depicted . From this figure it is clear that HEQ was able to compen

sate for both linear and non-linear distortions of the feature space, which resulted in a closer 

match between the clean and contaminated log-energy histograms . 
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Figure 6-1: Application of HEQ to restore a corrupted log-energy histogram 
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To determine whether these observations also pertain to data degraded by real-world distortions, 

the HEQ algorithm was applied to the MFCCs obtained from the simulation performed in Section 

3.1.3. Recall that in Section 3.1.3 MFCCs were extracted from both clean (TIMIT) and contami

nated (NTIMIT) versions of the same utterance, so as to give some insight into how degradations 

attributed to telephone transmission distort feature distributions. The histograms of the fust 

MFCC feature vector component, MFCC[, extracted from both the clean (TIMIT) utterance and 

the contaminated (NTIMIT) utterance are displayed in Figures 6-2(a) and 6-2(b) respectively. As 

illustrated, the two histograms differ in their shape, scale, spread and location. Here, HEQ was 

used to equalize the two histograms so as to compensate for the degradations caused by telephone 

transmission. The reference distribution was chosen to be Gaussian with zero mean and unity 

variance. The cumulative histograms of the clean and contaminated MFCC I distributions were 

estimated according to steps (1) to (5) of the HEQ algorithm described in Section 4.5. All histo

grams were estimated using 100 uniformly spaced intervals between the minimum and maximum 

values of the respective MFCC I values. Figures 6-2(c) and 6-2(d) show the clean and contami

nated histograms after the application of HEQ respectively. Not only do the clean and contami

nated MFCC I histograms appear to be more alike in terms of their overall shape, scale, spread and 

location but, the two histograms are also very similar to a Gaussian distribution with zero mean 

and unity variance. 
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Figure 6-2: MFCC1 histograms before and after the application of HEQ 
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Chapter 6. Experimental Results and Analysis 

A plot of the trajectory (i.e., the time sequence) of the first 250 MFCC j values extracted from the 

TIMIT and NTIMIT test utterance is shown in Figure 6-3. From this figure, it is clear that the his

togram equalized feature trajectories (Figures 6-3 (c) and (d)) are more similar than their unequal

ized counterparts (Figures 6-3 (a) and (b)). Figures 6-1 to 6-3 reinforces HEQ's ability to make 

MFCC distributions more consistent across different recording conditions, and verifies that the 

HEQ algorithm provided in Section 4.5 maps one histogram to another (and was implemented 

correctly). 
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Figure 6·3: MFCC t trajectories before and after the application of HEQ 

6.2 Parameter optimization 

In this section the optimal parameter values to use for the Histogram Equalization technique, 

when applied to MFCCs extracted from speech data in the NIST 2000 database, were determined. 

The experimental setup of the speaker verification system is exactly the same as the baseline sys

tem described in Chapter 5. The only difference is that the cepstral mean normalization compo

nent (see Figure 5-3) was replaced by Histogram Equalization. Initially, the reference distribution 

was chosen to be Gaussian with zero mean and unity variance. HEQ was applied utterance-wise 

(i .e., it was applied over the entire duration of each speaker's training and test utterances). The 

distribution of each MFCC feature vector component was processed separately. 
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Chapter 6. Experimental Results and Analysis 

The fust set of experiments was conducted in order to determine the optimal number of bins to 

use in estimating the required histograms. All 66572 verification trials specified for the NIST 

2000 database were performed. According to Segura et al. [91], the "number of bins used in the 

estimation of the cumulative histograms must be selected taking into account the trade-off be

tween smoothness and resolution of the cumulative histograms". In other words, the more bins 

that are used, the more accurate the histogram estimates but, the less smooth the resulting cumula

tive histograms will become. The number of bins was increased from 100 and 2000. Each of these 

experiments was repeated three times and the average performance is depicted in Figure 6-4. 

(a) EER vs number of bins 
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Figure 6-4: System performance versus the number of bins used for HEQ 

From Figures 6-4(a) and 6-4(b), it appears as though the use of 1000 bins leads to the lowest EER 

(13 .09%) but at the expense of an increased minimum DCF value (511xlO-4). On the other hand, 

the use of 1500 bins leads to the lowest minimum DCF value of 504xlO-4. Overall however, there 

is not any substantial variation in the performance obtained 'ls the number of bins is increased. 
! 
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From Figure 6-4( c), it is clear that the larger the number of bins used, the longer the time taken to 

perform HEQ. This observation is intuitive as more bins result in more (time consuming) compu

tations being performed. When taking the trade-off between system performance and execution 

time into account, the smallest number of bins that produces the best overall performance should 

be selected. For this study, 250 bins were selected as it not only led to an EER (13.14%) and 

minimum DCF value (506x1O-4
) comparable to the best obtained, but also resulted in the second 

lowest computation time. Furthermore, according to McNemar's test36
, the difference between the 

EERs, when 250 bins are used instead of 1000 bins, was found not to be statistically significant. 

After determining the number of bins to use for HEQ, a set of experiments were conducted in 

which the variance of the reference Gaussian distribution was varied. This was done so as to de

termine whether any gains are obtained when altering the reference distribution for the HEQ tech

nique. The mean of the distribution was fixed at zero so as compensate for linear filtering effects 

(and some of the effects of additive noise). In a number of the papers reviewed in Section 4.4, the 

authors used a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unity variance. While the choice of the 

value for the mean of the distribution makes sense, the value selected for the variance of the dis

tribution should not make much difference to the overall performance obtained. This is because 

after the application of HEQ, all the histograms will have the same variance anyway. A set of ex

periments in which the variance of the reference distribution was varied from 0.75 to 2.0 was 

conducted. Figure 6-5 displays the average performance obtained after three runs of each experi

ment. Once again all the verification trials specified for the NIST 2000 database were performed. 

As expected, there is a marginal difference in the overall performance of the system as the vari

ance of the reference distribution is varied from 0.75 to 2.0. In fact, the difference in the EER of 

the baseline system, when the variance is varied from 0.75 to 2.0, was found not to be statistically 

significant. A variance of 1.0 was selected for the reference Gaussian distribution as HEQ, using a 

reference distribution with zero mean and unity variance, can be considered as an extension of the 

36 In order to compare the performance of two different algorithms on the baseline system, each algorithm 

was applied to the system independently and all the trials specified for the NIST 2000 database were per

formed. For each algorithm, the decision threshold was then varied until the EER point was reached. At this 

operating point, the system's performance for each algorithm was represented as a list of ones and zeros. A 

zero indicated a correct decision for a particular verification trial whereas a one indicated an incorrect deci

sion (Le., a speaker was either incorrectly accepted or rejected). A 2x2 contingency table was then con

structed as discussed in Section 2.4.2, and McNemar's value was computed according to Equation (2.26). 

Only if McNemar's value is found to be greater than 3.841459, is the difference between the EERs obtained 

by applying the two algorithms to the same system said to be statistically significant. 
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Chapter 6. Experimental Results and Analysis 

mean and variance normalization technique (see Section 3.2.2) to all the moments of a probability 

distribution. Furthermore, a variance of 1.0 resulted in the best overall performance (see Figure 6-

5). In all the remaining experiments reported on in this study, HEQ with 250 bins and, a Gaussian 

reference distribution, with zero mean and unity variance, was used (unless specified otherwise). 

In the following section, HEQ is compared to other feature-based compensation techniques, 

namely, cepstral mean normalization and mean and variance normalization. 

(a) EER vs variance of the reference distribution 
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Figure 6-5: System performance versus the variance used for the reference Gaussian distribution 

6.3 HEQ versus other feature-based compensation techniques 

This section compares the performance of HEQ to cepstral mean normalization (see Section 3.2.1) 

and mean and variance normalization (see Section 3.2.2). In the speech recognition experiments 

performed in [91] and [105], HEQ was shown to outperform CMN and MVN and, MVN was 

shown to outperform CMN. The purpose of this section is to determine whether these observa

tions apply to speaker verification as well. CMN, MVN and HEQ were each applied separately to 

the baseline system. These feature-based compensation techniques were applied utterance-wise 

with the distribution of each MFCC feature vector component being processed separately. The 

combined performance for all the 66572 verification trials specified for the NIST 2000 database is 

depicted in Figure 6-6. As illustrated by the DET curves in Figure 6-6, HEQ outperfonns the 

other two feature-based compensation techniques across all operating points. 
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Figure 6-6: DET curves for the baseline system with different feature-based compensation techniques 

The experiment that resulted in the performance depicted in Figure 6-6 was repeated three times 

and the average performance of the baseline system is given in Table 6-1. 

Table 6-1: Combined performance for all trials with different feature-based compensation techniques 

(average ± standard deviation) 

Feature-based compensation EER Minimum DCF (xlO-,) 
technique 

CMN 14.87 ± 0.11 % 569 ± 5.03 

MVN 13.56 ± 0.06% 520 ± 1.15 

HEQ 13.14 ± 0.04% 506 ± 4.93 

From the results tabulated in Table 6-1, it is clear that HEQ reduces the EER by 11.63% relative 

to the EER obtained when CMN was used and by 3.10% when MVN was used. The reduction in 

the minimum DCF value was 11.07% relative to that obtained for CMN and 2.69% relative to that 

obtained for MVN. Thus, the progressive compensation of higher order moments of the feature 

distributions results in better speaker recognition performance. Recall that the baseline system 

used CMN to normalize feature distributions. Thus, these reductions in the EER and minimum 

DCF value can also be interpreted as improvements above the baseline system performance re

ported on in Chapter 5. As mentioned previously, the improvement in performance is primarily 

due to HEQ's ability to compensate for non-linear as well as linear distortions of the feature 
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Chapter 6. Experimental Results and Analysis 

space. In so doing, it normalizes the shape, scale, spread and location of feature distributions. This 

consolidates the knowledge that HEQ outperforms linear techniques such as CMN and MVN. 

Furthermore, MVN was shown to outperform CMN. Thus, the trend in the performance observed 

for speech recognition applications, applies to speaker verification as welL All the improvements 

are statistically significant as there was a greater then 95% chance that HEQ was better than MVN 

and that MVN was better than CMN. 

Recall from Table 5-5, that with no compensation, the baseline system obtained an EER of 

26.84% and a minimum DCF value of 834xlO-4. When these results are compared to those shown 

in Table 6-1 it is clear that 

1. Feature-based compensation is a crucial step in obtaining good performance in adverse 

environments. This is primarily due to the vulnerability of MFCCs when exposed to addi

tive noise and linear filtering effects (see Section 3.1.3). 

2. For the NIST 2000 database, the largest improvement in performance, when using fea

ture-based compensation, is due normalization of the mean of the feature distributions. 

Normalization of other moments of the feature distributions leads to marginal, albeit sta

tistically significant, improvements in performance. This result makes sense, as for the 

NIST 2000 database, the speech data is primarily degraded by linear filtering effects due 

to transmission by telephone. 

Up to this point HEQ was applied on an utterance-by-utterance basis (i.e., non-segmental HEQ 

was applied to all the MFCCs extracted from a particular utterance). In the next section, the appli

cation of HEQ to MFCCs extracted from short speech segments (or intervals) within each utter

ance is examined. 

6.4 Segmental versus non·segmental HEQ 

In the previous section Histogram Equalization was found to outperform other feature-based 

compensation techniques. In this section, segmental HEQ (see Section 4.4: page 65) is compared 

to non-segmental HEQ. Both algorithms process the distribution of each MFCC feature vector 

component separately. The motivation for using segmental HEQ is that since it is applied to a 

buffer of features extracted from short overlapping speech segments within an utterance, it has the 

ability to adapt to changing environmental and recording conditions. Thus. it could potentially 

provide a more accurate compensation for non-stationary noise processes encountered within long 

utterances. A typical example is that of an individual speaking in a car. Here, the speech signal is 

subject to distortions caused by engine noise (which changes depending on the speed at which the 

car is travelling) and traffic noise (which changes depending on the time of the day or the part of 
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Chapter 6. Experimental Results and Analysis 

town in which the individual is travelling). Segmental HEQ is essentially the same as the feature 

warping technique discussed in Section 3.2.4. This technique applies a form of cumulative distri

bution mapping to a sliding window of features by using the relationship between the order statis

tics and the CDF of a dataset. 

This section also provides an analysis of the effects of applying the original HEQ algorithm to a 

buffer of features extracted from short adjacent speech segments within an utterance. This version 

of HEQ is hereafter referred to as modified segmental Histogram Equalization. The motivation for 

the proposed approach is that it could make the original non-segmental version of HEQ more suit

able for real-time applications as normalization is now performed over shorter time intervals. and 

could thus be done while an individual is speaking. Furthermore. it could be used to make HEQ 

more robust to changing environmental and recording conditions. It would also be much simpler 

to implement than segmental HEQ and should also be more computationally efficient. Figure 6-7 

shows how segmental HEQ, non-segmental HEQ and modified segmental HEQ are applied to the 

feature vectors extracted from a particular utterance (assuming an utterance length of 9 features 

and a segment length of 3 features for segmental and modified segmental HEQ). As can be seen 

from this figure, non-segmental HEQ is applied utterance-wise. segmental HEQ is applied over a 

sliding window of features and modified segmental HEQ is applied over adjacent segments of the 

utterance. 

(a) Non-segmental HEQ 

1 

(b) Segmental HEQ 

(c) Modified segmental HEQ 

.. 
Figure 6·7: The application of non-segmental, segmental and modified segmental HEQ to the features 

extracted from an utterance. 

Figure 6-7 shows that while non-segmental HEQ and modified segmental HEQ are applied differ

ently, both techniques process the same number of features. On the other hand, segmental HEQ 
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processes more features due to its sliding window approach. Thus it could be expected to be more 

computationally expensive than non-segmental and modified segmental HEQ. 

Table 6-2 shows the performance obtained when non-segmental HEQ and segmental HEQ re

placed the CMN component in the baseline system37
. The results were averaged over three runs. 

Non-segmental HEQ used the parameters discussed in Section 6.2, whereas segmental HEQ was 

implemented according to the feature warping approach discussed in Section 3.2.4. A three sec

ond sliding window was used according to the work done by Pelecanos and Sridharan in [80]. 

Table 6-2: Combined performance for all trials with non-segmental and segmental HEQ 

(average ± standard deviation) 

HEQ version 

Non-segmental HEQ 

Segmental HEQ 

EER Minimum DCF (xl04) 

13.14 ± 0.04% 506 ± 4.93 

13.04 ± 0.03% 516 ± 3.46 

Table 6-2 shows that there is a marginal improvement in the EER obtained for segmental HEQ 

over that obtained for non-segmental HEQ. However, the minimum DCF value obtained for seg

mental HEQ is poorer than that obtained for non-segmental HEQ. McNemar's test showed that 

the difference between the baseline system performance with segmental and non-segmental HEQ 

is not statistically significant. A possible reason for there not being a larger difference in the per

formance between segmental and non-segmental HEQ could be due to the way in which the CDFs 

were estimated. According to B lanco-Archilla et al. r 117], when using order statistics "around 

500 ordered samples are enough to estimate very robustly and easily any CDF'. However, when 

using a 3 second sliding window and a frame rate of 80 Hz, only 3x80 = 240 feature vectors are 

present in each window. This lack of data could have led to inaccurate point estimates of the 

CDFs used, which produced relatively poor results for segmental HEQ. 

After establishing the performance of segmental and non-segmental HEQ, modified segmental 

HEQ was applied to the baseline system. Figure 6-8 shows the combined performance for all 

66572 verification trials specified for the NIST 2000 database as the segment length over which 

modified segmental HEQ is applied, is varied from 1 to 120 seconds. The performance previously 

obtained for segmental and non-segmental HEQ is also shown. The experiment was repeated 

three times and only the average results are shown. Recall from Section 5.l.2, that in the NIST 

2000 database, the training data for each targeted speaker consists of two minutes of speech col

lected from a single conversation side whereas the test segment durations varies from a few sec-

37 For simplicity, both non-segmental and segmental HEQ were applied after extracting all the MFCCs from 

the utterance under consideration. 
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onds to about a minute (with the majority ranging between 15 and 45 seconds). For utterances less 

than a particular segment length, an the features extracted from the utterance were used for nor

malization. 

(a) EER vs segment length 
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Figure 6-8: System performance versus the segment length used for modified segmental HEQ 

As illustrated by Figure 6-8, there is a significant improvement in the system performance with 

the application of modified segmental HEQ as the segment length is increased for 1 to 10 seconds. 

When using a segment length of 1 second, the EER is 13.67% and the minimum DCF value is 

552 xl0-4
. These results are poorer than those obtained by appJying non-segmental HEQ (see Ta

ble 6-2). However, when using a segment length of 10 seconds, the EER is reduced to 12.87% and 

the minimum DCF value is reduced to 502 xlO-4
. Furthermore, this improvement in performance 

is not only better than that obtained when segmental HEQ and non-segmental HEQ was used (see 

Table 6-2), but was found to be statistically significant at a level of greater than 95%. Moreover, 

the performance of modified segmental HEQ translates to a relative reduction in the EER and 

minimum DCF value of the baseline system (see Table 5-6) of 13.45% and 11.78% respectively. 

This increase in system performance can be attributed to the estimation of more accurate histo

grams due to the large number of feature vectors present in each buffer. In contrast, as the seg

ment length is increased beyond 10 seconds, a degradation in system performance is observed. 
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This could be as a result of larger segment lengths limiting modified segmental HEQ's ability to 

adapt to changing environmental and recording conditions. 

Another observation obtained from the experiments performed using modified segmental HEQ is 

that when a segment length of 3 seconds was used, performance comparable to that observed 

when using segmental HEQ (which a employed a 3 second sliding window) was obtained (i.e., an 

EER of 13.00% and a minimum DCF value of 513 xlO-4 was obtained)_ However, timing tests 

showed that on average it took about two seconds to process a two minute speech utterance using 

modified segmental HEQ (regardless of the segment length used) and, about 20 seconds using 

segmental HEQ. These observations are intuitive as segmental HEQ, due to its sliding window 

approach, processes more speech segments within an utterance than modified segmental HEQ, 

applied to the same utterance, does (see Figure 6-7). Furthermore, the time taken to perform 

modified segmental HEQ is independent of the segment length over which it is applied as, the 

number of segments that need to be processed decreases as the segment length increases. On the 

other hand, the shorter the segment length, the shorter the time taken to perform modified seg

mental HEQ. Since modified segmental HEQ and segmental HEQ can be performed while an in

dividual is speaking, the difference in the time taken to perform these techniques will not be no

ticeable as long as neither technique exceeds the time taken for an individual to complete speak

ing. However, in applications where limited computational resources are available, modified seg

mental HEQ may be more appropriate. 

In the following section experiments are conducted to determine whether the use of a reference 

distribution, other than a unimodal Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unity variance, could 

improve the performance of the baseline system. 

6.5 The use of muItimodal reference distributions 

In [80], Pelecanos and Sridharan speculated that "since speech is multi-modal in nature, the ideal 

target distribution would also be multi-modal and representative of the speaker's true feature dis

tribution". However, these authors did not experimentally verify this conjecture. For the experi

ments reported on in this section, the overall distribution of the MFCC feature vectors used to 

train the UBMs discussed in Section 5.2.2 was used to obtain the reference multimodal distribu

tion for each MFCC feature vector component. No feature-based compensation was applied to 

these MFCC feature vectors. Due to the characteristics of the MFCC distributions depicted in 

Figure 3-4, these distributions can be expected to be multimodal in nature. Separate reference dis

tributions were constructed for male and female speakers as no cross-gender verification trials are 

specified for the NIST 2000 database. Data obtained from telephone handsets employing carbon-
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button microphones and those employing electret microphones were used in constructing the ref

erence distributions, as the use of handset-dependent reference distributions would increase the 

mismatch between cross-handset verification trials (e.g., elec/carb and carb/elec). 

Multimodal reference distributions can of course be obtained in several other ways. For example, 

the entire distribution of the training MFCC feature vectors for all the speakers in the NIST 2000 

database could be used or the distribution of MFCCs extracted from a number of clean speech 

utterances could be used. However, the aim of this section is not to find the multimodal reference 

distribution that results in the highest performance, but rather to gain some insight into the per

formance obtained when multimodal reference distributions are used. Table 6-3 shows the per

formance that was obtained when non-segmental HEQ with a multimodal reference distribution 

for each feature vector component replaced the CMN component in the baseline system. For 

comparative purposes, the performance obtained for non-segmental HEQ with a unimodal Gaus

sian reference distribution with zero mean and unity variance for each feature vector component is 

also shown. Each experiment was run three times and only the average results are tabulated. 

Table 6-3: Combined performance for all trials with non-segmental HEQ using different reference 

distributions (average ± standard deviation) 

Non-segmental HEQ 

With a unimodal reference distribution 
for each feature vector component 

With a multimodal reference distribu
tion for each feature vector component 

EER Minimum DCF (xlO"4) 

13.14 ± 0.04% 506 ±4.93 

13.97 ± 0.03% 512 ± 2.08 

Table 6-3 shows that the use of non-segmental HEQ with multimodal reference distributions, ob

tained from UBM training data, degraded the system performance when compared to non

segmental HEQ with unimodal reference distributions. However, one important difference be

tween non-segmental HEQ with unimodal and multimodal reference distributions (besides the 

number of modes) is that when using the same reference distribution for each feature vector com

ponent, the value of each normalized component falls within the same range. Thus, no particular 

feature vector component dominates the final location of each of the feature vectors in the feature 

space. Instead, dominant feature vector components are made less prominent which could have 

led to improved system performance. 

In order to take this aspect of HEQ with unimodal reference distributions into account, each mul

timodal feature vector component distribution was normalized with mean and variance normaliza

tion (see Section 3.2.2) so as to have zero mean and unity variance. MVN provides a linear trans

formation of the feature space and, as such, does not modify the intrinsic shape of a particular dis-
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tribution of features. Thus, all reference distributions remain multimodal in nature after the appli

cation of MVN. Table 6-4 shows the results obtained when the mean and variance normalized 

multimodal reference distributions were used to perform both non-segmental HEQ and modified 

segmental HEQ (over 10 second segment lengths). The results for the use of unimodal reference 

distributions are also given. All results were averaged over three runs. 

Table 6-4: Combined performance for all trials with HEQ using normalized multi modal reference 

distributions (average ± standard deviation) 

HEQ version EER Minimum DCF (xlO·4) 

Non-segmental HEQ 
13.14 ± 0.04% 506 ± 4.93 

(unimodal) 

Modified segmental HEQ 
12.87 ± 0.05% 502 ± 1.53 

(unimodal) 

Non-segmental HEQ 
13.17 ± 0.03% 508 ± 0.58 

(multimodal) 

Modified segmental HEQ 
12.85 ± 0.10 % 505 ± 2.52 

(multimodal) 

Table 6-4 shows that there are minor differences between the results obtained for the correspond

ing versions of HEQ with unimodal and multimodal reference distributions. In fact, the differ

ences were found not to be statistically significant. This suggests that the notion that multimodal 

reference distributions may be more appropriate when HEQ is applied in speaker verification ap

plications is not necessarily the case (especially when the reference distributions are obtained us

ing the UBM training data). In the following section, experiments are conducted to determine 

whether HEQ indeed has the ability to compensate for distortions regardless of the speech param

eterisation used. 

6.6 Application of HEQ to a combined feature set 

In a number of the papers reviewed in Section 4.4, HEQ was successfully used to (1) compensate 

for the effects of additive noise on feature distributions; (2) compensate for the effects of residual 

noise caused by speech enhancement techniques; (3) normalize the features obtained at different 

stages during the extraction of MFCCs and. to normalize MFCC derivatives. These applications 

of HEQ suggest that the technique can be used to reduce the effects of a wide range of noise proc

esses affecting various speech parameterisations. This is because HEQ is essentially a technique 

that maps one histogram to another, regardless of any model of speech production, transmission 

or perception. In the case of MFCC feature vector distributions however, the application of HEQ 

is intended to compensate for the spectral variations caused by additive noise and linear filtering 
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effects on a speech signal. In this section, experiments are conducted in order to determine 

whether HEQ can be used to compensate for the way in which telephone transmission affects a 

combined feature set. In particular, MFCC feature vectors are combined with a feature set known 

as the Maximum Autocorrelation Values (MACVs). 

In 2004, the author co-authored a paper in which MFCCs were combined with MACVs and ap

plied to a speaker identification task [118]. The combination of the two feature sets was shown to 

improve performance above that obtained when only MFCCs were used. The MACV feature set, 

proposed by Wildermoth and Paliwal in [119], is aimed at extracting pitch and voicing informa

tion from a segmented frame of speech. Recall from Section 2.1.2 that MFCCs are aimed at repre

senting information related an individual's unique vocal tract structure. Thus, MFCCs and 

MACVs contain different information as the one feature set is aimed at extracting physiological 

information while the other is aimed at extracting psychological information (i.e., information 

related to an individual's learned manner of speaking). 

Given a speech frame {sen), n = 0, 1, ... , N, - I}, the MACV feature set is computed as follows 

[119]: 

1. Compute the autocorrelation function. R(k): 

R(k) =_1_""N,.I.k s(n)s(n+k) 
N. L...n=o ., 

2. Normalize R(k) by its maximum value: 

R(k) = R(k) 
R(O) 

k = O, ... ,N, 1 

3. Split the higher portion of R(k), from about 2ms to 16ms, into M equal divisions. 

4. Find the maximum value of R(k) in each of the M divisions. 

5. The M maximum autocorrelation values now form an M-dimensional feature vector. 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

Typically. M is chosen to be equal to 5. It should be noted that the lower portion of the normalized 

autocorrelation function is not used because it contains information pertaining to the vocal tract 

structure. This information is already captured by the MFCC feature vectors to which the MACV 

feature vectors are concatenated. The higher portion of the normalized autocorrelation function is 

based on the fact that the pitch of a human voice is typically between 60 Hz and 400 Hz (60 to 

160 Hz for males and 160 to 400 Hz for females) which translates into a range from 2 millisec

onds to 16 milliseconds [119]. 

For the experiments conducted in this section. 5-dimensional MACV feature vectors were ap

pended to the I8-dimensional MFCC feature vectors extracted from each frame of speech in the 
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NIST 2000 database. Table 6-5 shows the results obtained when MACVs were appended to the 

MFCC feature vectors. Each experiment was run three times and the average of the results ob

tained was taken. No feature-based compensation was used. 

Table 6-5: Combined performance for all trials when MFCCs are combined with MACVs 

(average ± standard deviation) 

Feature type EER Minimum DCF (xlO-4
) 

18 MFCCs 26.84 ± 0.01 % 834 ± 3.61 

18 MFCCs combined with 5 MACVs 25.85 ± 0.04% 790 ± l.53 

The results in Table 6-5 consolidate the observations in [118] that the combination of MFCCs and 

MACV s leads to an improvement in speaker recognition performance above that obtained for 

MFCCs alone. There is a 3.69% relative reduction in the EER and a 5.28% relative reduction in 

the minimum DCF value. 

When the same MACV s were combined with MFCC feature vectors normalized by modified 

segmental HEQ applied over 10 second segment lengths (with unimodal reference distributions), 

an improved EER of 14.42% and minimum DCF value of 537xlO-4
, was obtained. These results 

are poorer than those obtained without the addition of MACVs (see Table 6-4). Two possible rea

sons for this degradation in performance could be that (1) telephone transmission causes a mis

match between the MACV features extracted from a particular speaker's training and test data; or 

(2) the contribution from the MACV feature set dominates the location of the combined feature 

vectors in the feature space and, as such, reduces system performance. 

In the remainder of this section, modified segmental HEQ applied over 10 second segment lengths 

(with unimodal reference distributions) was used to compensate for these two distortions. Figure 

6-9 shows the results of this experiment. As illustrated, the application of HEQ to both feature 

sets leads to a substantial improvement in the performance obtained for the combined feature set. 

In fact, the average EER of 12.47% and minimum DCF value of 483xlO-4 is lower than that ob

tained when only MFCC feature vector distributions are normalized. It must however be noted 

that normalization of the NIFCC feature vectors led to the largest improvement in the performance 

of the combined feature set. Subsequent normalization of the MACV feature vectors only led to 

marginal, albeit statistically significant, improvements in performance. Still, this result reinforces 

the versatility of the HEQ technique and its ability to compensate for a wide range of distortions. 

Furthermore, the application of HEQ to both feature sets translates to a relative reduction in the 

EER and the minimum DCF value of the baseline system (see Table 5-6) of 16.14% and 15.11% 

respecti vely. 
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Figure 6-9: System performance when different components of the combined feature set are nonnalized 

6.7 Summary 

This chapter experimentally evaluated the Histogram Equalization technique proposed in this 

study, The experiments conducted here verified that the technique indeed allows one to map one 

histogram to another, and also detennined the optimal parameters to use for the HEQ algorithm, 

In addition, non-segmental HEQ was shown to outperfonn other feature-based compensation 

techniques, and was shown to reduce the equal error rate by 11.63% and the minimum detection 

cost function by 11.07% relative to the baseline system described in Chapter 5, Furthennore, a 

proposed variation of HEQ, tenned modified segmental HEQ, was shown to outperfonn segmen

tal HEQ using a feature warping approach and non-segmental HEQ. Also, a relative reduction in 

the equal error rate and minimum detection cost function value of the baseline system of 13.45% 

and 11.78% respectively, was obtained when using this fonn ofHEQ, 

It was also shown that nonnalizing MFCC feature vector component distributions with HEQ us

ing either unimodal or nonnalized multimodal reference distributions did not lead to any signifi

cant variations in perfonnance, Finally in Section 6.6, modified segmental HEQ (over 10 second 

adjacent speech segments) was applied to a combined feature set namely, mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficients concatenated with a pitch-based feature set known as the Maximum Autocorrelation 

Values, This application of HEQ produced results superior to that of nonnalizing MFCCs alone 
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and, showed that HEQ indeed has the ability to compensate for a wide range of distortions, even 

those affecting a combined feature set. A relative reduction in the equal error rate and minimum 

detection cost function value of the baseline system of 16.14% and 15.11% respectively, was ob

tained. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

This chapter presents a summary of the achievements of this study and, conclusions based on the 

research and experimental work done, are also drawn. Finally, directions for future work are pre

sented. 

7.1 Summary of work done 

Recall from Chapter 1 that this thesis had three main objectives. The first objective was to provide 

a comprehensive review of contemporary speaker verification literature with particular emphasis 

on techniques that are generally regarded as standard practice in the field and techniques that have 

been used to improve the robustness of speaker verification systems. This objective was fulfilled 

by Chapters 2 and 3 of this document. Chapter 2 focussed specifically on techniques used to con

struct contemporary speaker verification systems while Chapter 3 described several strategies for 

achieving robustness in speaker verification. In addition, Chapter 1 provided a very general over

view of the area of speaker recognition so as to allow the user to become familiar with the various 

terms and concepts used throughout this document. A discussion of the various factors affecting 

the performance of speaker verification systems was also presented in this chapter. Mismatched 

training and test conditions were highlighted as the specific problem that this thesis addresses. 

Using the methodologies described in Chapters 2 and 3, the second objective of this thesis was to 

design and implement a baseline text-independent speaker verification system. This objective was 

fulfilled by Chapter 5 which, described in detail, the construction of such a system. The system 

was shown to perform similarly to other systems evaluated under similar conditions and, provided 

an experimental framework for evaluating the technique proposed in this study. Furthermore, its 

performance was used as a benchmark against which all subsequent improvements were com-
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pared. Additionally, the development of the baseline system consolidated many of the findings 

reported in contemporary literature (see Section 5.4). 

This thesis proposed a feature-based compensation technique known as Histogram Equalization. 

This technique has the ability to minimise the mismatch between two distributions. The main mo

tivation for the use of this technique, when applied in speaker verification, was that it could be 

used to reduce the mismatch between feature distributions obtained in different training and test 

conditions and hence, lead to improved performance. The final objective of this thesis was to im

plement and evaluate Histogram Equalization. As such, the mathematical formulation and the 

background of the technique, as well as a simple algorithm for implementing the technique were 

presented in Chapter 4. A review of the previous applications of the technique showed that it had 

had limited application in the area of speaker recognition and on speech degraded by telephone 

transmission. 

An evaluation of the technique, as well as an analysis of the various results obtained, was pro

vided in Chapter 6. The results showed that Histogram Equalization could be used to improve the 

robustness of speaker verification systems operating in telephone environments. It was shown to 

outperform several feature-based compensation techniques and led to significant improvements in 

performance above the baseline system developed in Chapter 5. Furthermore, a proposed varia

tion of the technique, in which the algorithm was applied over 10 second adjacent segments 

within an utterance, was shown to outperform the original non-segmental version of HEQ used in 

related literature. The majority of the software components involved in building the baseline text

independent speaker verification system and evaluating HEQ were implemented by the author. 

The following section highlights key conclusions based on the work done in this study. 

7.2 Conclusions 

Based on the research and experiments conducted in this study, the following conclusions are 

drawn: 

• Additive noise and linear filtering effects corrupt MFCC feature distributions. These ef

fects change the shape, scale, spread and location of MFCC feature distributions. This is 

one of the primary reasons that speaker verification systems perform poorly in mis

matched training and test conditions as, the resulting MFCC feature distributions will be 

different. The application of CMN, MVN and various forms of HEQ alleviates some of 

this disparity in feature distributions as they are aimed at making feature distributions 

more consistent across different recording conditions. Thus, feature-based compensation 

is a crucial step in obtaining good speaker verification performance. 
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• Histogram Equalization can be used to improve the performance of speaker verification 

systems operating in telephone environments (i.e., speaker verification systems evaluated 

on speech degraded by telephone transmission). This is due to its ability to minimise the 

mismatch between feature distributions obtained in mismatched training and test condi

tions. Furthermore, non-segmental HEQ outperforms CMN and MVN due to its ability to 

compensate for both linear and non-linear distortions of the feature space, which normal

izes the shape, scale, spread and location of MFCC feature distributions. 

• For the NIST 2000 database, the largest improvement in performance, when using fea

ture-based compensation, is due to normalization of the mean of the feature distributions. 

Normalization of other moments of the feature distributions leads to marginal, albeit sta

tistically significant, improvements in performance. This result makes sense, as for the 

NIST 2000 database, the speech data is primarily degraded by linear filtering effects due 

to transmission by telephone. 

• Performing HEQ over features extracted from 10 second adjacent segments of speech 

(i.e., modified segmental HEQ) outperforms non-segmental HEQ. This is due to modified 

segmental HEQ's ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions. This form of 

HEQ is also more suitable for on-line applications as it can be performed while an indi

vidual is speaking. Furthermore, this form of HEQ outperforms HEQ applied over a 3 

second sliding window (i.e., segmental HEQ) due to the estimation of more accurate cu

mulative distribution histograms. 

• For unimodal Gaussian reference distributions, the number of bins used when estimating 

the histograms required for HEQ is directly proportional to the time taken to perform 

HEQ. However, no significant variation in performance is observed when the number of 

bins varies between 100 and 2000. Also, changing the variance of the distribution from 

0.75 to 2.0 leads to no noteworthy difference in the performance of HEQ. Furthermore, 

there is no significant disparity in the performance of HEQ with unimodal and normalized 

multi modal reference distributions (obtained from UBM training data). However, when 

using multimodal reference distributions that are not normalized, performance degrades 

due to unequal contributions from each feature vector component. 

• HEQ has the ability to compensate for a wide range of distortions. This is due to the fact 

that HEQ does not depend on any model of speech production, perception or transmis

sion. In this work, HEQ applied to MFCC feature vectors concatenated with MACV fea

ture vectors improved performance above that of applying HEQ to MFCC feature vectors 

alone. This application of HEQ also shows that normalizing the contribution from each 

feature set is a crucial step when combined feature sets are employed and, confirms the 
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knowledge that MFCCs combined with MACVs improves speaker recognition perform-

ance. 

7.3 Directions for future research 

As a result of the scope. limitations, findings and conclusions of this study, the following recom

mendations for future work involving HEQ are made: 

• In this study, the compensating effect of HEQ has only been evaluated on MFCCs (and to 

a smaller extent on MACVs). As such, further research should be conducted into the ap

plication of HEQ on other feature sets and, at different stages during feature extraction. 

This would provide further insight into the ability of HEQ to compensate for various dis

tortions regardless of the speech parameterisation used. 

• HEQ has been shown to improve the performance of a speaker verification system operat

ing in telephone environments. It is recommended that an investigation be conducted into 

the application HEQ on speech contaminated by various types of additive noise (at differ

ent signal-to-noise ratios). Furthermore, an investigation into the ability of HEQ to im

prove the robustness of a system trained with clean speech and tested with contaminated 

speech would also be very interesting. This would provide some indication of possible 

applications and situations in which the technique could be useful. 

• The performance obtained when HEQ was applied using either a unimodal or multimodal 

reference distribution for each feature vector component was shown to be very similar. 

The multimodal reference distributions were obtained from feature vectors extracted from 

UBM training data. Whether obtaining the reference distributions from feature vectors ex

tracted from clean speech leads to improved performance still needs to be determined. 

• HEQ is based on a simple and repetitive algorithm and, as such, lends itself to 

implementation on a digital signal processor. A study of the feasibility of such an 

approach, as well the trade-off between performance and memory and computational 

constraints should also be conducted. This knowledge could promote the use of HEQ in 

• mohile devices. .. f HEQ' h' h hi' h' l' d d' In tliiS stucty, a vanatIOn 0, 10 W IC tea gont m IS app Ie over a Jacent seg-

ments of speech, instead of over an entire utterance, was shown to improve the compen

sating ability of technique as this approach allowed it to adapt to changing environmental 

conditions. This technique should be able to provide fast feature-based compensation in 

on-line applications as it can be applied while an individual is speaking. However, the 

technique is yet to be applied in a real-world on-line application. Such a study would pro-
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vide some insight into the real-world applicability of HEQ as well as how it compares 

with other techniques such as feature warping for example. 

• HEQ is a feature-based compensation technique that has been applied to a speaker verifi

cation system employing a statistical pattern matching technique, namely, Gaussian mix

ture models. It would be interesting to see whether HEQ improves the performance of 

speaker verification systems employing discriminative classification techniques such as 

SVMs for example. 

• In this study, HEQ has been applied to each feature vector component separately. How

ever, it still to be ascertained whether certain feature vector components rely more on fea

ture-based compensation than others and, whether the use of different reference histo

grams for each component leads to improvements in performance. 

• To date, there is no standard technique for determining the statistical significance of im

provements between different algorithms. McNemar's test was used in this study due to it 

being used in other speaker recognition studies. However, there is a need to develop a 

standard strategy for determining whether newly proposed algorithms indeed lead to sta

tistically significant improvements in performance. 

• In this study, HEQ was only applied to the MFCC feature vectors extracted from speech 

in the NIST 2000 database. A survey of the application of HEQ on other databases still 

needs to be conducted. This would indicate whether the improvements reported for the 

NIST 2000 database generalise to other databases and, to what extent the values of the pa

rameters selected for HEQ need to be modified when HEQ is applied on other databases. 

The work done in this study showed that feature-based compensation, in the form of Histogram 

Equalization, can be used to significantly improve the robustness of speaker verification systems 

operating in mismatched training and test conditions. While the objectives of this thesis have been 

accomplished, it is clear that there is still much work to be done in improving the performance of 

speaker verification systems in adverse environments as an equal error rate of 0% is yet to be 

achieved. However, speaker verification is an emerging technology and, as such, considerable 

research is being conducted into making speaker verification architectures more robust to diverse 

acoustic environments, mobile and fixed-line telephony networks and excessive speaker variabil

ity. As a result, the future of speaker verification looks extremely promising. 
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